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Studies on Deep Electronic Levels in Silicon and

Aluminium Gallium Arsenide Alloys

by Håkan Pettersson

Department of Solid State Physics, University of Lund
Box 118, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden

This thesis reports on investigations of the influence of high electric fields on
y the electronic levels in chalcogen-doped silicon (paper I), electrical and optical

properties of some transition metal related defects in silicon (papers II-V), and a
study of a light induced anomaly in modulation-doped AIGaAs/GaAs
heterostructures (paper VI and VII).

The thesis consists of the following seven papers:

I Electric-field-enhanced electron emission from isolated sulfur and selenium
donors in silicon (Phys>. Rev. B 42,1381 (1990).

II Electrical and optical properties of titanium-related centers in silicon
(Phys. Rev. B 43,9171 (1991).

IH Electrical and optical properties of molybdenum and tungsten related defects in
silicon (Semicond. Sci. Technol. 6, 237 (1991).

• IV Electrical and optical properties of vanadium-related centers in silicon
(Phys. Rev. B 44,12809 (1991).

! V Electrical and Optical Characterization of Niobium-related Centers in Silicon
i (accepted for publication in Semicond. Sci. Technol.)

VI Observation of a Persistent Negative Photoconductivity Effect in AIGaAs/GaAs
Modulation-Doped Structures (Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 3010 (1991).

VII Persistent Decrease of Dark Conductivity due to Illumination in AIGaAs/GaAs
Modulation-Doped Heterostructures (submitted to J. Appl. Phys.).



Co-authors are H. G. Grimmeiss (I-VII), L. Tilly (II-V), K. Schmalz (II-V), K.
Tittelbach (II-IV), H. Kerkow (II-V), A. Powell (VI, VII), C. C. Button (VI, VD), J. S.
Roberts (VI, VE) and P. I. Rockett (VI, VII).

A contribution to the MRS Spring Meeting, San Fransisco (1992), is left out of
tias thesis because the topic is covered in papers II-IV.

VIII Electrical and optical properties of titanium, vanadium, molybdenum, and
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solidified condensed matter can be divided into three groups; crystalline,
polycrystalline and amorphous materials. A crystal is constructed by the infinite
repetition in space of identical building blocks. This building block, in the case of
copper or silver, may be one single atom, but it may also be as many as 10 000 atoms
for a protein crystal. Polycrystalline materials, like silicon dioxide, consist of small
crystals randomly oriented in space. Finally, in amorphous materials, like glass, all
the atoms are randomly oriented in space.

Crystalline materials can be further divided into two sub-groups, metals and
non-metals. Metals are characterized by high electrical conductivity which means
that a large number of conduction electrons must be free to move through the
crystal. It is the weakly bound valence electrons of the free atom which become the
conduction electrons in the metal. Also, it is this "sea" of free electrons which acts as
a glue and binds together the crystal. In a non-metal there are almost no free
electrons and therefore it has a poor electrical conductivity. In these crystals the
valence electrons are either bound in covalent bonds (valence crystals) or in atomic
closed shells (ionic crystals). These crystals will be discussed more in detail in the
next chapter. The energy required to break one of these bonds to release an electron
varies between different crystals but in general the ionic crystals are more strongly
bound.

Most of the important electrical and optical properties of crystals can be easily
understood if the so called band model of the crystal is used. As free atoms are
brought closely together to form a crystal, the discrete energy levels of the single
atoms start to interact with each other, which leads to the formation of energy bands.
This is schematically depicted in Fig. 1.1.

First excited
state

Ground state <• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I

Free atom

. ^ ^ • M ^ ^ ^ H ^ H ^ H Conduction
^ ^ L ^ H H H H B band

1 Bandgap

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B Valence
^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ H band

Atomic distance

Solid crystal

Fig.1.1: Schematic description of the formation of

energy bands in crystals.



The most important bands are the valence band and the conduction band. The
bottom of the conduction band is separated from the top of the valence band by the
so called bandgap. The bandgap is an energetically forbidden area for electrons in the
sense that no electron can have an energy within the bandgap (this statement will be
somewhat modified later). The valence electrons from all the atoms of the crystal fill
the bands to an extent determined by the number of valence electrons that each
atom possesses. Electrons within a band can be accelerated by an external electric
field, which is a prerequisite for a high conductivity, unless the band is completely
filled. The valence and ionic crystals have filled valence bands (and empty
conduction bands), and therefore a poor conductivity. However, if an electron in the
valence band is provided with enough energy to overcome the bandgap it may enter
the conduction band where it can be accelerated. In this case the emitted electron
leaves behind a so called hole in the valence band. This hole, which simply is an
absent electron, can be thought of as a positively charged particle which can gain
energy analogously to the electron in the conduction band. The emission of an
electron to the conduction band is in the "bond model" equivalent to breaking one
of the crystal bonds to release an electron and leave a hole behind. One can easily
visualize the motion or a hole in the bond model as the motion of an electron from
a nearby bond to the site of the missing electron, i. e. the hole.

Non-metals with small and large bandgaps are called semiconductors and
insulators, respectively. For insulators the bandgap is often so large that the
temperature required to emit a substantial number of electrons to the conduction
band exceeds the melting point of the crystal. In contrast, a temperature increase
results for many semiconductors in a drastic increase of the conductivity. Examples
of semiconductors are the elements silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge) from group IV
in the periodic table and binary compounds of elements from groups III and V, e.g.
gallium arsenide and gallium phosphide (GaAs, GaP). Some of these will be
described in detail in the next chapter. Examples of insulators are sodium chloride
(NaCl) and potassium chloride (KG). '

Metals, too, have bandgaps,, but these do not show up as for the semiconductors \
since the valence band in this case is only partially filled, which explains the high J
conductivity of metals. The conductivity for metals normally decreases with \
increasing temperature. The reason for this is that the electron concentration in a •
first approximation is temperature independent and that the conductivity is
governed by scattering processes.

Since this thesis concerns the field of semiconductor physics, I will from now on
restrict myself to discuss semiconductors only.



In 1956 three American gentlemen, W. Schockley, J. Bardeen and W. H. Brattain,
were awarded the Nobel prize in physics. Their invention of the transistor [1]
marked the onset of what later has been called the second industrial revolution.
Today we call this the era of microelectronics. Microelectronics forms an essential
part in all modern technology. We find applications in computers,
telecommunication, television and so forth. The first electronical components were
made of germanium. In the beginning of the seventies another semiconductor
material, silicon, became more and more important. Today, silicon is by far the most
used material for making integrated circuits. Silicon is, however, not suitable for
making optical components like light emitting diodes and lasers where instead
alloys, for instance GaAs, GaP and the ternary alloy aluminium gallium arsenide
(AlGaAs), often are employed.

The reason that semiconductors are so important in microlectronics is that their
electrical and optical properties can be tailored by adding small amounts of foreign
atoms to the host material. This procedure is called doping. This is in contrast to
metals where only the mechanical properties can be changed by suitable treatment.
Pure silicon and GaAs have low electrical conductivity which can be increased by
several orders of magnitude if they are doped. If a group V atom, for instance a
phosphorous atom, is incorporated into a silicon crystal it will occupy a site which
normally is occupied by a silicon atom. To complete the covalent bonds to the four
nearest silicon neighbors, only four of its five valence electrons are needed. The fifth
valence electron is only weakly bound to the phosphorous atom and, hence, may
easily be released. In our band model, incorporation of an impurity atom into the
host crystal introduces an additional electronic level, occupied by the fifth valence
electron, within the bandgap close to the bottom of the conduction band. Providing
the temperature is not extremely low, this small energy difference may easily be
overcomed in order for the electron to be emitted to the conduction band. Since a
phosphorous atom thus can donate an electron to the crystal it is called a donor, and
the corresponding electronic level a donor level. A semiconductor of this type is said
to be n-type, since the conduction is predominantly due to negatively charged
particles (i.e. electrons).

Suppose now instead that a group III atom, for instance a boron atom, with only
three valence electrons, is incorporated into the silicon crystal. Again, the foreign
atom occupies a silicon site. In this case, however, there is one electron missing to
complete the covalent bonds to the silicon neighbors. In order to complete the bonds
the boron atom may capture an electron from the crystal. The incorporation of a
group in atom into the host crystal introduces an empty electronic level within the
bandgap, in this case close to the valence band. Provided the temperature is not too
low, electrons in the valence band can overcome this energy barrier and be captured



by the empty level leaving behind a hole in the valence band. Since the boron atom
in this we v can accept an electron from the crystal it is referred to as an acceptor, and
the corresponding electronic level an acceptor level. A semiconductor of this type is
said to be p-type, since the conduction is due to positively charged particles (i.e.
holes). Thus, by doping a semiconductor crystal with donors or acceptors the
number of free charge carriers (i.e. electrons and holes), and hence the conductivity,
can be varied between the insulator and metal limits.

For electronical applications one often combines n- and p-type materials. For
instance, a diode consists of a n-type region and a p-type region. An even more
important example is the transistor which consists of three alternating regions of n-
and p-type silicon (a so called npn or pnp transistor). Another very interesting
combination is the so called High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) [2-4]. It is an
ultra-fast transistor which consists of a strongly doped AlGaAs layer on top of a
GaAs layer. A highly conductive path arises at the interface between these two
layers. To switch the transistor from the conductive to the non-conductive mode, a
bias which induces a cut off of this path is applied to a gate.

Incorporation of foreign atoms (impurities) into a semiconductor introduces
new electronic levels within the bandgap. In the case of group III and V impurities
in silicon, these levels are located close to the valence and conduction bands,
respectively. Such levels are referred to as shallow levels. Other impurities can
introduce so called deep levels which are located at a larger energy distance from
either band. The band models of n- and p-type materials with additional deep levels
are shown in Fig. 1.2.

Shallow level

Deep level

Conduction band
'A

y///////////.
n-type p-type

Fig.1.2: Bandmodels for n- and p-type semiconductors

with shallow and deep levels in the bandgap.

Deep levels have a large impact on the performance of electronic devices. For
example, by doping a silicon transistor with gold the swithing time has previously
been reduced by a factor of 1000. Gold was also previously used as a dopant in high
power silicon devices ( e.g. in thyristors) [5]. Chalcogen doped silicon has been
suggested as a well suited material for making infra-red detectors [6]. Deep levels can
also have detrimental effects on electronic devices. In most of these cases the
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presence of the impurities is unintentional. They are normally incorporated into the
crystal either naturally or during the many different processing steps like cutting,
grinding, polishing, heat treatments and so forth, required to manufacture the
device. Important examples of these impurities are the so called transition metals
(TMs) e.g. iron, chromium, nickel and titanium. For example, a minute titanium
contamination in silicon solar cells is sufficient to seriously degrade the efficiency [7].
Other impurities open non-radiative paths which compete with the intentional
band-to-band luminescence in laserdiodes. Another example is the so called DX
center in AlGaAs [8]. This is a different kind of defect in the sense that it arises as
soon as the material is doped with any shallow donor. It has been well established
that it is responsible for noise and breakdown effects in HEMTs [8J. These few
examples indicate that a detailed understanding of the properties of deep levels in
semiconductor devices is, from a technological point of view, extremely important.
Besides the technological aspects there is of course also a fundamental theoretical
interest in these so called deep impurities. The TMs, for example, usually induce
many deep levels within the bandgap, in spite of the fact that the different charge
states of free TMs are spread over several electronvolts (9). Theoreticians have put a
great deal of effort into the understanding of the electronic structure of these atoms
when they are incorporated into semiconductors.

This thesis is an experimental work containing four papers where the electrical
and optical properties of defects related to the five transition metals titanium,
tungsten, molybdenum, vanadium and niobium in silicon were investigated in
detail (papers II-V). Furthermore, in paper I the influence of a high electric field on
the electrical properties of selenium and sulfur doped silicon was studied. Finally, in
p-ier VI and VII we reported on the observation of a persistent negative
^i. toconductivity effect in simplified HEMT structures.

The experimental techniques used for these experiments are mainly so called
junction space charge techniques such as Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS),
photocurrent, dark capacitance and photocapacitance techniques. These techniques
are applied to diodes doped with the impurity to be studied. The principal advantage
of this procedure is that a diode contains a strong built-in electric field which allows
a separation between different electronic processes involving the impurity. This fact
makes it possible to measure important characteristic electronical parameters of the
impurity independently. Besides these techniques, also photoconductivity
measurements have been performed.
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2. THE MATERIALS

2.1 Silicon and gallium arsenide crystals - Physical aspects

Silicon (Si) is by far the most used material in microelectronics. One reason for
this is that electronic-grade silicon is very cheap, mainly because of its large
abundance in the earth crust. Another important feature for electronical
applications is that silicon has a natural high resistivity oxide, SiC^- Silicon is a
covalent crystal from the fourth group in the periodic table. It crystallizes in the
diamond structure (Fig. 2.1) consisting of two face-centered cubic (FCC) sublattices
displaced 1/4 of a body diagonal relative to each other. As is shown in Fig. 2.1, a
silicon atom is bound to four nearest neighbors situated at the vertices of a
tetrahedron. The nearest neighbor distance is 2.35 Å.

• Gallium O Arsenic

Si GaAs

Fig.2.1: The crystal structure of Si and GaAs. Note that

the lattice is identical for both materials.

Since silicon belongs to the same group in the periodic table as dhmond (C), it
should bear some resemblence to this crystal. Silicon is for instance, like diamond, a
hard but also a brittle material. One obvious difference between these two crystals is
the color. Diamond is transparent to visible light, whereas silicon is greyish. These
properties are all consequences of the covalent bonds. Silicon has a [Ne]3s23p2

atomic electron configuration. [Ne] represents the closed shells of the neon
configuration. The s and p orbitals of a silicon atom are mixed to form hybrid sp3

orbitals. When the bonding combination of two such hybrid orbitals from two
neighboring silicon atoms is filled with electrons (i.e. filled valence band), the
resulting valence charge density is localized in the region between the nuclei, giving
the tetrahedral structure its stability. The antibonding combination of the sp3 orbitals
forms the conduction band. The charge density is now more like a smeared out
molecular antibonding orbital.
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Silicon has an indirect fundamental band gap, which means that the top of the
valence band and the bottom of the conduction band are separated in momentum
space. The calculated bandstructure is shown in Fig. 2.2.

-u
L A T A K U.K X

REDUCED WAVE VECTOR q

Fig.2.2: Electronic band structure of Si [10] and GaAs [11].

The bandgap increases slightly with decreasing temperature from about 1.12 eV at
300 K to 1.17 eV at 0 K (Fig. 2.3).

1.6

1.5

1.4

I
1.2

1.1

1.0

(152)
..

(1.17) Si
" - ^ (112)

Fig.2.3: Temperature depend-

ence of the bandgaps of Si

(indirect) and GaAs (direct)

[12].

100 200 300 400

T(K)
500

The bottom of the lowest conduction band is situated at 0.85 it/a from the center
of the Brillouin zone in the [100] direction (close to the X-point), whereas the top of
the valence band is located at the center of the Brillouin zone (the F-point). There
are six [100] directions, implying six equivalent conduction band minima. The
Brillouin zone with indicated symmetry points and lines is shown in Fig. 2.4. The
bottom of the conduction band is non-degenerate whereas the top of the valence
band is six-fold degenerate (three-fold if spin degeneracy is excluded). Spin-orbit

10
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interaction splits the six-fold degenerate valence band into a four-fold and a two-fold
degenerate band. The spin-orbit splitting energy is 42.6 meV. Away from the T-point
the four-fold degenerate band splits into two two-fold degenerate bands with
different curvatures and, hence, different effective masses. These two bands are
called the light- and heavy hole bands, respectively. These splittings are not resolved
in Fig. 2.2 (compare to GaAs). Both the bottom of the conduction band and the top of
the valence band are anisotropic which results in anisotropic effective masses. The
effective masses for electrons are larger along the symmetry axes (mj) than
transverse to it (mt), resulting in ellipsoidal surfaces of constant energy oriented
along the equivalent [100] directions (Fig. 2.5 a). The constant energy surfaces for
holes ( heavy-, light- and split-off-) are, as a result of the complex structure of the
valence band edge, warped rather than spherical.

Fig.2.4: Standard labels of
high symmetry points and axes of
the first Brillouin zone of the
FCC lattice. The zone center is
P. The line A runs between P
and X [13].

• • ( •

(W

Fig.2.5: Surfaces of constant energy for electrons
in Si (a) and GaAs (b).

Gallium arsenide (GaAs) belongs to the III-V compound semiconductors which
are compounds between group III and V atoms. GaAs crystallizes in the so called

11
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zincblende structure which is identical to the diamond structure except that one FCC
sublattice has gallium atoms and the other has arsenic atoms i.e. each gallium atom
is tetrahedrally bound to four arsenic atoms and each arsenic atom is bound to four
gallium atoms (see Fig. 2.1). The nearest neighbor distance is 2.45 Å. Gallium and
arsenic have the [Ar^s^p and [Ar]4s24p3 atomic electron configuration, respectively.
The major bonding force arises, as in the silicon case, from the covalent bonds.
However, there is also a slight ionic bonding force contribution which arises from
an electrostatic attraction betweeen the Ga+ ion and its four neighboring As" ions, or
conversely, between each As" ion and its four neighboring Ga+ ions.

The calculated bandstructure of GaAs is shown in Fig. 2.2. As opposed to silicon,
GaAs has a direct band gap of about 1.42 eV at room temperature, which increases to
about 1.52 eV at OK (Fig. 2.3). The conduction band and valence band edges are both
situated at the F-point. The conduction band edge is non-degenerate and isotropic
which results in a spherical surface of constant energy for the electrons located at the
center of the Brillouin zone (Fig. 2.5 b). The character of the valence band is quite
similar to the silicon case. The Brillouin zone for GaAs is of course identical to
silicon (Fig. 2.4) since, the crystal structure in both cases may be thought of as a FCC
lattice where the basis contains two silicon atoms or one gallium atom and one
arsenic atom, respectively.

The direct band gap and also the high carrier mobilities are two properties which
make GaAs a suitable material for optical components as well as for high speed
transistors. Another important property of GaAs is that the fundamental band gap
can be increased simply by substituting some gallium atoms by aluminium atoms,
thus producing the ternary compound AlxGa(i.x)As. The band gap can be changed
continously between 1.42 eV (GaAs) and 2.17 eV (AlAs) as shown in Fig. 2.6.

Fig.2.6: Composition depend-

ence of the bandgap of AlGaAs.

The fundamental bandgap is

direct up to 46% AlAs (F) and

thereafter indirect (X) [8],

0.0 0.2 0.4 O.t 0.8
ALA» Mole Fraction x

1.0

The conduction band minimum will be at the F-point (direct band gap) until the

12
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aluminium content exceeds about 46%, after which the band gap becomes indirect
(X-point). The possibility of tailoring the band structure has resulted in many novel
devices, such as the quantum well laser and the High Electron Mobility Transistor
(HEMT).

Conclusively, Table 1 summarizes some important crystal parameters for silicon

and gallium arsenide.

Table 1. Some crystal parameters for silicon and gallium arsenide [14].

Si GaAs

Crystal structure

Lattice constant a (A)

ftandgap energy (eV) T=300K

diamond

5.43

1.12

zincblende

5.63

1.42

Conduction band minima
Wave vector
Degeneracy (spin exclud.)

Effective electron mass

kc

m^/mo

0.85

1,(6
0.19

0.92

X
equivalent)

r
1
-

m
n

Valence band maxima

Wave vector

Degeneracy (spin includ.)

Spin-orbit splitting

Effective hole masses

relative m0

2.2 Crystal growth

AESO (eV)
light hole
heavy hole
split-off hole

r
4
0.043
0.15
0.54
0.29

0.067

r
4

0.34

0.082

0.48

0.17

Semiconductor crystal growth can be divided into two categories: bulk crystal
growth [12] and epitaxial growth [15]. Bulk growth is used to produce the basic
material for integrated circuits, i.e. the wafers, while epitaxial growth often is
employed to grow thin layers on wafers to produce specially designed electronic or

optoelectronic devices.

13



Bulk growth

The starting material for the production of silicon is a relatively pure form of
sand (S1O2) called quartzite. Various processing steps transform the quartzite into
polycrystalline silicon. To grow crystalline silicon, polysilicon is placed in a quartz
crucible and heated above the melting point of silicon. A suitably oriented seed
crystal is inserted into the melt. The seed crystal is then, while rotating, slowly
withdrawn from the melt. The silicon melt sticks to the seed crystal and
progressively solidifies into a large single crystal. This technique is called the
Czochralski method.

The starting materials for making gallium arsenide are pure elemental gallium
and arsenic. Polycrystalline GaAs is produced by heating gallium above its melting
point and arsenic high enough to produce an overpressure of arsenic vapor. The
arsenic vapor is let into the chamber containg the liquid gallium, where it converts
the gallium melt into GaAs. Crystalline GaAs is then produced by the Liquid
Encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) method which differs from the ordinary Czochralski
method in that the surface of the GaAs melt is covered by an encapsulating liquid to
prevent it from decomposing.

Since silicon and gallium arsenide crystals, grown in the way descibed, get
contaminated with impurities from the crucible and the furnace they are purified in
further processing steps like, for instance, float-zone refining [12].

Epitaxial growth

The substrate crystal may be a wafer of the same material as the grown layer or a
different material with similar lattice constant. The latter case gives the possibility of
growing lattice matched structures with alternating layers with different band gap,
for instance, quantum wells and HEMTs. Since epitaxial growth usually is
performed at temperatures considerably lower than the melting point of the
substrate the quality of the grown layers is very good. The most important epitaxial
techniques are Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE), Vapor Phase Epitaxy (VPE) and Molecular
Beam Epitaxy (MBE). A brief description of each method will follow below.

LPE: The material to be grown e.g. GaAs is dissolved in an appropriate solvent (Ga).
The solution GaAs+Ga has a melting point well below the melting point of the
wafer (GaAs). If a wafer is held in this solution and the temperature is slowly
decreased a layer of GaAs starts to grow on the surface of the wafer.

VPE: Crystal growth can also be achieved by crystallization from the vapor phase.

14
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Epitaxial growth of, for instance, silicon is achieved by the controlled deposition of
silicon atoms from a vapor containing chemically bound silicon. A simple reaction
path is: SiCl4 + 2H2 > Si + 4HC1.
If this reaction takes place at the surface of a heated silicon wafer, the released silicon

-" atoms can be deposited at the surface forming an epitaxial layer.

MBE: This is a state of the art technique for growing complicated structures of very
high quality. To grow, for example, AlGaAs the elements Al, Ga and As together
with dopants are placed in different heated effusion cells. Collimated beams of these
constituents, in molecular form, are directed onto the surface of the heated substrate
(wafer) where the atoms are incorporated forming an epitaxial layer. The growth
chamber is evacuated which decreases contamination of the layer. This fact, together
with a low growth temperature (wafer temperature) and controllable molecular
beams, result in a high quality of the grown layers.

2.3 Doping of semiconductors

Doping, i.e. intentional incorporation of foreign atoms into a semiconductor
crystal, is a vital process step in all microelectronics. Selective n- and p-type doping
of semiconductors to form diodes and transistors, as well as the importance of deep
impurities was discussed in the introduction. There are in principle two different
methods used for doping, namely diffusion and ion implantation [15].

Diffusion: In this method the dopant atoms are placed on the surface of the
semiconductor by deposition from a vapor that contains the dopant (see VPE). The
dopant atoms then penetrate into the material because of the existing concentration
gradient. The doping profile is determined by the temperature and diffusion time.
To dope selective areas of a wafer only, a protective mask, with open windows
corresponding to t\e areas that should be doped, is put on top of the wafer.

'' Ion implantation: The dopant atoms are implanted into the material by means of a
.; high-energy ion beam comprised of ionized dopant atoms. In this case, the doping

profile is determined by the ion (dopant) mass and its energy. The advantages of ion
I implantation is excellent reproducibility, sharp doping profiles and a low processing
{ temperature. However, the high-energy beam usually damages the surface of the
} material and also the dopams are not situated in proper lattice sites. To repair the
\ crystal, it is often heated after ion implantation. This process is called annealing.

Annealing often leads to an unwanted broadening of the doping profile.
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3. THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF POINT DEFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS

3.1 The energy spectrum of shallow impurities

The introduction of group III and V atoms into a silicon host crystal, as already
mentioned, gives rise to shallow levels located within the band gap close to the
valence and conduction bands, respectively. These levels were experimentally
verified a long time ago using Hall and conductivity measurement techniques.
Later, when these materials were investigated by means of high resolution
techniques like Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) [16] it was
discovered that these single shallow levels in fact were ladders of closely separated
levels. A comprehensive theoretical explanation for these observed energy spectra
was originally presented by W. Kohn and J. M. Luttinger [17]. This so called Effective
Mass Theory (EMT) will now be discussed in a little more detail.

Consider first the case of a substitutiona! shallow donor in silicon, e.g.
phosphorous. Four of the five valence electrons of phosporous are needed to
complete the covalent bonds to the four nearest silicon neighbors. The fifth valence
electron will move around the phosphorous ion in a way similar to the motion of
the single electron around the proton in a hydrogen atom. Therefore, one may
expect that the spectrum of a donor resembles the well known Rydberg spectrum for
the hydrogen atom, implying the existence of excited states. One can, however,
anticipate some obvious differences between these two systems. Firstly, the effective
charge of the phosphorous ion seen by the electron will not be +e, but +e/K where, K
is the static dielectric constant for silicon (-12). Secondly, since the phosphorous ion
is dielectrically screened, the radius of the orbitals will be large compared to the
lattice spacing and so the bound electron will feel the periodic potential of the nost
crystal. The mass of the electron will therefore be the effective mass, m*, rather than
the rest mass, m<j. The donor state wave functions satisfy a Schrödinger equation of
the form

V2 V(r) + U(r) )4V) - E¥(r), 3.1

where V represents the gradient operator (d/Dx, d/dy, d/dz), V(r) is the periodic
potential of an electron in a perfect silicon lattice and U(r) is the additional potential
due to the donor ion. The anisotropic effective mass is, in this first approximation,
replaced by an average effective mass, m*. The effects of this anisotropy will be taken
into account later. The dielectrically screened donor ion potential is given by
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= -e/Kr. 3.2

The donor state wave function *F(r) may be expanded in the complete set of
eigenfunctions of the unperturbed crystal, *¥m\ (f):

m
33

BZ

/ •

Now, the EMT is based on the fact that since the potential given by eqn. 3.2 is a
slowly varying function in real space, except in the vicinity of the donor site, it is
localized in momentum space. This leads us to the so called one-band
approximation where the impurity states are formed from one band only because
the potential, due to the k-space localization, can not mix wave functions from
different conduction bands. Thus, each conduction band has impurity states
associated with it and contributions to these states are pulled down from this band
only. The impurity states (donor states) of interest are of course those centered
around the lowest conduction band minimum and, thus, located in the band gap. It
can be shown that 3.1 has approximate solutions of the form

3.4

where 4i'c° (r) is the unperturbed Bloch wave at the conduction band minimum, i.e.
uc(kc,r) e'kcr, assumed to be non-degenerate. The so called envelope functions, Fn(r),
satisfy the equation

/ *2 2 \
( J _ V2 — ̂ FnW = EnFnW' 3.5

This equation, known as the effective mass equation (EME), has the same form as
the well known Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen atom. The only differences
are that the electron rest mass has been replaced by the effective mass and that the
dielectric constant has been introduced. Since the envelope functions indeed are
hydrogen-like and the Bloch wave is independent of n, the eigenfunctions given by
eqn. 3.4 are often labelled Is, 2s and 2p and so forth. The energy eigenvalues relative
to the conduction band minimum are given by

e m
in 2 ' 3.6
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*.'V
which differs from the hydrogen case by a factor m*/K2. Since this factor is about 10~3

the energy spectrum of the shallow donor (Fig. 3.1 a) is scaled down by a factor of

1000 compared to the hydrogen atom.

/ (b) \ ^

(a)

Fig.3.1: Shallow donor energy spectra for Si

according to EMT in the case of: a) isotropic

effective masses (the level positions depend on

the choice of m*) b) anisotropic effective

masses, c) shows a measured spectrum for Si;P.
The deviations from EMT is due to central cell

corrections and intervalley mixing (see text, *

indicates theoretically predicted values).

As pointed out in Chapter 2, the effective mass at the bottom of the conduction
band in silicon is anisotropic. This fact will modify the kinetic energy term in the
EME (eqn. 3.5). If the i th conduction band minimum is oriented along the z-axis, the
altered EME will be
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2mt
- — F = E F (r).

n m * '
3.7

Eqn. 3.7 is invariant under rotations about the z-axis and under an inversion
through the origin. Therefore, the solutions Fn, (r) may be labelled by the magnetic
quantum number, m, and the parity P=±l. These new states are made up of
hydrogen-like states with the same parity and projection of angular momentum,
mixed by the non-spherical part of the Hamiltonian. As a result, the accidental
degeneracy due to different 1 and m will be lifted (the ±m degeneracy remains). This
energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.1b and the calculated energies are presented in
Table 2. Note that the new states are labelled according to the hydrogen-like states
into which they would reduce in the case of vanishing anisotropy. It should be
emphasized that the theory presented so far involves no parameters connected to
the chemical identity of the donor and therefore, predicts all shallow donors to have
the same energy spectrum (Fig. 3.1 b). "Ihis has been experimentally verified, except
for the Is and 2s states, by performing measurements on silicon doped with various
group V donors. There is however, a large discrepancy for the Is and 2s states. For
example, the binding energy of the ground state (Is) for phosphorous should be -31
meV according to EMT, which disagrees with the experimental value of -44 meV.
The deviation, which depends on the chemical identity of the donor species, is due
to the fact that the impurity potential close to the impurity site, due to the smaller
screening, is much stronger and more localized than the coulomb potential given by
eqn. 3.2. This short range potential is normally referred to as the central cell
potential. Large deviations from EMT should therefore be expected only for states
with large probabilities for penetrating into the donor (phosphorous) ion.

Since silicon has 6 equivalent conduction band minima, the total donor
wavefunction,4/

D(r)/ will be a linear combination of 6 non-equivalent one-valley
wavefunctions.

3.8

where the Fnj (r) are the envelope functions satisfying eqn. 3.7 and *F°C; (r) is the
Bloch function at the i th conduction band minimum. According to basic group
theory the solutions to the Schrödinger equation must transform according to the
irreducible representations of the symmetry group of the Hamiltonian [19]. Since the
symmetry is tetrahedral (Tp) for the substitutional group III and V impurities in
silicon, the irreducible representations are labelled A\, A2, E, Tj and T2.
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Only electrons occupying !s states, and to some extent 2s states, spend appreciable
time in the central cell region to be influenced by the preser.t short range potential.
As a result of this interaction the 4*D(1S, r) (»nå *¥D(2S, r) will be deepened by the
central cell potential (intra valley shift)- It may be shown that the six-fold degenerate
*r*rj(ls, r) and analogously *r*rj(2s, r) is decomposed into one one-dimensional ls(A}),
one two-dimensicr.al ls(E) and one three-dimensional ls(T2). Furthermore, since
the potential is devocalized in momentum spate it can mi., wave functions from
different valleys [2G]. This interaction will introduce new ternu> in the Schrödinger
equation that will lift the degeneracy of the ls(A]), ls(E) and ls(T2) (inter-valley
shifts). The ls(Ai) will be the new ground state because ;t has a non-zero amplitude
at the impurity site and thus the strongest overlap with the central ce'l potential.
The ls(T2) has a node at the impurity site and, therefore, a binding energy in bfetter
agreement with the EMT value. The ls(E) is even less influenced by th» short range
potential. All these deviations are difficult to predict quantitatively. A measured
spectrum for Si:P is shown in Fig. 31 c [21].

Consider next the case of a substiturional shallow acceptor in silicon, e.g. boron. j
This situation is quite analogous to the shallow donors. The acceptor states are fairly j (
well described by EMT although the situation is more complicated due to the \\
complex structure of the valence bareds in silicon [22]. Outside the immediate j
vicinity of the acceptor ion (B"), the presence of the impurity is felt as a perturbing
potential given by eqn. 3.2. Due to the weak potential, the shallow st&t& are mainly
comprised of wave packets from the top of the valence bands. As already discussed
in Chapter 2 the top of the valence band consists of a four-fold degenerate band
originating from the atomic p3/2 state and a two-fold degenerate band, separated by 43
meV, derived from the atomic pi/2 state. Since typical binding energies for these
shallow states are about 40 meV, this implies that both of these bands will contribute
to the shallow acceptor states. It can be shown that these states are given by

and thus, have the same form as the shallow donor states (eqn. 3.4). The function
*FVj°(r) is the Bloch wave at the top of the ; th valence band maxima and the
envelope functions Fj(r) are the solutions to the following system of six coupled
differential equations :
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where the indices j and j' run over the different valence bands, AE ,̂ is the spin-orbit
splitting and D^ °P are numbers related to the effective mass, determined by
cyclotron resonance experiments. The constant Ej equals 0 and 1 for j=l-4 and 5-6,
respectively. E is an acceptor state energy measured relative to the top of the p 3 / 2

band. Unfortunately is it not possible to solve these equations exactly. To be able to
calculate the acceptor energies, standard variational procedures have to be used.
Theoretical values for the acceptor levels are presented in Table 2. By comparison
with experimental data, it becomes evident that the ground state is deeper than
predicted by EMT reflecting, as for the shallow donors, the presence of a central cell
potential.

Table 2. Binding energies of some important shallow donor [18] and acceptor states
[23]-

Electron state

Is*

2PO
2s

2P±
3P0
3s
3p±

4p±

Energy (meV)

31.262
11.492
8.856
6.402
5.485
4.777
3.120
2.187

Hole state**

i r 8 + *
ir8-
2r8-
3r8-
ir7-
4r8-
5r8-
2r7-

Energy (meV)

37.1
18.7
16.3
7.50
5.36 1
5.27
3.37
2.85

* Ground state
** The symmetry group for the acceptor states is "double" TD.

3.2 Limitations of EMT - Deep levels

From the previous section it is clear that the basic approximation in the EMT is
that the impurity potential is smooth and slowly varying. This is usually a good
approximation, except in the vicinity oi the impurity site, for substitutional
impurity atoms belonging to columns in the periodic table which are adjacent to the
column containing the host atom. For impurities from columns further away, it is
generally accepted that EMT fails to predict the lower states due to a strong central
cell potential arising from the difference in the electronic structure between the
impurity and the host atoms. Excited states may, however, still be well described by
EMT provided the impurity potential contains a coulomb tail.

Pantelides et al have reevaluated the applicability of EMT and found good
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agreement for all states for substitutional impurities from other columns [24]. The
correctly predicted, using multivalley EMT, the energy spectra for a series of
impurities from the same row in the perodic table as silicon (isocoric impurities),
irrespective of the fact that e.g. Si:S is a deep double donor (i.e. it has binding
energies comparable to the bandgap). This is in contrast to the traditional
understanding that EMT is not applicable to deep states. To explain the results,
Pantelides argued *l\at since isocoric impurities have the same core electronic
structure, no strong short-range part exists in the impurity potential. Following this
idea, EMT should fail to predict e.g. the ground state of the shallow arsenic donor in
silicon.

Deep levels, however, often reflect the fact that the impurity potential contains a
strong short-range part. These levels are strongly localized in real space and, thus,
strongly delocalized in momentum space- Their construction, therefore, involves
several conduction and valence bands, which make EMT less useful. Instead, two
basically different approaches are often employed, pertubative and cluster
calculations. In the former case the impurity is treated as a localized perturbation of
the perfect crystal which is described in a Green's function formalism [25]. In the
latter case, one approximates the crystal, e.g. silicon, with a large silicon molecule
(cluster) containing the impurity [26]. The electronic structure is then obtained by
means of ordinary quantum chemistry techniques. A general drawback of the cluster
technique is the difficulty to relate the calculated states to the true band edges.

A very interesting example of impurities that introduce deep levels within the
bandgap are the transition metals (TMs). Some of these have been studied in detail
in this thesis. A brief discussion of the electronic structure of these impurities will be
given in the next section.

3.3 Transition metals in silicon.

The transition metals (TMs) are groups of elements where the free atom has
unfilled (n-l)d sub-shells even though the ns states are occupied. They give rise to
multiple donor and acceptor states within the band gap when properly incorporated j
into the silicon crystal [27]. The impurity ions may occupy both interstitial and
substitutional sites, although the interstitial site seems to be energetically favoured
for the 3d ions in contrast to the 4d and 5d ions [28]. A phenomenological model for
the electronic structure of the transition metal impurities, based upon Electron
Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) experiments, was presented by Ludwig and
Woodbury in the early sixties (L-W model) [29]. Fig 3.2 shows the electronic structure
for the 3d impurities according to this model.
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Fig.3.2: Electronic structure of 3d transition ions,

deduced from EPR measurements [29].

The five-fold degenerate (spin excluded) d-states of the free TM atom is split into
three states of T2 symmetry (three-fold degenerate) and two states of E symmetry
(two-fold degenerate) by the tetrahedral crystal field present at both the
substitutional and interstitial site. An intuitive explanation of this splitting becomes
evident by studying the angular dependence of the different d-orbitals of the free TM
atom (Fig. 3.3a,b). The atomic orbitals in Fig. 3.3a (T2) will overlap the host crystal
atoms, situated as shown in Fig. 3.3c, and their ligands more strongly than the
orbitals in Fig. 3.3b (E-states). The T2-states will therefore have an energy which is
higher or lower than the E states, depending on the sign of the interaction.

z dv

d3zl-r*

c

Fig. 3.3: Angular dependence of d-orbitals (a,b). The
crystal field from the environment (c) will group these
orbitals in T2 states (a) and E states (b) 130).
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The L-W model and some more recent results obtained for these very interesting
defects will be discussed in the following. I will first consider the more simple
interstitial transition elements and then the substitutional elements.

Interstitial TM ions in silicon

Ludwig and Woodbury postulated the following remarkably simple picture for
the interstitial impurities:
1) All ns impurity electrons are incorporated into empty (n-l)d states.
2) Localised T2 and E states appear within the band gap. The T2 states are
energetically located below the E states because the interaction with the nearest
silicon atom cores is attractive, since the valence electronic density of these atoms is
concentrated in tetrahedral bonds to their neighbors.
3) Maximum spin states are favored (Hund's rule).

This model has been verified and substantiated by e.g. DeLeo and co-workers
who performed spin-restricted (i.e. Hund's rule is input in the calculations) scattered
wave cluster calculations on 3d interstitial TMs [26].

Antibonding resonance

Antibonding
deep states

i states,

Cluster
states

Bonding resonance

Decreasing atomic number

Fig.3.4: Multiple deep electronic levels are confined to
the bandgap of Si:TMj_ as a result of the interaction between
atomic d states and host crystal states [31).
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They showed that several deep impurity states are introduced into the band gap as a
result of the interaction between atomic d-states, split by the crystal field into states
of symmetry E and T2, and cluster (host) valence band states of the same symmetry.
Fig 3.4 shows how antibonding combinations of these states are increasingly pushed
into the band gap as the nuclear charge of the TM atom decreases. For TMs with
even smaller nuclear charge, a similar anti-crossing interaction with conduction
band states occurs. Thus, the interstitial environment seems to confine impurity
levels to the band gap. In more recent calculations performed by DeLeo [32], he
predicts high-spin ground states (Hund's rule) in all cases in agreement with the
L-W model by properly taking into account many-electron effects (spin-unrestricted
calculations). This is in contrast to Beeler et al, who recently reported on
spin-unrestricted Green's function calculations [28] indicating low-spin ground
states for the early interstitial 3d ions e.g. Ti and V.

Substitutional TMs in silicon

For the substitutional impurities the L-W model predicts that:

1) Enough electrons are promoted from the (n-l)d sub-shell to complete tetrahedral
(ns-np)4 bonds to the four silicon neighbors.

2) Again, localised T2 and E states appear within the band gap, now with the E states
below the T2 states. The change of ordering is due to the repulsive interaction
between the T2 states and the valence bonds.

3) Hund's rule is applicable.

The L-W model for substitutionals was based on only a few observed TM ions
(Fig. 3.2). During the last years several other TMs in silicon [33-35] have been studied,
which together with extensive calculations [9,28,36], have resulted in modified
models. One such interesting model has been put forward by Watkins [31]. He
suggests that the incorporation of substitutional TMs into silicon is best understood
by considering the interaction of a transition element with a silicon vacancy. For
TMs with high Z numbers (e.g. Ni and Cu) the deep T2 states within the band gap
are, dangling-bond-like i.e vacancy orbitals. When Z decreases the d-like T2 states
from the TM is raised and strongly interacts with the vacancy orbitals and the
antibonding combination of these states is pushed into the conduction band while
the bonding combination is forced into the valence band (Fig. 3.5). The interaction
with near conduction band edge states, seen for the interstitials, is not strong enough
to confine states to the band gap. E states, however, seem to be confined to the band
gap as for the interstitials. In other words, one can say that the substitutional
environment rejects deep (T2) states unless the d-like atomic T2 state is energetically
"too far away" (high Z numbers) to mix with the vacancy orbitals. If this is the case
the structure of the defect will be a closed d-shell with the remaining electrons in
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vacancy-like orbitals. These TMs have the characteristic features normally associated
with defects like the silicon vacancy e.g. Jahn-Teller instabilities, large lattice
relaxations, Franck-Condon shifts and carrier capture processes governed by
multiphonon emissions. In contrast to the L-W model Beeler et al found low-spin
ground states for the late 3d subshtutionals. They found an even higher tendency for
low-spin ground states for the 4d ions.
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Fig.3.5: Deep levels are rejected from the bandgap of

Si:TMs. This repulsive behaviour originates from the inter-

action between atomic

[31).

d states and host vacancy orbitals
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4. ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF POINT DEFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTORS

The properties of a semiconductor device, e.g. the switching time of transistors,
the efficiency of light emitting diodes and lasers, the threshold energy in detectors
and so forth is, as already mentioned, drastically changed by the presence of
impurities. It is often possible to predict the influence of a certain impurity by
determining a number of fundamental electronical parameters. These parameters
depend on the host material, the chemical identity of the impurity, whether the
impurity occupies a substitutional or an interstitial site, the charge state and so on.
In the first section of this chapter I will discuss the so called Shockley-Read statistics
[37], which outline the basic electron-hole traffic in a semiconductor containing
point defects and defines the electronical parameters. In section two the physical
coupling between the parameters and the impurities will be discussed more in
detail. Furthermore, the behaviour of point defects may be altered by external
perturbations such as magnetic and electric fields. In the case of electric fields, one
such important effect is the Poole-Frenkel effect. It will be described in section three.

4.1 Shockley-Read statistics

The processes discussed here are governed by the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function f(E) which represents the probability that a non-degenerate quantum state
with energy E is occupied when the Fermi energy is F and the temperature is T. f(E)
is given by

4.1

where k is the Boltzmann factor. The probability that the same state is empty, fp(E), is

analogously given by [l-f(E)]. If the average in dE at the energy E of the thermal

velocity of the electron is vn(E) and the so called capture cross section for capturing

of an electron into a trapping center is on(E), we define cn(E) as:

= vn(E)cn(E). 42

cn(E) may be visualized as the volume swept out per unit time by an electron with
capture cross section on(E). If a trapping center lies within this volume the electron
will be captured by it. The number of electrons in dE at the energy E in the
conduction band that are trapped per unit time and volume, i.e. the capture rate

Cn(E), will be

Cn(E) = fp,(Et) Nt cn(E) f(E) N(E) dE, 4.3
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where fpt(Et) is the probability that a trap of energy Et is empty and thus capable of
capturing an electron. fpt(E) is identical to fp(E) except when the system is not in
thermal equilibrium. Under certain non-equilibrium conditions, we may replace F
in eqn 4.1 by a suitable quasi-Fermi level, Ft. Nt is the number of trapping centers
per unit volume and N(E) is the density of energy levels per unit energy and
volume.

Electrons are not only captured by empty traps, but may also be emitted from
filled traps. In this case we find, analogously to eqn. 4.3, the following expression:

An(E) = ft(Et) Nt en(E) f (E) N(E) dE, 4.4

where An(E) is the number of electrons being emitted to the conduction band with a
kinetic energy of E per unit time and volume. ft(Et) is the probability that the
trapping centei is occupied and thus capable of emitting an electron and en(E) is an
emission constant, analogous to cn(E).

In thermal equilibrium eqns 4.3 and 4.4 must be equal. After some rearranging of
factors and integration of both sides of this equality, from the bottom of the
conduction band, Ec, to infinity we obtain

t e (b-F)/kI

Jen(E)f (E)N(E)dE = Jcn(E)f(E)e N(E)dE. 4.5

The left side of eqn 4.5 defines the thermal emission rate for electrons, en
4, which is

the number of electrons emitted per unit time and center from the impurity level at
Et to the conduction band.

If E-F»kT, f(E) will have the approximate form

4.6

The so-called effective density of states in the conduction band, Nc, is defined by

(E-E)/kT
e N(E)dE. 4.7

By introducing the effective density of states, the conduction band can be t! ought of
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as a single level located at Ec with the concentration Nc. The free electron
concentration in the conduction band, n, will then be equal to the number of
occupied such levels i.e.

(F-E )/kT
n=N cf(E c)=N ce c . 4.8

By combining eqns. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 it is evident that the capture rate, cn(E), averaged
over the conduction band states can be expressed as

,=<{'
(E-E)/kT

e cn(E)N(E)dE)/Nc. 4.9

Ec

Finally, using eqns. 4.5 - 4.7 and 4.9 we can rewrite eqn. 4.5 as

(-AH /kT)
e =c N e , 4.10

n n c

where AHn=Ec-Et. A completely analogous definition applies for the thermal
emission rate for holes, ep(. It is tempting to think of AHn as the binding energy of an
electron trapped by the impurity. However, this is only true for T=0. For finite
temperatures we have to account for vibrational entropy changes induced by the
excitation process [38]. These changes come about because the vibrational frequency
of the impurity depends on to what extent the electron occupies bonding or
antibonding states. The binding energy should instead be defined as the change of
Gibb's free energy, AGn, needed to excite the electron from the energy level to the
conduction band [39]. The relation between AGn and AHn is given by

AG = AH - TAS , 4.11
n n n

i
where ASn is the change of entropy. AHn is usually referred to as the change of i
enthalpy. Another possibility not considered by Shockley et al [37] is that the J
impurity level may be degenerate. If this is the case, the probability distribution
functions will be altered [38,39].

If these corrections are properly accounted for, eqn 4.10 can be rewritten as

t (-AGn/kT)
e ' 4 1 2
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where go and g] are the degeneracies of an empty center and of a center filled with
one electron, respectively. cn were, keeping in mind eqn. 4.2, replaced by an average
value of the capture cross section, cn , multiplied by the thermal velocity, v^, for an
electron in the conduction band. The degeneracy factors in eqn. 4.12 may
alternatively be included in the Gibb's free energy (eqn. 4.11) as an additional
"degeneracy entropy " term.

The optical emission rates for electrons, en°, and holes, ep°, respectively, are
analogous to the thermal emission rates but defined by [40]

e° =o° <
n,p n,p

4.13

where o°n,p is *^e photoionization cross section for electrons and holes, respectively,
and 4> is the photon flux. From the spectral distribution of c° n , it is possible to
deduce the optical ionization threshold energy which in the absence of
Frank-Condon shifts, should be equal to AGn (i.e. the degeneracy entropy term
should not be included).

In conclusion, Fig. 4.1 shows the carrier traffic between a deep level and the
bands. The underlined entities in the figure are those electronical parameters which
normally are experimentally determined in order to characterize a certain defect.
These experiments will be discussed more in detail in chapter 6.

n C.B.
Fig.4.1: The electron -

hole traffic for a semi-

conductor containing a deep
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4.2 Physical interpretation of the electronical parameters.

Theoreticians have tried to predict the values of binding energies, capture cross
sections, photoionization cross sections and so forth. Some of the models put
forward have been very successful, as for instance the EMT described in chapter 3.
However, the lack of detailed information on the central cell potential often makes
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it difficult to calculate, for instance, the ground state energy and photoionization
cross sections. In the following, I will shortly discuss the physical models behind
some of the electronical parameters and what conclusions we can draw about a
certain system by comparison with experimental results. Since the electronic
structure has already been discussed in chapter 3,1 will not consider it here.

Capture processes

Capture cross sections published in the literature are found in the range from
10*24 cm2 to 10'12 cm2 [41). Such an enormous variation shows that the geometrical
size of a center is obviously not an adequate estimate for cross sections. The main
reason for this is that the electron to be captured must not only come to the vicinity
of the impurity, but also it must dissipate the surplus energy. Depending on how
this dissipation takes place, one can distinguish four different capture processes. The
most obvious process for a deep impurity level is radiative capture where, the
carrier will emit a photon when being captured. These cross sections can be
calculated from first principles, although the final state (the deep level) often is
uncertain. Experiments have shown that they are usually quite small (<10'19 cm2)
and temperature insensitive [42].

Flff.4.2:a) The electronical
energy for a system (host
crystal + defect) with a
linear defect-lattice coup-
ling, b) The total energy
(electronical + vibrational)
of the system. This figure
also shows the capture energy
barrier and other important
parameters discussed in the
text [43J.
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Another interesting process is the so called multiphonon capture process (MPE),
proposed by Henry and Lang {43]. This model requires a strong impurity-lattice
coupling i.e. that the position of the deep level in the band gap is a sensitive
function of the position of the impurity and its nearest neighbor atoms. This
position is represented by a number of so called configurational coordinates. Figure
4.2a shows a simple model where the vibrations of the impurity can be represented
by a single coordinate Q, and where the electronic level changes linearly with this
coordinate. In Fig. 4.2b the vibrational energy of the impurity has been included.
This kind of diagrams is usually referred to as configuration coordinate diagrams.
The upper parabola thus represent the lattice energy with one electron in the
conduction band and an empty vibrating impurity. The lower parabola is analogous,
only now with the electron in the valence band. The energy separation between the
two parabolas equals the band gap. Prior to capture the empty defect vibrates around
QQ. For sufficiently large vibrations the electronic level may enter the conduction
band and capture an electron. After the capture the lattice relaxes and the electronic
level will move downwards according to Fig. 4.2a until a new equilibrium position
in the band gap has been reached (Qr). The surplus energy will be released in the
form of a large number of phonons, giving this process its name. The right parabola
in Fig. 4.2b thus represents the lattice energy when the filled impurity vibrates
around the new equilibrium coordinate. The hole capture process is quite analogous
to the electron capture process. It should be noted that a complete recombination
cycle requires that the deep level crosses the whole band gap. It can be shown that
the capture cross section, oc, for high temperatures and for a strong impurity-lattice
coupling has the form

-E,/kT
4.14

where EB is the energy barrier which has to be surmounted in order for an electron
to be captured. MPE capture cross sections are usually of the order 10*21 cm2 to 10"15

cm2. Optical transitions are distributed around the transitions, which according to
the Franck-Condon principle, take place vertically in the configuration coordinate
diagram. These distributions are responsible for the observed broadening in optical
emission and radiative capture spectra. The optical ionization energy for an electron,
AGn°, differs from the binding energy, AG0/ by the so called Franck-Condon shift,
AEFC.

The last capture process where enough energy can be released to capture an
electron or a hole into a deep level is the Auger capture process, where the surplus
energy is transferred to another carrier. This process has, for instance, been suggested
to be responsible for the hole capture at isolated double donors in chalcogen doped
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silicon [44]. The energy released when capturing the first hole is used to emit the

second electron to the conduction band. Theoretical estimates show that Auger

capture cross sections should be in the range of 10"20 cm2 to 10 1 4 cm2 and rather

temperature insensitive, which is in agreement with experimental results [43,45].

None of the processes discussed so far can explain the enormous capture cross
sections in the range 101 4 cm2 to 10"12 cm2 which have been observed for many
attractive centers. Lax [41] suggested a model for this behaviour called the cascade
capture model. It is based on the idea that an electron, in the vicinity of an impurity
center which possesses a ladder of closely separated excited states can be captured by
successive one-phonon emission transitions between these states (Fig. 4.3). The
transition from the first excited state to a deep ground state requires, of course, a
process of the kind discussed previously but from an experimental point of view the
electron is considered captured when a state with an ionization energy of the order
of kT is reached.

Fig.4.3: The cascade capt-

ure process. An electron is

captured into a center viaVI

\

kT

excited states. Each capture

step is followed by the

emission of a single phonon.

V

a

This statement has to be modified in the case where the first excited state has a
binding energy of about kT. In this case, thermal emission back to the conduction

band will compete with the capture process. Neglecting this complication, Lax found

that the temperature dependence of the cross sections for a coulomb attractive

potential varies from T-4 to T"1 depending on the temperature range and whether

acoustical or optical phonons are involved. Later this cascade capture model has

been revised by Abakumov et al [46] who argued that the probability for reemission
from the highest excited states was smaller than suggested by Lax. Therefore, *

Abakumov found somewhat larger cross sections and also that the temperature
dependence varied, depending on the phonon type, between T'3 and T*1.

Optical emission processes

The optical transition rate, w, from a bound state, *VV to a delocalized conduction

band state, 4*f, is given from first principles by [47]
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where H* is the optical perturbation given by

, 4.16
m

where p is the momentum operator, A is the vector potential operator of the light
and m is the electron mass. p(Ef) is the density of final states in the conduction band
at an energy Ef. The final states are the well known Bloch states, whereas the initial
state is, in the case of a deep level, usually not known because the impurity potential
is not known. The photoionization cross section, a°(h<a), is defined as the transition
rate per unit photon flux. Lucovsky derived the following expression for o°(fta))
using a delta-function impurity potential [48]

c l /2 .. _ ,3/2
E. (fi<o-E.)

o°(»co) = o 0 = . 4.17

hta is the photon energy and E; is the ground state energy. Experimentally obtained
spectra for some deep impurities are in good agreement wi:h this model [49-51],
whereas other impurities have spectral distributions that are not well described by
this model [52,53]. The agreement of eqn. 4.17 with experimental data seems to
depend on the identity of the impurity. This is to be expected due to the simple
impurity potential used to derive eqn 4.17. Also, the agreement seems to be sensitive
to the type of transition. Large deviations for hole transitions in silicon have been
observed, probably due to the complex structure of the valence band edge. Several
new more advanced models have therefore been presented. These models focus on
a more detailed description of the impurity potential [54-56] and band structure [57].

4.2 The Poole-Frenkel effect.

The Poole-Frenkel effect [58] is a classical mechanism in which the thermal
emission of an electron is enhanced due to a lowering of the impurity potential
barrier by an external electric field (Fig. 4.4). Frenkel derived the following
expression for the enhanced thermal emission rate for electrons, en* (F), in the case
of a coulomb potential,

4.18
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where en* (0) is the thermal emission rate at zero field (eqn. 4.12) and AE(F) is the
lowering of the potential barrier given by

1/2
AE(F) '"{—) 4.19

Z is the charge number of the impurity, F is the electric field and e0 and c are the
dielectric constants for vacuum and for the host crystal, respectively.

/ •

r;9=0

Fig.4.4: Schematic desc-
ription of the Poole-Frenkel
effect. The impurity poten-
tial is lowered by an amount
AE(F), leading to an enhanced
electron emission [59].

This one-dimensional model, however, overestimates the field enhancement by
calculating it only at a point where the lowering of the barrier is maximum (6=0). It
is evident from Fig. 4.4 that the enhancement is smaller for other angles. The
emission rate is decreased compared to the zero field-value for angles between n/ 2
and 3n/2. A three-dimensional calculation which includes this angular dependence
has been performed by Hartke [60] and Jonscher [61]. The deviation from the simple
one-dimensional model is noticable only for low field strengths.

Other potentials than the coulomb potential give rise to different emission
enhancements. Lax, for instance, used a polarization potential to model capture of
electrons and holes by neutral impurities [41]. The potential is of the form

V(r) = -
4 ' 4.19

I

where A depends on the polarizability of the impurity atom. The lowering of the
impurity potential according to the one-dimensional Poole-Frenkel model will be
[59]
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AE(F) = -1.649 A1/5 (e F)4/5 4.20

It is often quite difficult to determine the charge state of a defect. This is possible
if the defect possesses excited states that can be experimentally resolved because the
separation between these states depends on the charge state. Furthermore, if the
impurity has unpaired electrons, then the charge state can be determined by a
magnetic resonance technique such as Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) [62].
Also, it has been suggested that the Poole-Frenkel effect can be used since, evidently
the emission enhancement depends on the type of potential. Paper I in this thesis
deals with this topic.

Several other emission enhancement mechanisms, such as pure tunneling and
phonon-assisted tunneling, have been suggested more recently [59,63]. These will
not be discussed any further here.
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5. SAMPLE STRUCTURES

The sample structure mainly used in the work presented in this thesis is the
diode [12]. The principles of the diode will be discussed in the first section. A novel
component which has turned out to be extremely important for high-speed
electronic applications is the HEMT (High Electron Mobility Transistor) [2-4]. The
excellent performance of this device is based on the concept of modulation doping of
heterostructures. This sample structure, used for the experiments presented in the
last two papers, will be discussed more in detail in the second section.

5.1 The Diode

A p-n junction consists of one n-type and one p-type region adjacent to each
other. Technologically this can be accomplished by implantation of acceptors e.g.
boron into a n-type silicon wafer. To make a diode, we simply have to supply the p-n
junction with ohmic contacts. Since the electronic levels introduced by the
impurities are shallow, the two regions contain high concentrations of free electrons
and holes. Due to the strong concentration gradients we expect electrons to diffuse
from the n-side to the p-side and holes to diffuse from the p-side to the n-side,
where they recombine. This transfer of carriers results in a positive space charge on
the n-side and a negative space charge on the p-side (Fig. 5.1a). The resulting
diffusion current cannot build up indefinitely however, because an opposing electric
field is built up at the junction (5.1b) due to the net space charge. This electric field
will give rise to a drift current which in thermal equilibrium will be equal to but
oppositely directed from the diffusion current. The valence band and the conduction
band will be bend by the electric field as shown in Fig. 5.1 c The potential energy, V,
is related to the electric field, £, and the space charge, p, via the Poisson equation:

1 dV
edx2

dE
dx : 5.1

The potential barrier, AEB, in Fig. 5.1 c is given by

5.2

where U^ is the built-in voltage, N^+and N a
-are the concentrations of ionized

donors and acceptors, respectively.
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The intrinsic carrier concentration, n^is defined by

2 (
n =N N e

I C V

5.3

where Eg is the bandgap and Nc and Nv are the effective density of states in the
conduction band and valence band, respectively. The width of the space charge
region, WQ, is given by

W, 5.4
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A voltage applied to a p-n junction will disturb the balance between the diffusion
current and the drift current of electrons and holes. If a forward bias, Uf, is applied,
the potential barrier will decrease by the same amount resulting in an increase of the
diffusion current compared to the drift current. The width of the space charge
region, W, decreases under forward bias. It is given by eqn 5.4 with U î replaced by
(Ubi-Uf). An applied reverse bias, UR, will increase the potential barrier by UR
leading to a decrease in the diffusion current compared to the drift current. W will,
in this case increase and, be given by eqn. 5.4 with Uj,j replaced by ( U ^ U R ) .

The total current through a diode, I, is, in this so called abrupt junction
approximation, given by

5.5

/ •

Here, IQ is the leak current and U is the external applied voltage (equal to Uf or -UR).

The depletion capacitance per unit area of a p-n junction, Cj, is defined as Cj =
dQ/dU, where dQ is the infinitesimal change in the space charge on the n side per
unit area induced by an infinitesimal change in the applied voltage, dU. dQ will
appear as a slight change in the position of xn (see Fig. 5.1a). Since the space charge
has to be equal on both sides, dU induces an equal negative change, -dQ, in the space
charge on the p-side. Furthermore, dQ induces an infinitesimal change in the
electric field, d£, given by d£=dQ/ee0, where £ and Eo are the dielectric constants,
which is approximately equal to dU/W. It follows that Cj can be expressed as

j W
5.6

This relationship is exactly the same as for the well known classical parallell-plate
capacitor. Using eqn. 5.4 and 5.6, the depletion capacitance is given by

C(U) = A 5.7

where A is the junction area. An important special case arise when considering
diodes where e.g. the acceptor concentration is much larger than the donor
concentration, i.e. Na" » N<j+. This kind of diode is called a p+n diode. Under these
conditions it is evident that eqn. 5.7 reduces to
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C(U) = A.
2(U t t-U)-

5.8

5.2 The High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT).

The m-V materials are, as already mentioned, in many aspects more suitable for
electronical applications than silicon. Besides the possibility of making optical
devices they often have other more favorable bandstructure parameters. The
effective masses, for instance, are often smaller and, hence, the carrier mobilities
higher than for silicon offering an opportunity to improve the transistor switching
characteristics. The mobility limiting factor in homogeneously doped
semiconductors is at high temperatures the electron-phonon scattering and at low
temperatures the scattering of electrons from ionized impurities. The
electron-phonon scattering is almost impossible to circumvent, since neither do the
vibrational properties vary greatly between different materials nor does the
electron-phonon interaction. Any improvements should therefore be realized in the
low temperature region.

The invention and development of new techniques for growing high-quality
epitaxial layers has made it possible to realize device structures where the number of
scattering events has been drastically reduced. One very important example is the
HEMT, which basically is a modulation doped heterostructure.

Fig.5.2; Energy band diag-

ram for a modulation doped

AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure.
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In these devices the electron mobility is increased by spatially separating the
electrons and donors, a step which almost eliminates the electron-donor scattering.
Fig. 5.2 shows the energy band diagram for a modulation doped heterostructure
consisting of a highly doped AlxGa(1.x)As layer and an undoped GaAs layer. Electrons
from the highly doped AlxGa(1.x)As layer diffuse into the undoped GaAs layer
resulting in a net positive charge in the AlxGa(].x)As layer and a negative charge in
the GaAs layer. The accumulated charges changes the band structure in a way
similar to the diode. It should be remembered, however, that the negative charge in
this case is due to localized electrons confined by the conduction band offset and the
coulomb attraction from the ionized donors, rather than by empty acceptors. This
confinement gives rise to quantized motion of the electrons in the growth direction
(perpendicular to the layers), leading to the formation of a two-dimensional electron
gas (2DEG), where the electrons are free to move in well defined minibands. The
electrons in the 2DEG have an extremely large mobility at low temperatures (due to
the decreased electron-donor scattering), that principally is limited by scattering of
electrons with residual impurities in the GaAs layer. Also, the close proximity of the
electrons and donors results in some residual coulomb scattering which reduces the
mobility. To diminish this effect, a thin slice of the AlxGa(1.x)As layer is left undoped
during growth. This so called spacer layer increases the distance between the
electrons and donors and, thus, decreases the coulomb scattering. The spacer layer,
however also, results in less electrons transferred to the 2DEG.

To calculate the concentration of electrons in the 2DEG, Ns, rigorously, coupled
Poisson and Schrödinger equations have to be solved self-consistently. An
approximate formula may, however, be derived by using the Poission equation in a
way similar to the application for the diode. N s is roughly given by

5.9
e d

where d is the spacer layer thickness, AEC is the conduction band offset and Ecl - F is
the difference between the conduction band edge of AlxGa(1.X)As at the interface and
the Fermi energy.

Fig. 5.3 shows a block diagram for the HEMT. It is operated in a way similar to
the MOSFET. The source and drain contacts extend down to the 2DEG. To switch the
HEMT from on-mode to off-mode, a negative bias is applied to the gate contact
resulting in the formation of a depletion region beneath it. If the bias is above a
certain threshold voltage this depletion region will penetrate deep enough to cut off
the electron channel (2DEG).
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6. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

This chapter will describe the fundamentals of the most important techniques
used throughout the experimental work presented in this thesis.

All experimental results have been obtained using various junction space charge
techniques (JSCT) and from photoconductivity measurements. The principle of
these techniques is that the occupancy of the deep levels as well as the number of
carriers excited via these levels into the conduction and valence bands can be
tailored by means of external perturbations such as electrical pulsing and
illumination. Depending on the perturbation, these measurement techniques can be
divided into thermal and optical techniques. The thermal measurements are often
performed at various rather high temperatures since, in this case it is thermal
processes that restore the original steady state conditions. Optical measurements, on
the other hand, are usually performed at low temperatures (< 80K), in order to
eliminate thermal excitations and to reduce phonon-broadening of the spectra. For a
comprehensive characterization of the impurities studied, it is often necessary to
combine various techniques. To obtain the electronical parameters discussed in
chapter 4 the techniques described below will often be adequate. However, to obtain
information on e.g. charge states, symmetry and chemical identity, additional
techniques such as EPR [62] and high resolution techniques like FTIR [16] have to be
employed.

Junction space charge techniques [40]

To characterize an impurity in a semiconductor, e.g. silicon, using junction space
charge techniques, the impurity is first incorporated into a silicon diode by diffusion
or ion-implantation. The most commonly used diodes are either of p+n or n+p type.
The diodes are normally operated in a reverse bias mode because then a large space
charge region, containing very few mobile carriers, will exist in the diode. Since
obviously no capture of free carriers can occur in this region, the occupancy of the
deep levels at a time t>0 is determined by the thermal and optical emission rates of
electrons and holes, and the initial occupancy at t=0. By choosing proper
temperatures, photon energies and initial occupancies, the emission parameters can
be isolated. To change the initial occupancy the reverse biased diode is simply
short-circuited for a certain time (filling pulse). The occupancy change for a filling
pulse depends on the capture parameters. Therefore, by monitoring the occupancy
dependence of the length of the filling pulse the capture parameters can be obtained.
Thus, the JSCTs are indeed versatile tools for accurate characterization of defects in
semiconductors. A drawback of these techniques is the strong built-in electric field in
the diode, which induces both threshold shifts and broadening effects in the spectra.
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The various techniques will now be described more in detail.

Steady-state capacitance measurements

This is a standard method used to determine the free carrier concentrations
(ionized impurity concentrations) and built-in voltages in diodes. The capacitance
of, for instance, a p+n diode is measured for different reverse biases. Since eqn. 5.8
can be rewritten as

(CM)' e « o N d
6.1

where C and UR is the capacitance and reverse bias, respectively, it is evident that a
plot of 1/(C/A)2 against UR will produce a straight line from which N ^ and Ubi are
simply obtained. This method is obviously useful only for diodes with heavily
doped n- or p-regions.

Dark capacitance transient measurements

The energy diagram for a reverse biased p+n diode in darkness is shown in Fig.
6.1.

C.B. # Filled traps for a constant reverse bias
O Additional traps filled by the shortcircuiting pulse

1 I 1
On' A, w

Fig.6.1: The energy band diagram for a reverse biased
p*n junction.
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W is as before the width of the space charge region, u and X mark the points where
the quasi-Fermi levels on the n and p side intercept the deep level at E-p Thus, tails
of free carriers with spatial extents equal to W-u and X penetrate into the space
charge region. This model is more realistic than the so called abrupt junction
approximation, in which such tails are neglected, used to derive the equations in
section 5.1. The region between X and u is called the transition region. Since there
are no free carriers in this region, emission processes dominate. The regions X and
W-u are often referred to as the edge regions. The edge regions contain both
emission and capture processes.

The point u' marks the intercept of the quasi-Fermi level for electrons with the
deep level under a long filling pulse, i.e. the diode is short-circuited for a time large
compared to the time constant, tc, for the capture of electrons into the deep level.
The result of the filling pulse is that all the deep levels in the transition region are
filled with electrons. If we assume that the emission rate for electrons is much larger
than for holes we find, using Fig. 4.1, the following simple rate equation for centers
in the transition region

where en
4 is the thermal emission rate for electrons and nt(t) is the concentration of

filled centers. The solution to this equation is

6.3

is the total concentration of impurity centers. The capacitance at a time t after the
filling pulse is in principle given by eqn. 5.8. The total concentration of ionized
impurities has, however, increased by an amount (Ny - nt(t)), and we find, in the
limit of small Nj ( Nj «Ncj+), by Taylor expanding eqn. 5.8 that the capacitance
varies with time as

-ent
nf(t) N T e

0 2N.+ ° 2N.+

d d

en
l is now simply obtained from eqn. 6.4 by plotting log (C(»)-C(t)) versus t .

The capture cross section for electrons, on, can be deduced by measuring C(0) in
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eqn. 6.4 for different filling pulse lengths. By using filling pulses shorter than tc the
deep levels in the transition region are only partially filled with electrons. If we
denote the initial number of filled centers, after a filling pulse of length x, by nt(0,t),
we find an equation analogous to eqn. 6.3:

-(en) t
)

e()
nt(0,t) = NT(l-e ), 6.5

where cn (=1/TC) is the capture rate equal to an vn and n is the free electron
concentration. This equation was derived in the same way as equation 6.3 with the
difference that we now studied capture of electrons instead of emission. The
emission of electrons on a filling pulse time scale is assumed to be negligible. By
combining eqns. 6.4 and 6.5 we conclude that a plot of log (C(0,x) - C(0,«)) versus t
results in a straight line from which the capture constant (cn n) is obtained. Since n is
easily deduced from a steady-state capacitance measurement, the capture cross
section for electrons may be established. A physical model for the capture process can
be established by measuring the capture cross sections at different temperatures
(compare section 4.2).

By measuring the thermal emission rates for various temperatures and properly
accounting for the temperature dependencies of the capture cross section, thermal
velocity and effective density of states, it is evident from equation 4.11 and 4.12 that
the binding energy of an electron at OK, i.e. the change of enthalpy, AHn, is in
principal obtained from an Arrhenius plot of the thermal emission rates (log en

(

versus 1/T). It should be pointed out again that this plot yields AHn and not AGn as
often cited in the literature. AGn may, however, be calculated from eqn. 4.12 using
absolute values of all parameters.

Since en* and on are obtained from analyzing transients following single filling
pulses, the measurement procedure discussed above is usually referred to as
single-shot measurements. This technique is applied at low temperatures where the
emission time constant is of the order of a few seconds to several minutes, thus
allowing the capacitance transients to be recorded and analyzed on a piece of paper.
However, at higher temperatures when the time constants become of the order of
milliseconds this is obviously not possible. In 1974, Lang invented a repetitive
technique, suitable for these fast transients, called Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy
(DLTS) [64]. This method simplifies the analysis at the cost of more expensive
equipment. The detailed setup of a DLTS equipment is discussed elsewhere [64]. In
DLTS, the capacitance signal after a filling pulse is monitored at two different times,
t] and t2. The apparatus registers the capacitance difference, S =C(t2) - C(tj). Obviously,
S is a function of the temperature T. Using eqn. 6.4 and solving the equation
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dS(T)/dT = O results in the following equality

6.6

/ •

Thus, if the traps are filled and emptied repetitively and the temperature is swept
from low to high temperatures, the registered DLTS signal S(T) will go through a
maximum at a temperature Tmax when eqn. 6.6 is fulfilled. A DLTS spectrum for a
p+n silicon diode doped with titanium is shown in Fig. 6.2. The ratio t2/ti is a
constant of the apparatus, but the rate window, fo - t \ ) , can be varied. The position of
the DLTS peak will then change to a temperature where the emission rate again is
given by eqn. 6.6. Thus, by changing the rate window, en*can be measured for
different temperatures.

Fig. 6.2: DLTS spectrum for

a silicon p+n diode doped

with titanium (from paper

II).

HP
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We also conclude that the peak height SQ = S(Tmax) depends on the length of the
filling pulse according to the following expression

-(cn n) T
0 ) 6.7

which allows us to determine the capture cross section. By changing the rate
window, the capture cross section can be measured as a function of temperature.
Once the emission rates and capture cross sections have been determined by DLTS
the analysis to obtain AHn and AGn is the same as before.

The concentration of deep levels is also easy to measure with DLTS. It can be
shown that Smax simply is proportional to the ratio Nj/N^*.

f
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Photocapacitance transient measurements f62l

This is an optical single-shot measurement technique quite analogous to the
dark capacitance transient technique, with the only difference being that the
excitation processes are optically induced rather than thermally. As already
mentioned, these experiments are usually performed at very low temperatures
(<80K) to avoid any contributions to the capacitance transients from thermal
excitation processes and also to avoid phonon-broadening effects. Suppose that the
deep level to be studied is situated in the upper half of the band gap. By
short-circuiting the diode the deep levels in the transition region are filled as
previously described. These filled traps may now be emptied by light provided the
photon energy exceeds the binding energy of the electrons. Furthermore, if the
photon energy is limited to half of the energy band gap, only electron transitions to
the conduction band may occur. The optical emission rate, en°, may now be deduced
simply by using eqns. 6.2-6.4 with en'replaced by en°. The corresponding
photoionization cross section, on°, is found by dividing en° by the photon flux. By
repeating this procedure for different photon energies a spectral distribution for an°
is obtained from which the binding energy may be deduced. Unfortunately it is
rather time consuming to evaluate these transients. A quicker way is to measure
merely the initial slope, i.e. dC(t)/dt at t=0, of the photocapacitance transient, since it
it evident from eqn. 6.4 that this entity is proportional to en°. The drawback of this
technique is that only relative optical emission rates are obtained. This may be
remedied by measuring the absolute value of en° for a single photon energy and
then normalizing the entire spectral distribution to this value.

Quartz lamp

Clobar lamp

Evacuated Czerny-Turner
monochromator

Capacitance meter Power supply

Evacuated box containing a focusing
mirror

Fig.6.3: Photocapacitance set-up. Note that the complete

system is evacuated.
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It should be mentioned in this context that we recently have computerized our
photocapacitance equipment, which makes it possible to quickly analyze entire
transients.

Photocapacitance experiments are, like all optical techniques, often disturbed by
the absorption of small amounts of water in the atmosphere. In our experiments
this was avoided by evacuating the lamp housing, the monochromator and the box
containing the cryostat and the collimating system (Fig. 6.3).

The ionization of a bound electron or hole may also be the result of a combined
optical and thermal excitation process. Fig. 6.4 shows the spectral distribution of an°
obtained from photocapacitance measurements on a p+n silicon diode doped with
vanadium. The peaks in the spectrum are due to a final thermal ionization of
electrons photoexcited from the ground state of the defect to excited states located
close to the conduction band edge. Since the binding energies of these states are
small they are thermally ionized even though the temperature is low.

Fiff.6.4: Spectral distrib-

ution of the photo-

ionization cross sections

for electrons for the

Ec-0.48eV level in £i:V,

measured at 4DK and 98K.

The arrows indicate

transitions from the ground

state to various excited

statec (from paper IV).
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A great advantage of capacitance techniques, in general, is the possibility to
decide from the sign of the transient whether the signal arises from an electron
transition or a hole transition. This is evident from eqn 6.4 since for a hole
transition, nt(t) would steadily increase instead of decrease.

Photoadmittanee spectroscopy

It is very difficult to perform reliable photocapacitance measurements on levels
as shallow as 0.25 eV or less since the level is rapidly emptied by black body radiation
from the surroundings. One way to circumvent this problem is to use
photoadmittance spectroscopy [65]. With this technique no reverse bias is required.
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The blackbody radiation shifts the edge of the space charge region, |i, to a new
position, u'. The external lightsource is chopped with a frequency, inducing a
modulation of the point u'. Leaving out the details, it may be shown that the
capacitance change is sinusoidal with a frequency equal to the chopper frequency and
an amplitude which is proportional to the optical emission rate, en°. This small
capacitance signal is isolated from the large background signal using a conventional
lock-in technique.

Steady-state photocurrent measurements

This is an additional low-temperature optical technique which under certain
conditions can be used to quickly measure the spectral distributions of e.g. en°. The
easiest way to measure the spectral distribution is simply to short-circuit the sample
(diode) and measure the current as the photon energy is sweeped across the band gap
energy. A photocurrent can only be generated by a direct band-to-band transition or
via a two-step excitation process involving a band gap level. It can be shown that the
steady-state photocurrent, 1^, generated via a deep level is related to the optical cross
sections by the expression

6.8

This method gives the energy position of the deep level relative to a band edge,
since it involves a two-step excitation. It is, however, not possible to determine
whether this band edge is the conduction band edge or the valence band edge.
Furthermore, it is evident from eqn. 6.8 that, in general, the spectral distributions of
en° and ep° cannot be studied separately. On the other hand, we see that if e.g. ep

o is
much larger than en°, then th photocurrent is proportional to en°. This is very
useful since every center (except midgap centers) has an energy region where one of
the optical emission rates is much larger than the other. Furthermore, since no time
consuming evaluation of transients is necessary, this is indeed a quick method.
However, as opposed to transient capacitance methods, only relative values of the
optical emission rates are obtained.

Photoconductivity (PC) measurements

This is a very well known optical technique. The principal difference between
this technique and the JSCT is that both emission and capture processes take place
simultaneously, which makes it difficult to measure the various electronical
parameters independently. The samples used may simply consist of a piece of bulk
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material, supplied with ohmic contacts and doped with the impurity to be studied. A
constant current is driven through the sample while the voltage drop between the
contacts is monitored. The measurements are usually performed at very low
temperatures (in contrast to our PC measurements in papers VI and VII).
Illumination with photon energies above the binding energy results in an increase
in the number of charge carriers and, thus, a decrease in the voltage (PC signal). A
strong PC signal arises when the photon energy is sufficient to support a two-step
excitation process via the impurity level. In high resolution techniques like FTIR it
is possible to study, e.g., excited states of an impurity from the combined
thermal-optical ionization process dicussed previously.
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7. SUMMARY OF PAPERS
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This chapter will briefly summarize the most important experimental results
presented in the seven papers.

(Electric-field-enhanced electron emission ).

As already mentioned it is often difficult to establish the charge state of a defect.
A method which has been suggested, in the absence of ,e.g., paramagnetism and well
resolved optical line spectra, is the possibility to identify the charge state by studying
the influence of electric fields on the thermal properties. Besides this aspect, it is also
important to investigate to what extent the high electric fields, present in diodes,
influence the experimental results obtained from JSCT measurements. To
investigate the field effects more in detail, we chose a system which is well
understood: the chalcogens in silicon.

All studies were conducted using single shot transient capacitance
measurements. The field-enhanced electron emission from a thin slice of the
space-charge region was studied by subtracting two different transients, recorded at
two slightly different filling pulse voltages, from one another while keeping the
reverse bias constant. The electric field in the thin slice, considered as constant,
could be altered by changing the reverse bias.

We found that the deep levels for the two charge states of selenium (Se°, Se+)
and sulfur (S°, S+) all exhibited different electric Held dependencies. Fig. 7.1 shows
for example the dependence of the activation energy on the electric field ir> the case
of Se+ and S+.

Fig.7.1: Electric field

dependence of the activ-

ation energy for the

charged sulfur and selenium

donors in silicon (from

paper I) .
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</\7cm)

Whereas Se+ shows the typical Poole-Frenkel behavior for a coulomb potential, S+

obviously does not. Since these isolated impurities all have coulombic tails, their
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activation energies should, at least approximately, show the typical square root
dependence discussed in section 4.3. The field-dependencies of the thermal emission
rates and activation energies may support more complex models for field-enhanced
excitation processes. Due to the discrepancies we hesitate, however, to suggest this
method as an alternative way to determine the charge state of defects. It is
interesting to note that the extrapolated zero-field enthalpies in all four cases are in
excellent agreement with previously published data obtained from high-resolution
measurements suggesting that JSCT, in spite of the strong built-in fields,
nevertheless provide reliable information on the binding energies.

Papers II-V (Electrical and optical characterization of transition metal-related defects
in silicon).

The samples used for these experiments were either n+p or p+n diodes
implanted with TM ions. We have studied defects related to the implantation of the
following five TM ions: Ti, Mo, W, V and Nb. The implantation was in all cases
followed by a diffusion step and, finally, an annealing step in order to electrically
activate the defects. The concentration of these defects were in all cases between
about 1013 cm*3 and 1014 cnv3. Very little, if any, information has been available on
these TMs. The thermal and optical properties of these defects have been studied in
detail by means of JSCT. These studies enabled us to accurately determine thermal
emission rates, capture cross sections and photoionization cross sections.
Furthermore, from the thermal data we have calculated the changes in Gibb's free
energy as a function of temperature for all levels. From this temperature
dependence we could determine the changes in enthalpy and entropy involved in
the carrier transitions. A scheme for all the observed levels is presented in Fig. 7.2.
The »nergies given are the changes in enthalpies. The changes in Gibb's free energy
were in all cases in good agreement with optical threshold energies suggesting small
lattice relaxation effects. Fig. 7.2 includes experimentally determined as well as
theoretically predicted level positions found in the literature for the various TMs.
The agreement between the theoretical estimates and our data is fair in the case of
Ti, V and Mo suggesting that at least these levels are introduced by isolated TMs.

To determine the charge states and symmetry of some of the TM-related defects
we performed EPR and FTIR measurements on ion-implanted bulk samples. The
number of spins, as well as the defect concentrations were, however, probably too
low, since no signal was obtained. It should be mentioned that we observed a
structure in the spectral distribution of the photoionization cross sections for the
Ec-0.48 eV level in Si:V, which led us to the conclusion that the level most probably
corresponds to a +/++ transition. Theory, however, predicts this level tc be a 0/+
transition. In some cases, indications on certain charge states also came from the
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temperature dependence of the capture cross sections.
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Fiff.7.2: Energy levels of the TM-related defects in silicon

studied in the experimental work presented in this thesis

(solid thick lines). The solid thin lines correspond to

elsewhere published data and the dotted lines to theoretical

predictions by Beeler et al [28]. It should be noted that the

theoretical estimates for the 4d TMs are single particle

energies, rather than usual level positions.

Paper VI and VII (Observation of a Persistent Negative Photoconductivity Effect ).

These two papers are on a different topic than the other five. Here we report on a
new effect, namely the observation of a persistent decrease of the dark conductivity
due to illumination in AlGaAs/GaAs modulation-doped heterostructures over the
temperature range 170K<T<300K. The sample structure used was in principle an
ungated HEMT transistor (Fig. 5.3). Fig. 7.3 shows a typicai photoconductivity (PC)
transient recorded with the photon energy 0.85 eV at 240K. The conductivity is
measured between the source and drain contacts on the sample. Initially the PC
signal increases due to an extrinsic photoexcitation of electrons, that eventually
accumulate in the 2DEG. However, as the light is removed the conductivity
decreases well below the original darkconductivity level. This decrease, called NPPC
(Negative Persistent photoconductivity), is persistent for hours, indicating that the
removed electrons are transferred to a deep trap. Fig. 7.4 shows the spectral
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f.
distribution of the PC signal (Si) and the NPPC signal (S2) obtained at 240K.
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Fig.7.3: Photoconductivity

transient recorded at 0.85

eV and 240 K, indicating

the PC signal with light on

(SI) and the NPPC signal

with light off (S2) (from

paper VII).
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In the first letter (paper VI), we attributed this effect to a two-step excitation process
via EL2 present in the GaAs epilayer. It is well known that MOCVD grown GaAs
contains this intrinsic defect. The photogenerated electrons are partly collected in the
2DEG and partly recaptured into empty EL2 centers, while the holes recombine with
electrons from the 2DEG. Due to the recapturing of electrons, more free holes than
electrons are produced, resulting in a decrease in the electron concentration in the
2DEG after the light is removed. The decrease in the NPPC signal above about 0.90
eV marks the onset of an internal transition in the EL2 centers, which results in a
decreasing number of free electron-hole pairs.

Extended measurements on new samples with different doping species and
compositions in principle supported our model (paper VII). From the literature it is
known that a thermally activated recovery from the metastable configuration of EL2
strongly competes with the light induced transition here too for temperatures above
about 140K. We therefore propose that the recharging of empty EL2 centers for
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photon energies below about 1.4 eV, instead of being due to recapturing of electrons,
simply is determined by the ratio between the photoionization cross sections for
electrons and holes for the EL2 center. The spectral distributions of the NPPC signal
and the EL2 occupancy are found to be in good agreement. Conclusively, a schematic
description of the NPPC effect is shown in Fig. 7.5.

The NPPC effect

Al»Ga,.,A3
•4-

CB

VB

GaAs epiliyer

Fig.7.5: Schematic desc-

ription of the origin of

the NPPC effect. nT(EL2) is

the concentration of filled

EL2 centers and NTT is the

total concentration of EL2

centers (from paper VII).

We also found that by applying an external bias to any of the front side contacts
relative to the backside of the sample (the substrate), the NPPC signal could be
drastically increased or decreased depending on the polarity. This effect is not yet
fully understood.
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The electric field effect on the thermal electron emission of isolated sulfur and selenium centers
was studied in silicon. Various degrees of field dependences were observed for all centers except for
the neutral sulfur center, which exhibited almost no field effect. Taking the measured field depen-
dences into account it is shown that the zero-field enthalpies are in good agreement with previoiuly
measured optical binding energies. However, experimental evidence suggests that field-effect studies
are not always reliable measurement techniques to identify whether the defect studied is an acceptor
or a donor level.

I. INTRODUCTION

In all cases where direct evidence of the exact lattice
position and the chemical identity of a defect in a semi-
conductor cannot be provided experimentally, any
theoretical model of such a defect will depend on the type
of the defect, i.e., whether the defect is a donor or an ac-
ceptor. A typical example of such a dilemma is the DX
center in Al^Ga^As . Although several theoretical
models have been proposed, the final decision as to which
of these models is correct depends to a large extent on
whether the center is a donor or an acceptor.' However,
no such evidence has yet been provided for the DX
center.

Evidence for the defect type is readily obtained for sim-
ple effective-mass-theory (EMT) -like centers exhibiting
well-resolved line spectra in absorption or photoconduc-
tivity, such as the group-Ill acceptors and group-V
donors in silicon. Similar straightforward results have
been obtained for some of the chalcogen double donors in
silicon.7 In all these cases the line spectra provide the
most convincing arguments for the type of defect, in
agreement with other investigations which establish the
defect type beyond any doubt.

The methods of establishing the defect type are less
straightforward for centers such as the transition-metal-
related defects in silicon which exhibit more complicated
line spectra. However, it has been shown1'4 that the de-
fect type can still be determined fairly easily for these
centers if the defect exhibits phonon-assisted Fano reso-
nances, since the phonons involved in the resonances are
characteristic of the defect type.

It is quite evident that such methods can only be used
for establishing the defect type when the centers to be
studied exhibit line spectra. In all other cases different
analytical methods have to be applied. One such method
which has been frequently explored is the application of
the Poole-Frenkel effect.5'6 When studying electric-field-
assisted thermal ionization of bound charge carriers in
electronic semiconductors and insulators it is normally
assumed that defects show a field effect, and that the

effect increases with the amount of charge bound at the
center. Since acceptor and donor levels are expected to
exhibit different field effects, it has been suggested1 that
the study of field-enhanced thermal ionization processes
can be used to establish the defect type. Such studies
have been performed in a variety of semiconductors for
several different impurities and defects.7'13

The purpose of this paper is to present a comprehen-
sive study of the electric-field-assisted thermal ionization
of the single substiiutional sulfur and selenium donors in
silicon. The electronic structure of these centers is
known in detail from high-resolution spectroscopic stud-
ies2 and the defect type has been established and
confirmed by several different methods, both txperimen-
tal14 and theoretical." Most of the previous studies on
double donors in silicon showed good agreement between
optical and thermal data for the energy position of the
centers.16'17 Other investigations claimed considerable
discrepancies between thermal and optical activation en-
ergies and these discrepancies were explained by taking
into account the Poole-Frenkel effect.* It was therefore
of interest to find out whether or not there are incon-
sistencies between optical and thermal data and, if this is
the case, whether these inconsistencies are due to the
Poole-Frenkel effect. If the centers show the Poole-
Frenkel effect or any field-enhanced emission-related pro-
cess, then it is important to determine how large the field
effect for these impurities is and how characteristic the
effect is for the determination of the defect type.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples used in this investigation were sulfur,
selenium, and tellurium diffused silicon p*-n diodes,
similar to those employed in previous studies.141617 It is
known that doping silicon with chalcogens could create a
variety of chalcogen-related centers in silicon. Therefore,
special care was taken to make sure that only the isolated
impurity defects were studied in all three cases. It has al-
ready been pointed out in previous studies that the
thermal capacitance transients in tellurium doped sam-
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FIG. 1. Capacitance transients of the charged selenium level
with a 2 V reverse bias. The upper transient corresponds to a
0.2-V pulse, the middle transient to a 0.7-V pulse, and the lower
transient is the difference of the above two transients.

pies are nonexponential.>7 Since the capacitance tran-
sients in our tellurium doped samples were also nonex-
ponential, no further studies related to these phenomena
were performed on these diodes for reasons which will
become clear later.

All studies were conducted using single shot measure-
ments. " This aided us in the measurement of strictly ex-
ponential transients. A narrow range within the space-
charge region was selected by taking the difference be-
tween two transients recorded at two slightly different
pulse voltages K, and V2 and keeping the reverse bias VR

constant. In this manner only thermal emission processes
at a fairly constant electric field strength F were studied.
F was varied by changing the reverse bias VR. Typical
transients obtained for K, and F2 as well as the difference
of these transients are presented in Fig. 1. It is evident
from the figure that all three transients are indeed purely
exponential.

Since the thermal emission rate for electrons, e'H, of
deep donors depends strongly on the measurement tern-
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FIG. 3. Thermal emission rate of electrons as a function of
the electric field for the neutral selenium donor at different tem-
peratures.

perature T, correct absolute values of e'H are obtained
only if the sample temperature is known to within a high
degree of precision. It is readily shown from an Ar-
rhenius plot of ]ae'n versus 1/7" that an error of only 1 K
in the sample temperature will change the thermal activa-
tion energy £ t h of the charged selenium donor by about 5
meV. The temperature of our sample holder was there-
fore calibrated by replacing the samples with a silicon
diode having an ideality factor of 2 and subsequently
measuring the temperature from the change in the for-
ward bias V at constant current /. The temperature
dependence of the l-V characteristic of the silicon diode
was carefully checked prior to these calibrations. It is
worth mentioning that the difference between the temper-
ature of the sample holder, when measured with the ther-
mocouple, and the corrected temperature of the sample
was found to be about 2.4 K.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The thermal emission rates for electrons as a function
of the electric field are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for the neu-
tral sulfur and selenium donor, respectively, at different
temperatures. Up to about 65 kV/cm there is IK tie if any
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FIG. 2. Thermal emission rate of electrons as • function of
the electric field for the neutral sulfur donor at different temper-
atures.
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FIG. 4. Arrhenius plots of the thermal emission rate for the
neutral sulfur donor at two different electric fields.
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FIG. 7. Thermal emission rate of electrons as a function of
the electric field for the charged sulfur donor at different tern-
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field dependence observed in both cases. However, for
the neutral selenium donor which could be studied at
much higher field strength than the sulfur doped diode, a
substantial field dependence is observed at field strengths
greater than 65 kV/cm. The field sensitivity appears to
decrease w;th increasing temperature, implying a de-
crease in the thermal activation energy as a function of
increasing field strength.

This is more clearly seen when the logarithm of the
emission rate is plotted versus 1 /T for different electric
fields (Figs. 4 and 5). Since for both impurities the elec-
tric field dependence of the emission rate does not vary
much with temperature, up to field strengths of 65
kV/cm, only small changes, if any, in the activation ener-
gy are observed. Only the neutral selenium donor exhib-
its a considerable decrease in activation energy at field
strengths above 65 kV/cm (Fig. 5). This demonstrates
that the neutral Se exhibits a field dependence of the
emission rate which is larger than that resulting from ex-
perimental errors. However, this is not the case for the
sulfur donor. A comparison with previous studies14'16

shows that within the experimental error these results are
in good agreement with the results presented in this pa-

per for lower field strengths.
The variation of the activation energy, £ t h , with elec-

tric field is summarized in Fig. 6, which is a plot of the
measured activation energies versus Fxn for the neutral
sulfur and selenium donor. Considering that the accura-
cy of junction space-charge techniques (JSCT) is about
±10 meV in absolute values (but somewhat better in rela-
tive values) it is fair to say that almost no decrease in bar-
rier height is observed for the neutral sulfur donor. The
slight increase observed at the highest field strengths is
probably due to a decrease in measurement sensitivity
since the difference of the two transients needed for a
measurement decreases with increasing reverse bias. In
contrast to the neutral sulfur donor the selenium center
shows a considerable field dependence of the activation
energy resulting in a decrease of £ l h with increasing field
strength.

Quite different results were obtained when studying the
charged sulfur and selenium donors in silicon. Plotting
e'n versus Fwl (Figs. 7 and 8), a field dependence is ob-
served for both centers. Although the field dependence is
smaller for the charged selenium donor, a considerable
change in the field dependence with decreasing tempera-

0.15
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FIG. 6. Electric field dependence of the activation energy for
the neutral sulfur and selenium donors.
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FIG. 8. Thermal emission rate of electrons as a function of
the electric field for the charged selenium donor at different
temperatures.
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charged sulfur donor at two different electric fields.

F G c p
for the charged sulfur and selenium donors.

ture was observed in both cases. This implies that the ac-
tivation energies obtained from Arrhenius plots of the
thermal emission rate vary considerably with field
strength for both centers (Figs. 9 and 10). A comparison
shows that the activation energies obtained in Figs. 9
and 10 for low field strengths are in fair agreement with
previously published results.14'16 The various activation
energies obtained at different field strengths are summa-
rized in Fig. 11 for the charged sulfur and selenium
donor, showing that for the charged selenium center the
decrease in the activation energy seems to be proportion-
al to Fwl. A rather different field dependence is observed
for the charged sulfur center. When the measured activa-
tion energies for the charged sulfur center are plotted
versus F instead of Fin (Fig. 12), the data are fairly well
represented by a straight line suggesting that the lower-
ing of £,h is directly proportional to Frather than Fsn.

The electric field effect on the thermal electron emis-
sion may in principle arise due to different reasons. How-
ever, since previous measurements of chalcogens in sil-
icon have been analyzed in terms of the Poole-Frenkel
effect, we have used a similar presentation of our results
in order to facilitate a comparison of our data with previ-
ously published results.

If the decrease in activation energy is due to the
Poole-Frenkel effect, the energy lowering A£,h in the
one-dimensional model by Frenkcl5 can be expressed as19

= -fl/2 (1)

where c is a temperature-independent constant of about
2X 10~* eV (V/cm)" l / 2 for a singly charged center such
as the neutral chalcogen donors before ionization. If e'n0

is the emission rate without field, the emission enhance-
ment is given by19

(2)

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), it is readily shown that the
change in activation energy bE' between two Arrhenius
plots at field strengths F, and F2 can be written as

W =c(F\n-F\n) = kTMe'nl/e'nX) . (3!

Hence, c is given by

c=kT\n(el
n2/e'nl)AF\n-F\/1). (4)

Using Eq. (1) and the data presented in Fig. 6, a value of
about 2X10" 4 eV(V/cm)"1 / 2 is obtained for c in the
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FIG. 12. Variation of the activation energy wittj electric field
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case of the neutral selenium center, whereas the corre-
sponding value for the neutral sulfur center is smaller
than 10"5 eV(V/cmr 1 / 2 . A similar analysis of the re-
sults presented in Fig. 11 gives a value of about
2.5X10"4 eV(V/cm)~ l / 2 for the charged selenium
center, which is about half of the value expected. In the
case of the selenium centers this would suggest that the
electric-field-enhanced electron emission is governed by
the Poole-Frenkel effect. However, if Eq. (4) is used in-
stead of Eq. (1), the data shown in Fig. 5 for the neutral
selenium center give only a value of 0.8X10"4

eV(V/cm)~ l / z for c, which is about three times smaller
than the value obtained in Fig. 6. The value of c obtained
from such an analysis depends on the pair of field
strengths used. The apparent variation is explained by
the fact that simple Poole-Frenkel barrier lowering does
not accurately explain the neutral selenium data, as is evi-
denced by the significant deviation of three of the
measuring points from the best fit line in Fig. 6. Still
larger discrepancies are found for similar reasons for the
charged selenium center when applying the same analysis
to the results of Fig. 10. In this case a value of 0.3 X10"4

eV(V/cm)"1/2 is calculated fore. By applying Eq. (4) to
the thermal emission data of the charged sulfur center
(Fig. 9), a value of 1.2X10"4 eV(V/cm)" l / 2 is obtained
for c which is reasonably close to the value expected for
the Poole-Frenkel effect but nevertheless is irrelevant
since Fig. 11 shows that A£ th is not proportional to Fln.

IV. DISCUSSION

The binding energies of the first and second electron of
the isolated sulfur and selenium double donors in silicon
are accurately known from high-resolution spectroscopic
measurements.20'2 The spectra clearly show that all
centers have Td point-group symmetry implying that
they are not due to chalcogen-related complexes. The
values of the different binding energies measured at low
temperature are summarized in Table I. Using local
Auger-effect studies,21 the two levels observed for each
center have been proven to be coupled, and due to
different charge states. These results are in good agree-
ment with doping experiments.22

In this paper the thermal emission rates are presented
as Arrhenius plots of e'n and not e'n /T2 in order to facili-
tate comparison with previously published data.8'"14'"

It should, however, be noted that the activation energy
£ I h obtained from such Arrhenius plots has a special
physical significance. £,h is the change in enthalpy of the
level studied provided the capture cross section of elec-
trons, a'n, is proportional to 7*~2. In all other cases, Exh

is an unspecified energy without a real physical meaning
and certainly cannot be used for purposes of comparison
with optical binding energies, which has been done8" oc-
casionally. A relevant energy, namely the change in
enthalpy, A/ / , , due to the ionization of the center is ob-
tained when the activation energy Ee deduced from an
Arrhenius plot of a'n T1 is added to Eih provided the cap-
ture cross section can be expressed as

<r'n=o0T-2np(Ec/kT). (5)

This procedure follows directly from the detailed balance
relation, which can be written as23

where AGft is the change of Gibb's free energy given by

AC, = AHn - T A S . (7)

Here, vth is the thermal velocity of electrons in the con-
duction band, Ne is the effective density of states in the
conduction band, and AS is the change in entropy. Com-
bining Eqs. (5)-(7), Eq. (6) can be rewritten as

e'n = A e x p ( - ( A / / , - E e )/kT] , (8)

where A =a0T~2vtbNl.exp{bS/k) is a temperature-
independent constant. The change in enthalpy is there-
fore given by

A//,=£ t h-r-£ c . (9)

At low temperatures the optical binding energies are
well approximated by AG,, which in turn is comparable
with AH,. Hence, it is the change in enthalpy at zero
field strength and not £,h which should be compared
with optical binding energy at low temperatures.

In previous studies,14-'6 we have shown that it is
difficult to determine the exact temperature dependence
of the electron capture for the chalcogen double donors
in silicon, since the experimental data could be fitted to
different temperature dependences. It is, however, im-

TABLE I. A summary of the values of the different binding energies of the first and second electron of the isolattd sulfur and
selenium double donors in silicon measured at low temperatures.

Chalcogen
donor

S°
Se°
S*
Se+

'Reference 14.
"Reference 16.
'Reference 24.
dReference 11.

Optical binding
energy (eV)

0.32
0.31
0.61
0.59

E, ieV)'•"'

0.02
0.01

0.05

Zero-field £,„
(eV)

0.29
0.29
0.59
0.54

AH,
(eV)

0.31
0.30

0.59

£,„ levr"
0.30
0.29
0.59
0.52

Zero-field £,h (eV)d

0.33
0.32
0.55
0.59
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portent to note that the change in enthalpy obtained
from a combined analysis of o'n and e'n is independent of
the assumed temperature dependence of a '„ as long as a
proper analysis of e'n is performed, implying that Eq. (6)
is not violated. Assumptions of the temperature depen-
dence of a '„ are useful only for a physical interpretation
of the different activation energies obtained and not for
the evaluation of enthalpies.1416 Since different excita-
tion processes give rise to different temperature depen-
dences of the capture cross section, a careful analysis of
the temperature dependence of the capture cross section
may nevertheless give information on the excitation pro-
cess, provided the capture cross section is studied over a
wide range of temperature.

Ee values have been measured for the neutral sulfur14

and selenium16 donor as well as for the charged seleni-
um24 donor and are summarized in Table I together with
the £ t h values obtained for zero electrical field. The sum
of these two values gives the change of enthalpy &Hn at
zero-field strength. In all three cases these values are in
good agreement with the optical binding energy, suggest-
ing that the observed field dependences are reasonable. A
similar conclusion may also be valid for the S + level
since it is expected that the electron capture is some kind
of cascade process and, hence, the temperature depen-
dence of the capture cross section will give a positive £ c

value. This in plies that £ t h of the charged sulfur level at
zero field shorn 1 be smaller than the optical binding ener-
gy-

A comparison with previously published data1416

shows that they are almost identical with the zero field
values of £ l h presented in this paper except for the
charged selenium center for which our previous result is

' smaller. This agreement is explained partly by the small
field effect of the neutral centers and partly by the fact
that capacitance measurements favor excitation processes
in the low field part of the junction, which in our case
had a rather low free-electron concentration in the neu-
tral n region. Experimental evidence indicates that a low
free-carrier concentration is essential, since an increase in
the free-carrier concentration by only 1 order of magni-
tude may result in a decrease of £,h by several tens of
meV. £ l h values are, therefore, not very useful in general
for the characterization of defects since they may be con-
siderably different from the change in enthalpy due to
thermal capture barriers and/or due to electric-field-
assisted thermal-ionization processes. The data pub-
lished by Roos et al." differ from our results obtained at
zero-field strength by more than 30 meV (Table I). The
authors compare their £ t h values at zero-field strength
with their optical binding energies and attribute the good
agreement in the values of these energies as proof that
previously observed differences between £ l h and optical
binding energies ought to be explained by the Poole-
Frenkel effect and a one-step thermal emission process.
We have already pointed out that changes in enthalpy
and not £,h values should be compared with optical bind-
ing energies and that the earlier evaluation of changes in
enthalpy1416 are not affected by the assumed emission
processes.

The results presented in this paper suggest that the en-

ergy resolution of JSCT is not sufficient to determine the
exact type of electric-field-enhanced emission process in-
volved. It is therefore rather difficult to evaluate whether
the defect studied is a donor or an acceptor since the field
dependence of A£ th for an acceptor is not very different
from the one for a donor. In the case of the one-
dimensional Poole-Frenkel effect, A£,h is proportional to
Ful for a center with Coulomb potential whereas
A £ , h ~ F 4 / 5 for a center with polarization potential.19

However, at low field strengths JSCT should be sensitive
enough to distinguish between the different field enhance-
ments of thermal emission rates due to different poten-
tials. Since the experimental results cannot be explained
by one particular type of field effect, it is concluded that
more than one kind of field effect is involved. The c fac-
tors calculated from Figs. 2 and 3 lie in the range 5 10"5

eV (V/cm)1/2 for S° and < 0.1-3 X HT4 eV (V/cm)1/2 for
Se°. Corresponding values calculated from Figs. 7 and 8
are 0.5-1 X1O~4 eV(V/cm)1/2 for S+ and <0 .3XKT 4

eV (V/cm)1 n for Se+ . Hence, depending on the tempera-
ture and range of field strength, the c value obtained can
provide support in favoring or disregarding the Poole-
Frenkel effect.8 It is also interesting to note that in spite
of the small field dependence of the thermal emission
rates, quite appreciable field effects are observed for A£ lh

as, for example, in the case of the charged selenium
center. The field dependence of A£,h would support the
Poole-Frenkel effect for this center, whereas the field
dependence of e'n would not. Furthermore, A£Ih of the
neutral sulfur center seems to be little affected by the
field, whereas A£ l h of the charged sulfur center is pro-
portional to F. The £,h values of the neutral selenium
center are plotted versus £ l / 2 in Fig. 6, however it can be
shown that a still better agreement is obtained when plot-
ting the values versus F, although the A£ l h values of Se +

are obviously proportional to F l / 2 . Therefore, the field
dependences of £ t k and e'n most probably suggest rather
complicated electric-field-enhanced emission processes.

Obviously such properties are characteristic not only
of isolated chalcogen donors but also of chalcogen related
complexes. In a detailed study of a tellurium-related
complex in silicon it was shown by Hofmann et al. * that
the neutral version exhibited a negligible field dependence
whereas the charged center was well described by the
Poole-Frenkel effect. This suggests that the electric-
field-enhanced emission process and in particular the
Poole-Frenkel effect is not always a reliable technique for
determining the defect type.12 All results presented in
the paper have been obtained from single shot measure-
ments. This implies that we were able to check that all
transients employed in the study were exponential. It is
not certain that similar conditions are always observed
when using deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) or
double deep-level transient spectroscopy (DDLTS) (Ref.
25) for this kind of study.

V. CONCLUSION

We have performed a comprehensive study of the elec-
tric field effect on the thermal emission of isolated sulfur
and selenium centers in silicon. The study shows that
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previously published data1416 on LHn are in good agree-
ment with the results presented in this paper and that the
analysis previously performed is still valid. The centers
investigated exhibit various electric field effects. In par-
ticular, one of the centers showed a negligible field depen-
dence. Furthermore, the field dependence of thermal
emission rates and activation energies can support
different models of field-enhanced excitation processes. It
therefore seems that investigations of electric-field-

enhanced emission processes do not always provide reli-
able information on the defect type.
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Titanium-doped silicon was investigated using junction space-charge techniques. Apart from a
midgap level at about Ec — 0.6 eV, three energy levels were observed at Ec -0 .065 eV ( A level),
£ f -0.295 eV {B level), and E, +0.255 eV (C level) at 80 K. Electron excitation processes of the
upper levels revealed values of 0.077 and 0.268 eV, respectively, for the change in enthalpy, as well
as 2k and — 4fc, respectively, for the change in entropy. The corresponding values for holes of the C
center are 0.258 eV and 0.5A, respectively. The Gibb's free energy as a function of temperature was
calculated for all three levels and found to be in good agreement with the threshold energies of the
corresponding photoionization cross section. Only small, if any, lattice-relaxation effects are ex-
pected.

I. INTRODUCTION

Some of the transition metals (TM) in silicon have been
studied recently in detail by using high-resolution spec-
troscopy.'~4 Several of these TM such as Fe (Ref. 1) or
Pt (Ref. 2) show considerably more complicated energy
structures, both with regard to the ground states and ex-
cited states than, for example, the previously studied dou-
ble donors sulfur and selenium5 in silicon. Although the
optical properties of these transition metals have been
studied comprehensively, very little information is avail-
able about the optical properties of other TM in silicon
such as, for example, titanium.

The recombination properties of titanium-related
centers in silicon have previously been characterized elec-
trically and reexamined recently.*" In most of these
studies, two titanium related centers have been observed,
one in the upper half of the band gap at £ r - 0 . 2 8 eV
(which we label the B level) and another one in the lower
half of the band gap at £ ,+0 .25 eV (Clevel). Recently a
third titanium-related center has been reported67 at
£ , . -0 .08 eV (A level). The two deep levels have been
suggested previously8 to be different charge states of the
same donor. In a recent paper, Mathiot and Hocine7

claim that the level at Ec -0 .08 eV is an acceptorlike ver-
sion of the same center implying that titanium forms a
center in silicon with three different charge states. In ad-
dition to the three charge states several papers910 report
on a fourth level, which has been noticed in titanium-
doped silicon in the range from £, -0 .51 to Ec - 0 . 5 5 eV
(D level).

The purpose of this paper is to present spectral distri-
butions of photoionization cross sections for the B and C
levels. The results are compared with data obtained from

our own or previously published electrical measurements.
Absolute values of the enthalpy and entropy as well as
the Gibbs free energy as a function of temperature are
discussed for the A, B, and C levels. In addition, optical
data of the D level are presented.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples used were either p +-n or n + -p diodes im-
planted with titanium. The diodes were prepared
without metallization using a localized oxidation of sil-
icon technology. The p-type- and n-type-doped silicon
wafers, respectively, had a free carrier concentration of
about 10" cm"3. The/>+- and n +-type regions were an-
nealed at 1100 °C for 2 h after boron and arsenic implan-
tation, respectively. After the annealing process the ti-
tanium was implanted onto the front side of the silicon
wafers with an energy of 300 keV and a dose of 1013

cm"2, and diffused into the n- andp-type regions by heat-
ing the samples to 1100 °C for 30 min. The titanium was
finally electrically activated by rapid thermal annealing at
1220 X' for 60 s in a nitrogen ambient resulting in a con-
centration of electrically active titanium-related centers
of about 5X10 1 3 cm~\

The thermal emission rates were determined using
junction space-charge techniques such as deep-level tran-
sient spectroscopy" (DLTS) and single-shot measure-
ments.12 By combining the different methods we were
able to determine the corresponding emission rates and
capture cross sections of the A, B, and C levels over a
large temperature range. Special care was taken to avoid
influences from the tail of the space-charge region on the
capture processes. This is done most reliably in the
analysis by including only measurements with short
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pulses far from saturation.
All electric-field measurements were conducted using

single-shot measurements. This aided us in the measure-
ment of strictly exponential transients. The electric-field
enhanced electron-hole emission from a thin slice of the
space-charge region was studied by taking the difference
between two transients recorded at two slightly different
pulse voltages \\ and Vl and keeping the reverse bias VR

constant. By using this technique only signals at fairly
constant electric fields were recorded.13

Some of the optical measurements were performed us-
ing a 0.5-m vacuum grating monochromator (Acton
Research Corporation) to avoid disturbances from atmos-
pheric absorption lines. For the same reason the globar
light source and the collimating system were also evacu-
ated- The resolution of the monochromator used was
about 1 meV. The other optical measurements were pre-
formed using a double prism monochromator. Stress in-
troduced by improper mounting of the samples tends to
smear out the features of the optical cross sections. This
was avoided by mounting the samples on a gold-plated
silicon chip which exhibits the same thermal expansion as
the sample.

HI. RESULTS

Our samples showed all four levels previously observed
in titanium-doped silicon. The enthalpy of three of these
levels were determined by measuring the temperature
dependence of both the thermal emission rate e' and cap-
ture rate c'. From detailed balance it is known14 that the
thermal emission rate of electrons is given by

<»

where k is the Boltzmann constant, Nc is the effective
density of states in the conduction band, and AG,, is the
change in Gibbs free energy needed to excite an electron
from the energy level into the conduction band. Similar
considerations are valid for hole transitions. Since19

(2)

it follows from Eq. (1) that

'3)

where A//n is the change in enthalpy and AS the total
change in entropy observed during excitation. Provided
the capture rate is temperature independent, it is evident
from Eq. 13) that the activation energy obtained from an
Arrhenius plot of the thermal emission rate reveals the
change in enthalpy AW, and not the change in Gibbs free
energy AG, as often assumed. It is also evident that the
capture rate c'n cannot be calculated from an Arrhenius
plot of e'n unless the change in entropy AS is known.
Since AS in most cases is not known from other investiga-
tions, the capture rate can be obtained only from direct
measurements. AS is often of the order of several k and
in such cases exp(AS/fc) represents a factor larger than
I02, which implies, if c'n is calculated from the preex-
ponential factor of Eq. (3l, that the calculated c,' value
may differ by more than two orders of magnitude from

the real capture rate.
The relation of the capture rate with the capture cross

section a'n is given by

c> = / T ' U L (4)

where vttl is the thermal velocity of electrons. a'n is often
temperature depenrfen» -nd if this temperature depen-
dence can be expressed as

(5)

by rewriting Eq. (3) one obtains

^ = y4r2exp[-(A//n + AWfB)/fcr] , (6)

where A is a temperature-independent constant and
AWfl, is the change of enthalpy due to the electron cap-
ture. Hence, from an Arrhenius plot of \og]0ie'n/T2)
versus 1 /Ttht activation energy

^DLTS^/^+A//,.,, ( 7 )

is obtained, which implies that A//n can only be calculat-
ed if A//cn is known. Once A//n is determined, AS can be
calculated using Eq. (2) since AG,, is readily obtained
from Eq. (1).

It has already been pointed out previously16 that there
is a simplier way of analyzing the data by calculating
AGn for different temperatures from Eq. (1) using the ab-
solute values of e'n and a'n and plotting the obtained AG,,
values versus T. Following Eq. (2) the slope of such a line
gives AS and the extrapolated value of AGn at T = 0 re-
veals A//n. It should, however, be noted that it is often
not trivial to measure absolute values of capture rates
correctly.1718 The change of the optical Gibbs energy
AGn° is given by19

&G° = hGn + kT\ng , (8)

where g is the degeneracy factor of the energy level. For
small g values and in the absence of lattice relaxation
effects it can therefore be expected that AG, is close to
the optical binding energy, at least at lower temperatures.
Hence a plot of AGn versus T represents in many cases a
reasonable approximation for the temperature depen-
dence of the binding energy of an energy level. The nor-
mally quoted A//n values differ from the AG" values by
Tik Ing —AS) and can therefore in general not be used
for a direct comparison of thermal and optical data if the
optical data have not been taken at very low tempera-
tures.

Figure 1 shows a T2 corrected Arrhenius plot of the
thermal emission rate of electrons obtained for the shal-
low titanium related A level close to the conduction
band. The electron-capture cross section was found in
agreement with previous results7 to be rather tempera-
ture independent and the calculated activation energy
£DLTS =0.077 eV is therefore close to the change in
enthalpy. The capture rate is expected to depend ex-
ponentially on the pulse width. Dur- to tail effects, how-
ever, deviations are often observed for longer pulses.
Subtracting the signals obtained for larger pulse widths,
an exponential dependence is observed for the A level
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FIG. 1. Arrhenius plots of the T1 corrected thermal emission
rates for the energy levels A, B, and C. The energies given are
DLTS activation energies for electrons in the case of the A and
B levels and for holes in the case of the C level (see text).

over almost two orders of magnitude. Similar results
have been obtained for the other levels.

Using Eq. (1) and the measured e'n values, together
with a temperature-independent electron-capture cross
section of 1.6XKT15 cm2, AGB was calculated at
different temperatures [Fig. 2(a)]. A value of 0.077 eV
was obtained for the extrapolated AG,, value at 7"=0 K
in agreement with the A//,, value obtained from the Ar-
rhenius plot presented in Fig. 1. The value of A//,, =0.08
eV is in good agreement with the value previously report-
ed,7 although the absolute values of the thermal emission
rate are in our case slightly larger than those quoted in
Ref. 7. From the slope of the straight line [Fig. 2(a)] an
entropy change of about 2k is calculated.

Similar measurements were performed on the C level.
Using both DLTS and single-shot measurements the
thermal emission rate for holes was measured over about
five orders of magnitude (Fig. 1). From the T2 corrected
Arrhenius plot an activation energy of £D L T S = 0.267 eV
was obtained. Since the thermal emission rate e'p was
found to have very little dependence on the applied elec-
tric field, no further studies on the field dependence of the
hole emission rate were performed. The hole-capture
cross section showed a slight increase with increasing
temperature (Fig. 3), suggesting a multiphonon-emission
process rather than a cascade capture process. The cap-
ture barrier was calculated to be about A//^ - 10 meV,
thus giving an enthalpy change of AWp =O.257eV for the
lowest observed titanium-related energy level.

Using Eq. (1) and the regression lines presented in Figs.
I and 3 for the C level, AG,, was calculated for different

0.0*9.

0.34

032

' 03»

100 120

FIG. 2. (a) Temperature dependence of the Gibbs free energy
for level A. (b) Temperature dependence of the Gibbs free ener-
gy for levels B and C. The AG values are presented according to
Eq. (2) (see text).

E -16.6

S -16.8

13.0

AH«(B)=-0.011 eV ^iZ^

6 S 10
1000/T (K ' )

FIG. 3. Arrhenius plots of the capture cross section for elec-
trons (B level) and holes IC level). The energies are calculated
changes of enthalpy due to the capture of electrons (fl level) and
holes (C level).
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temperatures and plotted versus T [Fig. 2(b)]. Extrapo-
lating the calculated ACp values to T = 0 K, a value of
&Hp =0.258 eV was obtained, which is in reasonable
agreement with the value deduced from the Arrhenius
plots. The slope of the line shown in Fig. 2(b) for b.Gp

gives a value of about 0.5*: for the change in entropy
which is in good agreement with previous values ob-
served for other deep centers in silicon.20

Considering the &Gp values obtained for the lowest
titanium-related energy level one would expect an optical
threshold energy of about 0.255 eV at 77 K for the photo-
lonization cross section of holes, a°. However, the
threshold energy deduced from the spectral distribution
of a°p reveals a slightly larger value of 0.27 eV (Fig. 4), if

only the experimental data at 77 K are taken into ac-
count. The best fit to the spectral distribution was ob-
tained by using o°(hv)~a(hv—ETH)5/2/hvi, an expres-
sion suggested for doubly forbidden optical transitions
not involving excited states21 (dashed curve in Fig. 4),
which resulted in a threshold energy of 0.273 eV. Al-
though no further studies were performed, the slight
difference between AGp and the optical threshold energy
may originate either from a somewhat larger degeneracy
factor or a small lattice relaxation effect. The photoion-
ization cross sections were obtained from transient pho-
tocapacitance measurements. As shown in the inset of
Fig. 4 all transients studied were singly exponential.

For comparison, the spectral distribution of a°p was
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FIG. 4. Spectral distribution of the photoionization cross section for holes (C level) at 77 K. The cross sections are given in abso-
lute values. The inset shows the time dependence of a photocapacitance transient obtained with a photon energy of 0.44 eV.
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also measured in n ' -p diodes using the photocurrent
storage effect12 (Fig. 5). The data obtained from this
measurement method are in good agreement with the
photocapacitance measurements resulting in a threshold
energy of 0.270 eV when using a similar approximation as
in Fig. 4 (dash-dotted curve in Fig. S). Since these studies
also included measurements at higher energies, a second
threshold was observed at about 0.6 eV. Extrapolating
the a|J values, obtained at lower energies, to higher ener-
gies and subtracting these values from the measured data,
the dashed line was obtained with a threshold energy of
0.S1 eV, which can probably be attributed to the energy
distance of the level from the valence band. Although
this method is not very accurate, it nevertheless proves
that an additional level is present in our samples which
probably is identical with the previously reported energy
level at £ c - 0 . 6 eV."10

The energy level at about £ f - 0 . 6 eV is also observed
in the spectral distribution of the photoionization cross
section obtained from measurements of the short-circuit
current12 in n +-p diodes giving a threshold of 0.585 eV
(dotted curve) 'Fig. 5). This energy probably corresponds
to the energy distance of the D level from the conduction
band. Adding this value to the threshold energy obtained
from the storage effect, a value of about 1.1 eV is ob-
tained, which is close to the band-gap energy. The
second threshold observed in Fig. 5 for the short-circuit
current at about 0.8 eV (0.783 eV due to the solid curve)
is difficult to assign since the energy distances of the B
and C levels from the nearest energy bands are very simi-
lar.

Thermal emission and capture rates as well as optical
emission rates of the B center were also studied. Since
both DLTS and single-shot measurements were applied
the temperature dependence of the thermal emission rate
could be studied over about five orders of magnitude giv-
ing an activation energy of £DLTS =0.255 eV (Fig. I).

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Photon Energy (eV)

FIG. 5. Spectral distribution of the short-circuit current In

(solid circles! and the photocurrent storage effect /., (open cir-
cles and squares) measured for holes in n ' -p Si:Ti diodes at 77
K. The open squares have been obtained by subtracting the
dash-dotted curve from the open circles.

The electron-capture cross section a'n decreased slightly
with increasing temperature (Fig. 3) and exhibits there-
fore a different temperature dependence than the hole
capture process of the C level. The enthalpy of the cap-
ture process, A//rn, obtained from an Arrhenius plot of
a'n, was found to be about —11 meV, resulting in a
change of the enthalpy A//n =0.266 eV for the thermal
emission of the B level.

A similar result for A//n was obtained when using Eq.
(1) and calculating AGn for different temperatures. Plot-
ting the ACn values versus T [Fig. 2(b)] a value of 0.268
eV is obtained for A//n by extrapolating the data to 0 K.
The slope of the regression line corresponds to a change
of entropy of about — 4k.

The data presented in Fig. 2(b) for the B level suggest
that the photoionization cross section spectrum of elec-
trons should have a threshold energy of about 0.295 eV at
77 K if no lattice relaxation occurs. Figure 6 shows that
this is indeed observed.

The spectral distribution of the short-circuit current
was also studied in p+-n diodes. In the case of n * -p
diodes (Fig. 5) three thresholds were observed. For ener-
gies less than about 1 eV the spectral distributions are
very similar in both n *-p and p~-n diodes, although the
relative signal strength due to the two energy levels is
different. Interestingly, the threshold energy for the one-
photon electron-hole pair generation seems to be different
in the two types of diodes, implying that the threshold
energy for the one-photon pair generation is shifted about
40 meV to higher energies in the n +-p diodes.

Attempts were made to measure the optical cross sec-
tion of electrons for the C level and the optical cross sec-
tion of holes for the B level. Photocapacitance measure-

0.3 0.4
Photon Energy (eV)

0.5

FIG. 6. Spectral distribution of the photoionization cross
section for electrons (B level) at 77 K. The cross sections are
given in absolute values.
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ments, however, showed that a^ »a°n for thr C level and
a" » a " for the B level. Hence the C level could not be
emptied and the B level could not be filled with electrons
optically to a degree which was sufficient enough to per-
form reliable measurements.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results presented in this paper suggest that lattice
relaxation effects connected with the energy levels studied
are small if not negligible. This is in agreement with oth-
er transition-metal impurities in silicon such as Au, Ag.
and Pt, which all seem to have very small Frank-Condon
shifts : 4 Junction space-charge measurements in general
and our measurements in particular do in general not re-
veal the charge state of an energy level and it is therefore
not known from such measurements which charge state
of an energy level is changed due to a particular excita-
tion process. Since it has been suggested previously that
probably all four energy levels studied in this paper are ti-
tanium related, it was of particular interest for us to show
which of these energy levels are coupled. However, due
to the symmetry in energy position of the three deep en-
ergy levels with respect to the band edges and the prox-
imity of the fourth level to the conduction band none of
the known measurement techniques could be used to
study the coupling of any of these energy levels. Mathiot
and Hocine compared the heights of the DLTS peaks due
to the three deep energy levels in Si.Ti and found that the
heights of three peaks were very similar. It has therefore
been concluded that the three energy levels are associated
with different charge states of the same defect, i.e., titani-
um. However, Brotherton et alP have shown previously
in the case of chalcogens that energy levels with different
binding energies sample different parts of the space-
charge region and different heights of the corresponding
DLTS peaks are therefore expected in spite of the fact
that the concentrations of the levels are similar. Al-
though there are good reasons to believe that the four
levels studfed in titanium-doped silicon all originate from
titanium and that at least three of them originate from
the same defect, we nevertheless believe that this has still
to be explicitly shown.

Several of the properties observed in titanium-doped
silicon, however, support the suggestion that probably
three of the energy levels are likely due to the same de-
fect. Assuming that the midgap level is caused by a
different center and following previous assignments,1 one
would expect that the threshold energy of the short-
circuit current in n + -p diodes is predominantly caused by
electron excitations from the C level into the conduction
band, considering that this process involves the largest
part of the space-charge region and that two electrons
have to be excited into the C level before the B level will
participate in the generation of the short-circuit current.
Consequently, the A level wiii play a minor role in these
excitation processes and, hence, the generation of
electron-hole pairs involving one photon is expected to
occur close to the band-gap energy without major in-
terference from the A level. On the other hand, in p+ -n
diodes rhe threshold and signal intensity is expected to

depend on the concentration of unoccupied A and B lev-
els since most of the C levels are completely occupied
with electrons. One would therefore expect that the gen-
eration of the short-circuit current involving only one
photon starts at a smaller photon energy in p + -n diodes
than in n + -p diodes due to photothermal excitation pro-
cesses involving the A level. Considering the data
presented in Fig. S there is no doubt that the third
threshold of the short-circuit current in p+-n diodes at
about 1.0 eV occurs ui a smaller photon energy than in
n+-p diodes with a threshold at about 1.05 eV.

At 80 K the energy distance of the C level from the
nearest energy band is about 30 meV smaller than in the
case of the B level. In n+-p diodes one would therefore
expect a slightly larger threshold energy for the short-
circuit current (at about 0.8 eV) than in p*-n diodes.
This is in qualitative agreement with the experimental
data.

In the framework of this tentative model it is also evi-
dent that the hole capture at the C level is not supposed
to involve excited states whereas the electron capture of
the B level may well employ excited states. If this is true
one would expect that the electron-capture cross section
decreases with increasing temperature, whereas the hole
capture cross section may increase with increasing tem-
perature if multiphonon-emission processes are in-
volved.24 Figure 3 shows that this is indeed the case. It
is worth noticing that our emission rates and capture-
cross sections are in fair agreement with the data pub-
lished by Wang and Sah.8

Further support of the model is obtained from the pho-
toionization cross-section data. It has previously been
shown for chalcogens in silicon2' that photoionization
cross sections due to 0 / + or + / + + transitions exhibit
much sharper thresholds than + / 0 or + + / + transi-
tions. Comparing the spectra presented in Figs. 4 and 6
it is quite evident that the threshold of a°n is considerably
sharper than the one for a°p.

At present we have no explanation for the negative
change of the total entropy observed for the electron ex-
citation of the B level. Negative changes of entropy have
been observed previously in II-VI compounds.16 They
have been explained by a possible temperature depen-
dence of some of the pressure coefficients contained in the
expression for the total change of entropy. Although the
origin of the negative change in entropy of the B level is
not yet known, it nevertheless explains some confusion in
the literature. Mathiot and Hocine7 pointed out an in-
consistency in the electron-capture cross section which
they believed was not noticed by Wang and Sah.8

Neglecting the entropy term Mathiot and Hocine calcu-
lated the electron-capture cross section from the preex-
poneniial factor of Eq. (3) and found that this value was a
factor of about 70 smaller than the value measured by
Wang and Sah. The authors claimed that the discrepan-
cy arose from an incorrect analysis of the capture cross
section in Ref. 8. They resolved the discrepancy by as-
suming an additional capture barrier, which Anally result-
ed in an energy position of the B level at Ec — 3.30 eV.

As pointed out earlier capture cross sections cannot be
calculated from the preexponential factor of Eq. (3) as
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long as AS is unknown. From our analysis we suggest a
value of about —4/c for AS, which implies that any cap-
ture cross section calculated from the preexponentia! fac-
tor would be a fr .tor of about 55 too small if the entropy
term is neglected. The discrepancy arises therefore not
from an erroneous analysis of the experimental data by
Wang and Sah but from an incorrect application of Eq.
(3) in Ref. 7.

In the case of the hole capture Mathiot and Hocine
found for the C level that their own measured capture
cross section was a factor of 3-4 smaller than the one
they calculated from the preexponential factor Eq. (3),
without taking into account the entropy term. Our mea-
surements suggest a value of about 0.5k for AS in con-
nection with the hole capture. Any capture cross section
calculated from the preexponential factor should there-
fore be a factor of about 2 too large if the entropy term is
neglected. The good agreement between the calculated
values using our AS values and the measured values
shows thai the results obtained for lae C level in Re." 7
aie consistent and in good agreement with our own data.

Regarding the rnidgäp icvci m iiiamuni-uoped silicon
we have no explanation for its origin and will therefore
not speculate whether or not this energy level is titanium
related. Several midgap levels have been observed in sil-
icon which originate from both impurities and process in-
duced defect». Further studies have to be performed to
unravel the chemical nature of this particular midgap lev-
el.

V. CONCLUSION

A comprehensive study of four energy levels observed
in titanium-doped silicon has been performed. In addi-

tion to a midgap level three energy levels were observed
with energy positions of Ec-0.065 eV, Ec-0.295 eV,
and Ec +0.255 eV at 80 K. Electron excitation processes
for levels in the upper half of the band gap revealed
values of 0.077 and 0.268 eV, respectively, for the change
in enthalpy as well as 2k and —4/c, respectively, for the
change in entropy. The corresponding values for hole ex-
citation process of the lower energy level are A//, =0.258
eV and AS=0.5/c. The Gibbs free energy AG as a func-
tion of temperature was calculated for all three levels.
The AGn value of the B level was found to be in good
agreement with the threshold energy of the correspond-
ing photoionization cross section, whereas the threshold
energy of the photoionization cross section for holes of
the lower energy level was slightly larger than the corre-
sponding AGp value. These results suggest that only
small, if any lattice relaxation effects are expected for
these energy levels. Due to the symmetry in energy posi-
tions of two of these levels and the proximity of the upper
energy level to the conduction band no evidence could be
provided whether or not the three energy leveis are cou-
pled, i.e., whether they are different chaige states of the
same defect or not.
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Abstract Molybdenum- and tungsten-doped silicon has been investigated using
junction space charge techniques. The energy levels were located at Ev =
+ 0.298 eV and Ev = +0.379 for Mo and W, respectively, at 80 K. In both Mo- and
W-doped samples a midgap level, probably process induced, was observed.
Optical threshold energies of both centres are in good agreement with calculated
changes in Gibbs' free energy, indicating a negligible lattice relaxation.

1. Introduction

One of the reasons for the current interest in transition
metals (TM) in silicon is their ability to reduce minority
carrier lifetimes. Although some of the TM have been
studied in detail both experimentally [1-4] and theoreti-
cally [5], it is fair to say that information on the
electronic properties of a considerable number of other
TM is still rather limited. Two examples of TM which have
not been studied as rigorously as others are molybdenum
and tungsten.

Molybdenum contamination was reported for the
first time in silicon solar cells [6]. A Mo-related level at
E.t = +0.30 eV was found by Hopkins et al [7] and later
confirmed by Rohatgi et al [8]. in a more detailed study
Lemke [9] showed that the energy position of this Mo-
related centre is at E, = +0.28 eV and that W doping
generates an energy level at £„ = +0.40eV. Somewhat
different results were reported later by Zhou et al [10]
who claim to have seen two Mo-related centres at
£, = +0.36eV and Ec = -0 .53 eV. These data are in
reasonable agreement with calculated energy positions of
single substitution) molybdenum centres in silicon [5].
No further reports have been made for tungsten.

It is interesting to note that neither of the two TM MO
and W have been studied optically, implying that no
indications for possible lattice relaxation effects are avail-
able. It is also worth mentioning that the temperature
dependence of the capture cross sections has not been
investigated in detail and that the energy positions

0288-1242/91/040237 + 08 $03.50 © 1991 I0P Publishing Lid

reported are merely thermal activation energies which, in
principle, can be very different from the true energy
positions [II],

The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to present the
first optical studies of Mo- and W-related centres in
silicon. The optical data are compared with a compre-
hensive investigation of thermal emission and capture
rates which enabled us to present for the first time
thermodynamic quantities such as changes in Gibbs* free
energy AG enthalpy SH and entropy AS of these TM.
Finally, a comparison of our data with previously pub-
lished results is given in the discussion.

2. Experimental details

The samples used were either p + n or n + p diodes im-
planted with molybdenum and tungsten, respectively,
prepared without metallization using a LOCOS techno-
logy. The p- and n-doped silicon wafers had a free-carri«r
concentration of about 10"cm"3 . The p + - and
n+-regions were annealed at 1100 °C for 2 h after boron
and arsenic implantation, respectively. After the anneal-
ing process the molybdenum and tungsten were im-
planted onto the front side of the silicon wafers with an
energy of 300 keV and a dose of 1013 c m ' 2 and diffused
into the n- and p-regions by heating the samples to
1100 °C for 30 min. The molybdenum was finally electri-
cally activated by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at
1200°C for 60s in a nitrogen ambient resulting in a
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concentration of electrically active molybdenum related
centres of about 2 x 10" cm"3. The tungsten was electr-
ically activated by RTA at 1200 C for 30 s in the case of
n*p diodes and at 1100 C for 60s in the case of p+n
diodes.

The thermal emission rates were determined using
junction space charge techniques (JSCT) such as deep
level transient spectroscopy [12] (DLTS) and single shot
measurements [13]. By combining different methods we
were able to determine the corresponding emission rates
and capture cross sections of the Mo- and W-related
levels over a large temperature range. Special care was
taken to avoid influences from the tail of the space charge
region on the capture processes. This is done most
reliably in the analysis by including only measurements
with short pulses far from saturation.

All electric field measurements were conducted using
single-shot measurements which aided us in the measure-
ment of strictly exponential transients. The electric-field-
enhanced hole emission from a thin slice of the space
charge region was »uuicd by taking the diffsrcr.es be
tween two transients recorded at two slightly different
pulse voltages \\ and V2 and keeping the reverse bias V%

constant. By using this technique only signals at fairly
constant electric fields were recorded [14].

Some of the optical measurements were performed
using a 0.5 m vacuum grating monochromator (Acton
Research Corp.) to avoid disturbances from atmospheric-
absorption lines. For the same reason the globar light
source and the collimating system were also evacuated.
The resolution of the monochromator used was about
I meV. The other optical measurements were performed
using a double-prism monochromator.

3. Molybd«num-r«latwt cmrtrM In silicon

The Mo-doped diodes employed in our studies had
excellent IV characteristics with reverse dark currents of
less than 10"9A at 3 V and 77 K as well as ideality
factors around 1. C V measurements revealed a free
carrier concentration of 10" cm"3 at about 100 K. The
concentration ratio of deep to shallow centres was about
0.01. Figure 1 shows an Arrhenius plot of the thermal
emission rate e'p of holes which had been obtained in an
n*p diode. The activation energy A£DLTS = 0.292eV is
in fair agreement with results already published, and we
therefore have good reason to believe that the same
centre as previously reported has been studied. It is
worth mentioning that the DLTS spectra of these diodes
showed only one peak in the temperature range between
70 and 200 K.

The hole emission of the Mo- and W-related centres
was enhanced by about 10%, due to the electric field in
the p n junction, when the reverse bias was changed
between 2 and 10 V. Since this electric field dependence is
considered weak, no further studies of the influence of the
electric field on the hole kinetics have been performed.

As seen in figure 2 almost no temperature dependence
of the capture cross section of holes o'f is observed.

6.0 7.0 8.0
1000/T (K1)

9.0

Figur* 1. Arrhenius plot of the t1 corrected thermal
emission rate e'p for the Mo-related level.
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Figur* 2. Arrhenius plot of the capture cross section for
holes for the Mo-related level

Assuming that the temperature dependence of o'p can be
expressed as o0exp(-AHJkT) the data presented in
figure 2 give AHe = -0.004 eV where AHc is the change
of enthalpy due to hole capture. Although this value is
within the experimental error we nevertheless calculate,
for the sake of completeness, a change of enthalpy
AWp = 0.296 eV using a similar procedure to that of Tilly
ex al [IS]. Since this analysis uses only the temperature
dependence of the emission rate and capture cross sec-
tions, we also calculated the change in Gibbs' free energy
ACP as a function of temperature by inserting the abso-
lute values of e'p and <r'p in the detailed balance relation-
ship [16]:

e'^o^N^xpi-AG^kT) (1)

where vlh is the average thermal velocity of holes and N,
is the effective density of states in the valence band. The
values of e'p and o\ have been taken from the regression
lines of figures I and 2. Figure 3 shows ACP against
temperature together with the analytical expression
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the change in
Qibbs' free energy for the Mo-related level.

AGr = AH,, - TASO [17]. From these data a value of
Atfp = 0.296 eV is obtained as expected, inieioiingly, a
negative value ASP = -0 .3 k is calculated for the change
in entropy. Negative changes of the total entropy have
been observed previously [18] but considering the scatter
of the data presented in figure 2 the negative change of
ASP will not be discussed further.

In the absence of larger lattice relaxation effects the
data presented in figure 3 suggest an optical threshold
energy of about 0.298 e v at 72 K. This value is in
reasonable agreement with the spectral distribution of
the photo-ionization cross section for holes measured at
72 K and using the photocapacitance technique in n+p
diodes (figure 4). Without any further analysis of the
spectrum, a threshold energy around 0.29 eV is easily
determined. Close to the threshold energy the spectrum
showed some structure; and although fairly reproduc-
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Flqurt 4. Spectral distribution of the photo-ionization cross
section for holes in Si:Mo n * p diodes at 72 K.

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Energy (eV)

Figure 5. Spectral distributer, c? tfts short circuit current
obtained in Si:Mo p * n diodes at 45 K and an enlargement
(see text).

able, we cannot exclude the possibility that it is caused by
experimental disturbances.

When measuring the short circuit current [13] in p*n
diodes at 45 K (figure 5, main plot) two thresholds were
observed. One of the thresholds clearly revealed the
presence of a midgap level while the other indicated a
threshold energy of about 0.95 eV. None of these energies
fits the energy level at £ , = +0.30eV since the good
agreement between the thermal and optical transition
energies of holes suggests a negligible lattice relaxation. A
closer inspection of the short circuit current spectrum in
the range between 0.7 and 1.1 eV suggests (n>-re 5, inset)
that probably a third contribution with a threshold
energy of about 0.85 eV is involved which may originate
from optical transitions between the £v = +0.30 eV level
and the conduction band. This observation is confirmed
by measurements of the short circuit current at room
temperature (figure 6) which suggest fairly clearly a third
contribution with a threshold energy ot about 0.75 eV. It
is also interesting to observe that the signal for the short
circuit current originating from the midgap level at low
temperature does not saturate with increasing photon
energy but decreases for photon energies larger than
0.8 eV (figure 5). Since this effect is not observed at room
temperature where all the £, = +0.30 eV levels are ther-
malized this may suggest a recapture of electrons in the
space charge region via the £, = +0.30eV level.

4. Tung«t«n-r«lat«J centre* in silicon

DLTS measurements of tungsten-doped n*p diodes exhi-
bited only one peak in the temperature range between 70
and 300 K. The Arrhenius plot of the thermal emission
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Figur* 6. Spectral distribution of the short circuit current
obtained in p * n Si:Mo diodes at 300 K and an
enlargement.

rate e\ of holes is shown in figure 7. The calculated
activation energy AEDtTS of 0.400 ?V from the regression
line of figure 7 is again in fair agreement with previously
published results [9]. However, in contrast to the Mo-
related centre at £ v = + 0.30 eV, the temperature depen-
dence of the capture cross section of holes o\ of the
W-related centre with an activation energy of 0.40 eV
was quite considerable (figure 8). From the regression
line of figure 8 a change of enthalpy AHC = 0.018 eV is
calculated, resulting in a value of 0.382 eV for the total
change in enthalpy A//p.

For comparison we also calculated the change in
Gibbs' free energy AGP as a function of temperature by
inserting the absolute values of e'p and <rj, in equation (1)

-15.2

v -15-4
?•

-15.6

Si:W n*p
AHt=18meV

4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

1000/T <K'>

6.5 7.0

Figur* H. Arrhenius plot of the capture cross section for
holes for the W-related level. The energy given
corresponds to the change of enthalpy due to the capture
of holes.

(figure 9). As seen from the analytical expression of the
regression line shown in figure 9, a value of 0.383 eV is
obtained for /S M. in agreement with the value calculated
from the Arrhenius plots. In contrast to the Mo-related
centre of £ v = +0.30 eV the W-related centre exhibits a
positive value of 0.6 K for the total change in entropy.

The data presented in figure 9 suggest an optical
threshold energy of about 0.38 eV at 40 K if it is assumed
that no lattice relaxation effects occur. A somewhat
smaller value of about 0.37 eV is obtained from the
spectral distribution of the photo-ionization cross section
of holes which has been obtained from transient photo-
capacitance measurements at 40 K (figure 10). Similar
measurements performed at 75 K show that the thresh-
old shifts to lower energy (about 0.34 cV) with increasing
temperature, suggesting that a value close to 0.38 eV may
be expected for the optical threshold at 0 K. As in the
case of molybdenum, a structure close to the threshold
energy was observed which was only partly reproducible
and therefore will not be discussed further.

Short circuit current measurements of the W-doped
p*n diodes resulted in very similar spectra to those

-l

Si:W n*p
AE lnTS=0.400cV

7.0

Figure 7. Arrhenius plot of the T2 corrected thermal
emission rate e' for the W-related level.

0.370
140 180 200

TIK)

Figure 9. Temperature dependence of the change in
Gibbs' free energy for the W-related level.
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Figur* 10. Spectral distribution of the photo-ionization
cross section for holes in Si: W n + p diodes at 75 and 40 K.
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Figure 12. Enlargement of figure 11 (45 K).
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Figure 11. Spectral distribution of the short circuit current
obtained in Si: W p + n diodes at 45 and 295 K.

obtained for the Mo doped p'n diodes (figure II). At
45 K the thresholds at about 0.6 eV and 1.0 eV are
almost identical, whereas the third threshold at about
0.8 eV is somewhat more pronounced for W than for Mo,
which is clearly seen by comparing figures 12 and 5.

5. DIscuMlon

The experimental results presented so far obviously
suggest that both the Mo- and the W-doped samples
contain at least two deep centres. One of these centres is

quite definitely different in the two types of samples,
namely the £ v - +0.30eV level in Mo-doped silicon
and the £ v = +0.38 eV level in W-doped silicon. The
good agreement of the thermal and optical data suggest
that lattice relaxation effects are evidently rather small in
both cases. In the case of the W-related centre at £ v =
+0.38 eV, the threshold energy of e° shifts quite consi-
derably to lower energies with increasing temperature
(figure 10). This behaviour cannot entirely be explained
by changes in the band-gap energy since the threshold
energy of e° also seems to shift to lower energy (figures 11
and 12). Phonon broadening may therefore be consid-
ered as a further effect which contributes to the shift of
the spectra.

The capture cross section of holes is of the order of
10"" cm2 for both dopants, implying that the two
centres are rather efficient hole traps, which is an essen-
tial prerequisite for fast recombination centres.

Zhou et al observed two deep centres in Mo-doped
silicon, one at £ v = +0.36 eV and another at Ec =
-0 .53 eV [10]. They claim that both levels originate
from molybdenum and that their results are in good
agreement with the analysis of chemical trends as con-
firmed by theory [5]. We have difficulty in supporting
this view considering that the midgap level at about
0.6 eV was observed by us not only in Mo- and W-doped
samples but also in samples doped with titanium [15].
Although, in principle, this level could originate from
three different defects we think there are good reasons to
believe that the midgap level is a kind of process induced
built-in defect which has to be studied further before a
correct chemical identification can be performed.

We were unable to measure a° for the Mo- and
W-related defects in our samples due to difficulties in
recharging t'.ie centres optically. It is therefore assumed
that in both cases a° *> a°.
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Vanadium-doped silicon was investigated using junction space-charge techniques. Three energy levels
were observed at £ f - 0 . 2 1 eV ( A level), E, - 0 . 4 8 eV (B level), and E, +0.36 eV (C level). The enthal-
pies of electron capture are 4 and 16 meV for the A and B levels, respectively. The corresponding
enthalpy of holes is 88 meV for the C level. It is believed that electron capture into the A and B levels is
due to a cascade process. Changes in the Gibbs free energy as a function of temperature were calculated
for all three levels. The good agreement of the Gibbs free energies with the optical threshold energies
suggests negligible lattice relaxations. A structure in the low-energy part of the spectral distribution of
the electron photoionization cross sections of the B level is assumed to be due to excited states and
shown to be in good agreement with effective-mass theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metals (TM) in silicon are considered to be
of particular interest since their electronic properties are
widely used in semiconductor electronics. One would
therefore expect that the electronic properties of TM
have been studied in detail and that their energy positions
in the forbidden energy gap as well as their donorlike or
acceptorlike behavior are reasonably established. While
this is in fact true for some of the TM such as gold,' pla-
tinum,2 and iron,3 the electronic properties of quite a
number of TM in silicon are still not fully understood.
One such example is vanadium.

The first studies of vanadium were performed by
Fahrner and Goetzberger.4 Later Hopkins el al.i re-
ported on three vanadium levels at £,. +0.42 eV,
Ec -0 .225 eV, and £ f - 0 . 4 6 eV which they studied by
deep-level transition spectroscopy (DLTS).* It should be
noted that the energy positions of these levels were ob-
tained from Arrhenius plots of thermal emission rate
without corrections for possible capture barriers. In 1981
Lemke7 repeated some of the DLTS measurements and
observed a donor level above the valence band with an
enthalpy of about 0.31 eV, another donor level at
Ec - 0 . 4 3 eV, and an acceptor level at Ec - 0 . 1 8 eV. The
value of the acceptor level is reported to be an enthalpy
whereas the energy position of the level at Ec— 0.43 eV
was obtained as a thermal activation energy from an
Arrhenius plot of the thermal emission rate of electrons.

The only optical study of vanadium-doped silicon has
recently been performed by Daliev el al.* They applied
both photoconductivity and DLTS measurements and
found four vanadium related levels at Ec— 0.22 eV,
£ r - 0 . 4 5 e V , Ec - 0 . 5 2 eV, and £,,+0.41 eV. A level at

£,.—0.55 eV was also observed by Lemke1 but he be-
lieved that the level most probably was caused by gold.

Since no comprehensive optical studies of vanadium in
silicon are available and most of the energy positions
have been obtained from unspecified thermal activation
energies, an attempt was made to remeasure some of the
electronic parameters of vanadium in silicon. In this pa-
per we therefore report on detailed studies of thermal
emission and capture rates as well as photocurrent and
photocapacitance measurements in vanadium-doped sil-
icon. Our measurements allowed us to calculate changes
in the Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and entropy due to
electron or hole excitation of each of the vanadium-
related levels. It is shown that these energies are in good
agreement with the optical data and that previous assign-
ments of the energy levels should be reconsidered.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples used were either p +-n or n + -p diodes im-
planted with vanadium. The diodes were prepared
without metallization using a localized oxidation of sil-
icon (LOCOS) technology. The /»-type and n-type doped
silicon wafers had a free-carrier concentration of about
10" cm"', respectively. The />+- and n +-type regions
were annealed at 1100°C for 2 h after boron and arsenic
implantation, respectively. After the annealing process
vanadium SIV was implanted onto the front side of the
silicon wafers with an energy of 300 keV and a dose of
10'3 cm 2, and diffused into the n- and/Mype regions by
heating the samples to 1100°C for 30 min. The vanadium
was finally electrically activated by rapid thermal anneal-
ing at 125O°C for 30 s in a nitrogen ambient resulting in a
concentration of electrically active vanadium-related
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centers of about 1014 cm 3.
Using a combination of DLTS and single-shot measure-

ments,4 we were able to measure the thermal emission
and capture rate? ?«£r a large temperature range. Mea-
surements of ca* • • •; cross sections are often disturbed by
the free-car:* -.ail from the neuiral region into the
space-cha;. .' gion. This effect was suppressed in the
evaluat; .- •? the capture cross sections by subtracting
the <,n t'igly nonexponential part for long-filling pulses
for- he exponential part at short-filling pulses.

J he influence of the electric field on the thermal emis-
sion (capture processes take place in the neutral region)
was investigated using single-shot measurements. The
basic idea of this technique was to take the difference be-
tween two transients recorded at two slightly different
pulse voltages K, and V-, and keeping the reverse bias VK

constant.l0 Only signals at a fairly constant electric field,
i.e., from a small region of the space-charge region, were
recorded. By varying the reverse bias it was possible to
alter the electric field in the part of the space-charge re-
gion where the measurements were performed.

Most of the optical measurements were jwrsiirH n«ino a
O.S-m vacuum grating monochromator (Acton Research
Corporation). By performing the measurements in vacu-
um (10~2 mbar), disturbances arising from atmospheric
absorption lines were avoided. The resolution was about
I meV. The photocurrent measurements were carried
out in a double prism monochromator (Zeiss MM3) with
a resolution of about 10 meV. The spectral distribution
of the photoionization cross section of the A level in p + -
n diodes was measured using photoadmittance spectros-
copy (PAS),'' since the level was emptied in less than a
second due to blackbody radiation. By applying PAS a
capacitance signal is obtained which originates from a
shift of the edge region due to a recharging of the center
and is delected by a lock-in technique.

III. RESULTS

The three vanadium-related levels observed in our sam-
ples arc labeled A, B, and C. The Arrhenius plot of the
thermal emission rate of electrons, e'n, for level A is
shown in Fig. 1. The emission rates were T2 corrected
and hence, the calculated activation energy of 204 meV is
given by the sum AWn + A//M (Ref. 12), where Atfn is the

As demonstrated in Fig. 2 where the logarithm of the
capture cross section of electrons for level A is ^letted
versus 1000/7, an approximation of the ttmperat'ire
dependence of the capture cross section by Eq. U) seems
to be reasonable. The data are well represented by a
straight line from which a value of —4 meV is readily
calculated for A//rn. Together with the data presented in
Fig. I, a value of 208 meV is therefore obtained for the
change in enthalpy \Hn of level A.

FIG. 1. Arrhenius plots of 7"2-corrected thermal emission
rates of electrons for the A and B levels in the upper half of the
band gap. The energies given are the DLTS activation energies.

Considering the fact that the emission rates were mea-
sured in the presence of rather high electric fields, a care-
ful check was performed in order to find out whether or
not the data were influenced by field enhanced emission
processes. However, measurements performed at
different reverse bias showed very little variation com-
pared with the scatter of the data.

Once the temperature dependence of the thermal emis-
sion rate and the capture cross section is known, the
change in Gibbs free energy AGn is easily calculated as a
function of temperature using the detailed balance equa-
tion

(2)

Here u,n is the average thermal velocity of electrons and
Ne is the effective density of states in the conduction
band. Considering that14

-15.0

change in enthalpy due to electron emission and åHcn is ~
the change in enthalpy due to electron capture, provided
that the capture cross section of electrons a\ can be ap-
proximated by

-16.0
9 10

1000/T (K1)
12

FIG. 2. Arrhenius plots of the electron-capture cross sections
for the A and B levels in the upper half of the band gap. The
energies given are the changes in enthalpy due to the capture of
electrons.
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AG = (3)

/ •

where ASn is the total change in entropy, one would ex-
pect a linear temperature dependence of AGn as long as
ASn is temperature independent. Figure 3 shows that
this is obviously true within the temperature range of the
measurements. However, it should be noted th.it from
the third law ASn must go to zero as T goes to zero. A
plot of AGn against T, therefore, cannot be a straight line
of the nonzero slope right down to 7*=0." Nevertheless,
it is expected from general thermodynamic relations that
both \Hn and A5n can be taken as constant over a cer-
tain temperature range if a plot of AG, vs T is linear
over the same range. With these considerations in mind
a value of 207 meV is obtained for A//, from Fig. 3 and a
value of 2.3* for ASn.

The optical properties of level A were studied by pho-
toadmittance measurements.'' The spectral distribution
of the photoionization cross section of electrons is shown
in Fig. 4. Although the spectrum exhibits some structure
we were unable to show in what way this structure is re-
iaicu to i'uc energy siiucture of thr cttittv. From the
spectrum of Fig. 4 a threshold energy slightly below 0.2
eV is deduced at 77 K in good agreement with the data
presented in Fig. 3.

The second level observed in vanadium-doped silicon
was also found in the upper half of the band gap, but at a
larger binding energy. From the 7"2-corrected Arrhenius
plot of the thermal emission rate of electrons (Fig. 1) an
activation energy of 469 mrV was obtained for level B.
As in the case of level A, a rather weak temperature
dependence of the capture cross section of electrons was
observed (Fig. 2) giving a value of about —16 meV for
AHcn. The change in enthalpy of level B is therefore cal-
culated to be about 485 meV. Using Eq. (2) and calculat-
ing AGn as a function of temperature a linear dependence
is found (Fig. 3). Performing a similar analysis as in the
case of level A, values of 483 meV and 2\k are found for

0.5

0.4

0.2

0.1

Si:V

ACn<B)« 0.483

AG,(O«0356-1.43xl0'<T

50 ISO 250 350
T(K)

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the change in Gibbs free
energy, AG, f , for the A, B, and C levels, required to excite elec-
trons and holes to the conduction and valence band, respective-
ly.

0.1 03 0.4
Energy (eV)

FIG. 4. Spectral distribution of the photoionization cross
section of electrons ( A level) at 77 K.

A/r"n and ASB, respectively.
It should be noted that although the temperature

dependence of the electron-capture cross section was ap-
proximated by Eq. (1) in the above analysis, this does not
imply that the capture cross section could not have a
different temperature dependence. We demonstrate this
in Fig. 5 by plotting the logarithm of the capture cross
section versus log,0r. From this presentation it would
seem that the captur: cross section is proportional to
7""' and, hence, might be caused by a cascade capture
process.l617 This, in turn, would imply that level B is a
donor level with narrow spaced excited states close to the
conduction band. Figures 2 and 5 show that junction
space-charge measurements, in general, are not accurate
enough to reveal the correct temperature dependence of
capture processes. However, as long as the analysis is
performed consistently, the same A// and A5 values are

-13.2

2.3
log(OlT<KI)

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the electron-capture
cross section for the JS level.
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/ •

obtained irrespective which temperature dependence of
the capture cross section is assumed.>0

Indications for excited states of level B are indeed
found in the optical spectra. Figure 6 shows the spectral
distribution of the photoionization cross section of elec-
trons for three different temperatures. All spectra which
have been obtained by photocapacitance measurements
exhibit at least two clearly resolved peaks at 433 and 457
meV. Whereas the energy positions of the peaks seem to
show only a small temperature independence, it is quite
clear that the peak intensities, in particular, the one at
433 meV, are strongly temperature dependent. Expan-
sions of the spectra taken at 48 and 98 K are shown in
Fig. 7. Since the structures observed were fairly reprodu-
cible, an attempt was made to analyze the spectra in
more detail. Such an analysis, however, is not straightfor-
ward and complicated by the fact that »he peaks are rath-
er broad and that only a limited number of peaks with
high intensity is observed. It is therefore difficult to de-
cide whether the center is neutral or charged. Assuming
a neutral center, a binding energy of the ground state was
obtained which was much smaller than the value of AGB

at 48 K. Furthermore, such an analysis suggested that
the peak at 4S7 meV was due to transitions into the 2p±

state and, hence, that this peak is much stronger than the
2/>0 peak which is not often observed for centers of simi-
lar binding energy. It appeared therefore to be more
correct to assume that the spectra are due to a singly
charged center. An assignment of the peaks based on
this assumption (Fig. 7) is in very good agreement with
effective-mass theory (EMT) (Refs. 18 and 19) and results
in a binding energy of the ground state of 479 meV at 48
K which is in excellent agreement with the AG, value of
475 meV obtained from Fig. 3. It should be noted that
the optical binding energy A C is related to the total
change in Gibbs free energy AG by the relation
AG°=AG + fcring, where g is the degeneracy of the en-
ergy level.20

Level B was also observed when measuring the short-
circuit current of a vanadium-doped p+-n diode. The

035 0.45 0.55
Energy (eV)

0.65

Si:V p*n

• 1
Ml B

-̂ •

' f ' */«L

*V i«t«tv

v'| •««

»V

10

c 10

i»

3 w"
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0.41 0.42 0.43 0.44 u.45 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.49
Enngy <«V)

FIG. 7. Part of Fig. 6. The peaks are labeled according to
EMT. The arrows indicate transitions from the ground state
into the corresponding c-cited states (see text).

spectrum of the short-circuit current obtained from such
a diod: at 77 K is exhibited in Fig. 8. Two major and
two minor thresholds are observed. The signal giving the
smallest threshold energy at about 0.S5 meV was difficult
to measure and was therefore not studied further. This
signal may originate from leve1 D mentioned by Daliev
et al.% and could be caused by gold as suggested by
Lemke.7 The main threshold at about 0.64 eV is in fair
agreement with the binding energy of level B since the
sum of both energies gives a value of I.i2 eV which is
close to the band gap of silicon at 77 K. If the signal
originates from level B then the spectrum is due to the
photoionization cross section of holes at least for photon
energies between about 0.64 and 0.7 eV.9 The two minor
thresholds are difficult to assign but may be caused by
levels A and C.

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 12

FIG. 6. Spectral distribution of the photoionization cross
section for electrons (B level), measured at 48, 77, and 98 K.
The cross sections are given in absolute values.

FIG. 8. Spectral distribution of the short-circuit current, IK,
in p * -n diodes, at 77 K- Thresholds possibly caused by levels
A, B, and C as well as by a midgap level, are indicated.
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All our vanadium-doped samples showed a level in the
lower half of the band gap. The 72-corrected Arrhenius
plot of the thermal emission rate of holes of this third lev-
el (C) is presented in Fig. 9. By combining DLTS mea-
surements with single shot studies we weie able to mea-
sure the emission rate of holes over more than five orders
of magnitude in n +-p diodes. From these measurements
an activation energy of 447 meV was obtained. The cap-
ture cross section of holes exhibited a rather pronounced
temperature dependence with an activation energy of
about 90 meV {Fig. 10). In spite of the scatter, the data
clearly show an increase of the capture cross section rvith
increasing temperature which is distinctly different from
the corresponding temperature dependences of the cap-
ture cross section of electrons for levels A and B. From
the Arrhenius plots of the emission rate and capture
cross section an enthalpy of 359 meV is obtained.

Taking the regression lines of Figs. 9 and 10, AGp of
level C was calculated as a function of temperature (Fig.
3). The data suggest an enthalpy of 356 meV and an en-
tropy of 1.7* in the temperature range studied. From
Fig. 3, one would expect a threshold energy of about 0.35
eV for the photoionization cross section of holes, a°, at
77 K. A value close to 0.3S eV is indeed observed as
shown in Fig. 11 exhibiting the photoionization spectrum
of holes at 77 K. It should be noted that the spectrum of
o° is very smooth in the threshold region showing no in-
dication for any kind of structure.

IV. DISCUSSION

In agreement with previous reports,3'7 our data suggest
that at least three vanadium-related centers exist in sil-
icon. At low temperatures, their energy positions are
£ f-O.2O7 eV, £ c - 0 . 4 8 3 eV, and £,,+0.356 eV. How-
ever, based on the measurements performed it is not pos-
sible to decide whether all three levels are different
charge states of the same defect or whether they originate
from different centers. If it is assumed that the center at

1000/T (K )

FIG. 10. Arrhenius plot of the hole-capture cross section for
the C level in the lower half of the band gap. The energy is the
toul change in enthalpy due to the capture of holes.

£,.—0.483 eV is a singly charged center, then it is most
probable that the center at Ee- 0.207 eV is the neutral
version of the same defect and that both levels belong to
the same donor. This model is supported by the fact that
the photoionization cross-section spectra of electrons in
both cases exhibit structures which, compared with the
photoionization cross-section spectrum of holes for level
C, obviously are not caused by a scatter of experimental
data. The smooth spectra observed for e° in the case of
level B as well as level C suggest that all three levels are
caused by donors. Previous studies of chalcogen donors
in silicon21 have shown that the overall spectra of photo-
ionization cross sections of electrons exhibit a much
steeper rise in the threshold region than corresponding
spectra of hole transitions. A comparison of Figs. 4,6, 8,
and 11 shows that the same properties are observed for
the vanadium-related centers if all three levels are caused
by donors. The spectra reported by Daliev et al. exhibit

10

1000/T(K )

FIG. 9. Arrhenius plot of the 72-corrected thermal emission
rate of holes for the C level in the lower half of the band gap.
The energy given is the DLTS activation energy.

FIG. 11. Spectral distribution of the photoionization cross
section for holes (C level), at 77 K. The cross sections are given
in absolute values.
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a similar behavior.8 Though we have no direct evidence,
our data are nevertheless best understood if it is assumed
that the three levels observed are due to donors and that
at least two, if not all three of them are different charge
states of the same defect.

Further support for this model is obtained from the
temperature dependence of the capture cross sections.
Whereas in the case of levels A and B the temperature
dependence of the electron capture supports a cascade
capture process, a similar interpretation of the hole cap-
ture of level C is not possible. It is also noted that the
capture enthalpies of electrons for levels A and B are
small while the hole-capture barrier of level C is much
larger, in agreement with previous results published by
Lemke.7

It is worth mentioning thst the total change of entropy
obviously approaches zero first at rather low tempera-
tures since the binding energy of level B at 48 K is only
slightly smaller than the change of enthalpy obtained
from an extrapolation of ÄG,. This observation is in
agreement with the plot of logl0{e'n/T2) vs 1 / 7 which is
a straight line over as much as five orders of magnitude.
One would expect a deviation from a straight line already
for a small temperature dependence of ASB since AS,
contributes to the preexponential factor as exp( AS, /k).

The tentative assignment presented in Fig. 7 is in very
good agreement with EMT. If it is true that one of the
peaks originates from transitions into the ls(T2) state
then one would expect that the l s (7 2 ) peak is also ob-
served. However, due to experimental difficulties we
were unable to extend our measurements to such small
energies.

The large capture barrier of holes observed for level C
once again demonstrates how important it is to study free
energies instead of thermal activation energies for the
evaluation of level positions. Similar reservations are val-
id for enthalpies, in particular, when thermal measure-

ments are compared with optical studies which are not
performed at very low temperatures.

The absolute values of hole-capture cross sections ob-
tained for level C are in reasonable agreement with those
obtained by Lemke7 although the energy positions of the
three levels observed by the author differ by 30-50 meV
from our data. Similar deviations in the energy positions
are observed for the data presented by Hopkins et a/.,5

with the exception of the £ c - 0 . 4 7 9 eV level where the
agreement is quite good.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Three vanadium-related centers in silicon were studied
in detail. From the temperature dependence of thermal
emission rates and capture cross sections the Gibbs free
energies were calculated as a function of temperature.
Extrapolating these values to 7 = 0 , the energy positions
of the three centers are £ c - 0 . 2 1 eV, £ c - 0 . 4 8 eV, and
£, ,+0.36 eV and the corresponding total changes of en-
tropy are 2.3*, 2.1 At, and 1.7*, respectively, which is well
within the range previously observed for other defects in
silicon22 and germanium.23 Photoionization cross-section
spectra of electrons propose that at least the centers at
Ec -0.207 eV and Ec - 0 . 4 8 3 eV are donors. A more de-
tailed analysis of the spectrum for the £ c - 0 . 4 8 3 eV
center suggests that the spectrum originates from a
charged center. Without direct evidence a model has
been discussed assuming that all three centers are donors
a: d that at least two of the centers are different charge
states of the same defect.
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ABSTRACT

The electrical and optical properties of niobium-doped silicon have been investigated

using junction space-charge techniques. Three energy levels were observed at Ec - 0.293

eV (A-level), Ec - 0.583 eV (B-level) and Ev +0.163 eV (C-level). The corresponding

changes in enthalpy for the capture of electrons into the A and B- levels are 4 meV and 1

-7 meV, respectively, whereas the change in enthalpy for the capture of holes into the f
i

C-level is 22 meV. Using these data, changes in Gibb's free energies as a function of

temperature were calculated for all three levels. Good agreement of Gibb's free energy

changes with optical threshold energies of the A- and B-levels suggests that lattice

relaxation effects should be small.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metals (TM) in silicon have unfilled d shells i.e the ground state

configuration comprises electrons in ns states while the (n-l)d states are not

completely filled. It is well known that the presence of TM impurities considerably

effects the properties of various optoelectronic devices, as for example the degradation

of crystalline silicon solar cells due to titanium contamination [1]. Another intriguing

property of TM impurities is the fact that they often have different charge states within

the bandgap, although the various ionized states of free TM cover a range of several

eV.

TM impurities in silicon were first studied by Ludwig and Woodbury using electron

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) [2]. They developed a phenomenological model for the

electronic structure of the iron-group transition-metals in silicon which has later been

widely used in the literature.

Although the understanding of the behaviour of TM impurities in silicon has

increased considerably during recent years and the electronic structure of some of the

TM, such as gold [3], platinum[4] and iron [5], is now well established the electronic

properties of quite a number of TM in silicon are still not available.

Niobium (Nb), a 4d TM, is one such example. Theory predicts [6] that neutral Nb

should have T^ symmetry and be predominantly incorporated in silicon on

substitutional lattice sites. The only available information on Nb in the literature is a

study by Schulz et al who in 1974 reported on two donor levels located at Ec-0.26 eV

and Ey+0.4 eV, respectively [7]. The optical properties of Nb-doped silicon have

obviously never been investigated.

The aim of this paper is therefore to present a comprehensive description of the
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electrical and optical properties of Nb-doped silicon. The electrical measurements

include a detailed study of the emission and capture rates, which enabled us to

determine the position of three electronic levels within the bandgap. The temperature

dependence of the changes in Gibb's free energy due to electron and hole emission was

calculated for all three levels which provided us with information about the changes

in entropy involved in the electron and hole excitation processes. Optical

measurements were performed using photocapacitance and photocurrent techniques.

From these experiments the optical threshold energies as well as the absolute values of

the photoionization cross sections were determined for two of the levels. Good

agreement was found between the optical threshold energies and the corresponding

changes in Gibb's free energy calculated from electrical data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples employed in our studies were either n+-p or p+-n diodes implanted with

niobium ions. The diodes were prepared without metallization using a localized

oxidation of silicon (LOCOS) technology. The free electron concentration was about

lO1^ cm"3 for both n- and p- type silicon. After boron and arsenic implantation the

diodes were annealed at about 1100°C for 2h. Niobium was implanted into the front \

side of the silicon wafer with an energy of 300 keV and a dose of 10*3 cm' . The

implanted Nb was then diffused into the n- and p-type regions by heating the samples |

^ i

to about 1100°C for 30 minutes. Finally, Nb was electrically activated by rapid thermal

annealing at 1220°C for 1 min, in a nitrogen ambient resulting in a concentration of

electrically active niobium-related centers of about 2.5xlO13 cm"3 in p+n diodes and
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cm*"* in n+p diodes.

The thermal emission rates and capture rates of the three different electronic levels (A.

B and C) were determined using a combination of Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy

(DLTS) [8] and various single-shot capacitance techniques [9]. DLTS was used at higher

temperatures where the time constants of the capacitance transients were in the range

of 10~3 s to Is as opposed to the single-shot techniques which were applicable at lower

temperatures where the time constants were of the order of sees to several minutes.

Therefore, a combination of these different techniques enabled us to measure the

thermal emission rates and capture rates over a large temperature range. When

measuring capture rates, only data obtained for short filling pulses were included since

the influence of the free-electron tail in the space-charge region on the capture

processes was rather disturbing for long filling pulses.

The photocapacitance experiments were performed using a 0.5m grating

monochromator. To avoid disturbances from atmospheric absorption lines the

monochromator as well as the globar light source and the optical collimating system

were evacuated. The resolution was about 1 meV. The photocapacitance equipment

was completely computerized. This enabled us to accurately determine the optical

emission rates and, hence, the optical ionization cross sections in absolute values for

each photon energy since the total capacitance transient was used in the analysis

instead of merely the initial slope [9]. ,

I
III. RESULTS

The results obtained from DLTS experiments clearly indicated three electronic levels

within the bandgap, two levels (A,B) in the upper half and one level (C) in the lower
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half of the bandgap. From detailed balance considerations it is known that the thermal

emission rate for electrons, e n
t can be expressed as [10]

where cn* is the capture rate, N c is the effective density of states in the conduction

band and AGn is the change in Gibb's free energy needed to promote an electron to the

conduction band. A similar expression is valid for hole transitions. The relation of the

capture rate with the capture cross section on* is given by

Cn t =°n t v th (2)

where v t^ is the thermal velocity of electrons in the conduction band. The

temperature dependence of the capture cross section an* can often be expressed as [11]

0^=00 exp(-AHcn/kT) (3)

where AHcn is the change in enthalpy due to the capture of an electron. Using the

well known thermodynamic relation [12]

AGn=AHn-TASn (4)

where AHn and ASn are the changes in enthaipy and entropy, respectively, due to the

emission of an electron a combination of eqs 1-4 readily shows that the slope of an

Arrhenius plot of the Tz corrected thermal emission rate yields the temperature

independent sum of AEn= AHn + AHcn [11]. In Figl the results of such plots are

presented which were obtained for three levels in our Nb-doped samples. The sum of

AHn p and AHc n is 297 meV, 576 meV and 185 meV for levels A, B and C,

respectively. One should keep in mind that the energy resolution of such

measurements is of the order of kT (-10 meV). Corresponding studies of the capture

process resulted in 5 meV and -7 meV for AHcn of level A and B, respectively. These
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values were deduced from Arrheniusplots of electron capture cross sections as shown

in Figs. 2 and 3 (see eqn 3). Due to the large capture cross section of level B, very short

filling pulses (~ 20 nsecs) were required in order to obtain partially occupied centers.

Such short filling pulses probably induce some error but we have good reasons to
believe that AHcn of level B is small and that minor experimental errors therefore will

change the total enthalpy only little. The corresponding value for AH^ of level C is 22

meV as shown in Fig. 3.

The binding energy of an electron is defined as the energy which is required to

promote an electron from the ground state to the conduction band when both the

initial and final state of the defect is relaxed. This energy is recognized as the change in

Gibb's free energy (AGn) of the electron. We like to stress this point since it is

frequently found in the literature that the binding energy of an electron is directly

deduced from the slope of an Arrhenius plot of T2 corrected thermal emission rates.

This procedure is only valid if the capture barrier and the change of the entropy is

negligible [11]. Using our experimental data together with eqn. 1 we therefore

calculated the temperature dependence of AGn p . The results are shown in Fig.4.

The optical emission rate e° n is defined by

e V ^ n * (5)

where o° n is the photoionization cross section of the electron and <J> is the photon flux. ;

i

e° n is normally obtained from an exponential regression of the capacitance transient !

[9]. The experiments are performed at low temperatures in order to avoid thermal

excitation processes.
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Fig. 5 exhibits the spectral distribution of the photoionization cross section of electrons

for level A obtained in a p+-n diode at 73K . The data suggest a threshold energy for

the electron excitation of about 285 meV. Attempts were made to measure the

photoionization cross section of holes for the A level in n+p-diodes. It was, however,

not possible to increase the electron occupancy of the A-level in these structures

sufficiently by light, which made reliable measurements impossible. It has therefore to

be assumed that o ° n » o°_ for the A-level.

The spectral distributions of the short circuit current as obtained in our n+p and p+n

diodes are shown in Fig.6. In both cases the same threshold energy at lower energies at

about 0.58 eV are observed as expected. This threshold is due to a two-step excitation

process via the mid-gap level B and does not allow to distinguish between electron

and hole excitation processes. The second threshold at about 1 eV is in principle caused

by band-to-band excitation processes but is most probably influenced by shallow states

such as the C-level. A weak structure at about 0.85 eV observed in the spectral

distribution of the p+n diode is expected to originate from the A-level.

In order to separate the electron excitation processes from the hole excitation processes,

photocapacitance measurements were performed. It is well known [9] that the

timeconstant of a photocapacitance transient is given by x = (en° + ep°) and that the

total change in photocapacitance AC is proportional to e n ° / (en° + e_°) in a p+n diode

if the initial electron occupancy of the level is chosen such that nT(0)=N-TT where N-py

is the total concentration of the B level. Hence, by measuring both x and AC, the

spectral distribution of an° is readily obtained by plotting AC X"1 versus photon energy

(Fig. 7).

if
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A possible influence of the A and C levels on the measurements were minimized by

performing the study at 150K. At this temperature the time constants for thermal

ionization of the A and C levels are much shorter than T implying that the A level

can be considered as empty and the C level as filled with electrons during the

measurements. No recharging of the A and C levels are therefore expected for photon

energies smaller than about 0.8eV.

The spectral distribution of the photoionization cross section for electrons of the B

level obtained from such a study is exhibited in Fig. 7. Since both x and AC had to be

measured, the spectral range which could be covered was rather limited due to

experimental difficulties, in particular at lower energies. Using the fitting as shown in

Fig. 7 a threshold energy of about 0.58 eV is obtained in reasonable agreement with our

short circuit current measurements. Similar measurements performed in n+p diodes

showed that the most reliable data were obtained at 90K. After subtracting

contributions from levels A and C a spectral distribution of the photoionization of

holes was measured which gave a threshold energy of about 0.52 eV (Fig.8). The fitting

should only be considered as a guide for the eyes and has no further meaning.

Several attempts including the photo-admittance technique [13] were performed to

measure the spectral distribution of the photoionization cross section for holes of the

C level. However, because of the fast filling of this level with electrons due to the

black-body radiation we were unable to obtain reliable data.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our results suggest that three electrically active deep centres exist in Nb-doped silicon
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samples (Fig. 9). The thermal junction space charge measurements do not allow for a

chemical identification of defects. However, since the concentration of the three levels

obtained from DLTS measurements are comparable, one could assume that the levels

originate from the same impurity. Previous studies of TM in silicon very often

revealed a mid-gap level and we hesitate therefore to suggest that the B level is Nb-

related. However, we believe there are some differences between the B-level and

previous mid-gap levels. The most remarkable difference is the fact that these mid-gap

levels were only observed in photocurrent experiments whereas the B level could be

studied in both DLTS and photocapacitance measurements. Furthermore, though the

capture enthalpy of the B level was rather small, the negative value nevertheless

suggests a cascade capture process [14] for electrons rather than a multi-phonon capture

process [15]. If this is true, one had to assume that the mid-gap level is a donor.

The enthalpy of the A level is 293 meV. Together with an entropy of 2.9 k, this gives a

value of 275 meV for the Gibb's free energy at 73K. Since these measurements were

performed in the presence of high electric fields we studied the field-dependence of

the electron emission processes in more detail (Fig. 10) [16]. Whereas for the B level a

considerable field dependence was observed, only a weak dependence was found for

the A level implying that the Gibb's free energy at 73K probably is only somewhat

larger than 280 meV.

In the absence of lattice relaxation processes the Gibb's free energy is related to the

optical threshold (binding) energy AGn° by the following expression [17]:

AGn° = AGn + kTlng (6)

where g is the ratio between the degeneracy factors of the final and initial defect states,

respectively. This implies that at 73K the last term of eqn. 6 is of the order of a few

meV and that the optical threshold energy of the A level is expected between 285 meV

and 290 meV which is in fair agreement with the experimental results shown in Fig. 5.
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It is therefore reasonable to assume that the A level exhibits only very small lattice

relaxation effects.

A closer inspection of Fig. 5 reveals some structure of the spectral distribution at low

energies. Due to experimental difficulties in this energy range, it is not certain whether

or not this structure is real. Considering the inherent difficulties when measuring the

temperature dependence of capture processes in general and the small AHcn value of

the A level in particular, it is not unreasonable to assume that the observed structure

originates from excited states. If this is true, the A level would be a donor.

The zero-field activation energy AE of the B level was found to be 550 meV (Fig. 10),

giving a value of about 557 meV for the zero-field enthalpy. Together with an entropy

of about 0.6 k this corresponds to a Gibb's free energy of about 549 meV at 150K.

According to eqn. 6 the threshold energy of the photoionization cross section for

electrons of the 6 level is then expected at about 565 meV which is in reasonable

agreement with the data shown in Fig. 7. Kence, as for the A level, only very small

lattice relaxation effects are expected for the B level.

These conclusions are supported by e data obtained for the photoionization cross

section of holes of the B level. Adding the optical threshold energy for holes with the

one for electrons, a value of about 1.1 eV is obtained which is fairly close to the

bandgap of silicon in the temperature range 90K to 150K.

If both the A and B levels are due to Nb and if both levels are donor levels (which

could not be proven by our experiments), all three levels are probably Nb-related.

Considering the binding energies of the A and B level i* is then not unreasonable to

assume that they are different charge states of the same defect. In this case the B level is

expected to have a much larger electron capture cross section than the A level which
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indeed is the case. Large capture cross section as for the B level are often observed for

cascade capture processes involving excited states.

The capture cross section for holes of the C level increased with temperature

indicating a multiphonon capture process. If lattice relaxation processes were small

also for the C level this could imply that the C level is a donor, too. However, since we

were so far unable to obtain high resolution optical absorption spectra of the Nb-

related defects in silicon which would give the most reliable information on the type

and charge states of the levels we can only speculate on the electronic structure of

these defects.

A comparison of our data with results previously published by Schulz et al [7] shows

that reasonable agreement was obtained for the A level but no level corresponding to

the Ev+ 0.4 eV donor observed by Schulz et al could be found in our samples.

V

V. CONCLUSION

Using both optical and electrical space charge methods, we have studied three different

defect states in Nb-implanted silicon. The change of Gibb's free energy was calculated

for all three levels as a function of temperature by taking into account the temperature

dependence of both the emission rate and capture constant. The changes of enthalpy

obtained were Ec - 0.293 eV (A), Ec - 0.583 eV (B) and Ev + 0.163 eV (C), respectively.

The corresponding changes of entropy for these states varied between 0.5k and 3k. The

changes of Gibb's free energy were in good agreement with optical threshold energies

in the case of level A and B obtained from the spectral distributions of

photoionization cross sections. It is therefore assumed that lattice relaxation effects are

small for these levels. Whereas the thermal emission rate of electrons for level B

depended on the electric field , almost no field effect was observed for level A. There
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are good reasons to believe that levels A and C are Nb related, but no conclusive

evidence could be given for the chemical identity of level B.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l) Arrheniusplots of T^-corrected thermal emission rates for levels A,B and C in

Nb-doped silicon. The energies given are the activation energies obtained by

DLTS.

Fig.2) Arrheniusplot of the electron capture cross sections for the midgap-level (B).
The energy given is the change in enthalpy due to the capture of electrons.

Fig.3) Arrheniusplots of the electron (A) and hole (C) capture cross sections for level
A and C in the upper and lower half of the band gap, respectively.

Fig.4) Temperature dependence of the change in Gibb's free energy for levels A, B and

C

Fig.5) Spectral distribution of the photoionization cross section for electrons (A-level)
obtained at 73K. The insert shows the spectral distribution for photon energies
close to the threshold energy . The fitting curve gives a threshold energy of
about 0.285 eV

Fig.6) Spectral distributions of the short-circuit current in p+n and n+p diodes

measured at 77K.

Fig.7) Spectral distribution of the photoionization cross section for electrons of level B
obtained at 150K. The fitting curve gives a threshold energy of 0.58 eV.

Fig.8) Spectral distribution of the photoionization cross section for holes of level B
measured at 90K. The fitting curve gives a threshold energy of about 0.52 eV

Fig.9) The level scheme of Nb-doped silicon. The energies given are the binding
energies at OK.

Fig.10) Electric field dependence of the DLTS activation energy of levels A and B.
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Observation of a Persistent Negative Photoconductivity Effect in
AIGaAs/GaAs Modulation-Doped Structures
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H. G. Grimmeiss and H. Pettersson
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We report on the observation of a persistent "negative" photoconductivity effect exhibited in
AI,Gai-,As/GaAsheterostructures over the temperature range I 7 0 < 7 " . < 3 0 0 K. We believe this to be
the first observation of persistent "negative" photoconductivity, particularly at these relatively high tem-
peratures. A possible source of the phenomenon is discussed, and suggested to originate from an interac-
tion between the two-dimensional electron gas and EL 2 centers.

PACS numbers: 72.8O.Ey. 72.2O.Jv. 73.5O.Pz

A great deal of research has concentrated on the per-
sistent photoconductivity (PPC) effects in semiconductors
[ I ] and in particular the PPC exhibited in heterostruc-
tures based on the AI ,Gai - ,As/GaAs material system
[2], The reason for such a large amount of interest in the
PPC phenomenon and associated DX center is twofold:
(i) because of the detrimental effect it has on heterostruc-
ture device performance [3-5] , especially at the low tem-
peratures where their true potential lies in comparison to
the conventional GaAs metal-semiconductor field-effect
transistor (MESFET), and (ii) because the PPC is a
fingerprint of the DX center exhibiting a rarely observed
property of a defect which is connected with what is be-
lieved to be a large lattice relaxation. Although PPC is
mainly thought to K a problem only at low temperatures,
room-temperature measurements of AI ,Gai - ,As/GaAs
high electron mobility transistor ( H E M T ) switching
characteristics have shown transients in the several m.
crosecond range [6] which the authors conclude are
caused by the DA" centers in the AI,Gai - »As.

In this Letter we report the observation of a persistent
"negative" photoconductivity effect (NPPC) at tempera-
tures just below 300 K. Negative photoconductivity
effects in AI ,Gai - ,As/GaAs heterojunction devices have
been previously reported [7-9]. However, in general

lOOA UD • GaAs Capping Layer

600Å n* • AUGai.iAf

13Å UD • AlxGat-sAs

lum i - GaAs

U.D.S.I. GaAs Substrate [1001

4° Misorientation towards [1101

UD - UataiMMioiially Doprt
tl.D.S.I. - Uatfopml Sf ni.lmlMkif
i

these effects are only present when the sample is il-
luminated, and quickly return to their dark condition
once the illumination is removed. The sample in Ref. [7]
is the only one to exhibit any form of persistent negative
change in its conductivity, but this is only for approxi-
mately 120 sec when measured at 1.4 K. Therefore we
believe this to be the first observation of persistent nega-
tive photoconductivity, particularly at these relatively
high temperatures.

Four modulation-doped AI,Gai-»As/GaAs hetero-
structures (Fig. 1 and Table I) were grown at 700°C us-
ing atmospheric pressure metal organic vapor phase epi-
taxy (MOVPE) . The MOVPE equipment has been
described elsewhere (10]. We have used adduct purified
trimethylaluminum ( T M A I ) and trimethylgallium
(TMGa) to eliminate such impurities as alkoxides which
can seriously degrade large Al mole fraction alloys. The
AsHj gas was a 20% mixture in hydrogen dried at point
of use by an eutectic mixture of AIGaln [ I I ] . A similar
melt was used to dry the SiH4 (4 ppm in H2) but not the
H2SC The AITGai~,As composition was verified by
double-crystal x-ray analysis and photoluminescence
measurements performed on l-pm-lhick A I , G a i - , A s
layers grown immediately before each of the heterostruc-
ture layers and under identical growth conditions.

Van der Pauw photoconductivity (PC) measurements
were made on clover leaf samples fabricated using stan-
dard photolithographic techniques and a Ni /AuGe/Ni /
Au metallization alloyed at 470 °C for I min. An au-
tomated Hall measurement system, combined with a

FIG. I. Material epilayer structure

TABLE
lions.

Sample

A
B
C
D

1. Dopant and AI.Gai

Dopant

Silicon
Silicon
Selenium
Selenium

-,As composition combina-

x (AI,Gai-,As)

0.32
0.45
0.32
0.45

3010 © 1 9 9 1 The American Physical Society
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closed-circuit helium-gas refrigerator, enabled measure-
ments to be taken over a range of temperatures from IS
to 300 K. The PC measurements, as well as the PPC and
negative PPC spectra, were performed using a Jobin-
Yvon double-grating monochromator and a halogen lamp
as light source.

Figure 2 shows typical sheet carrier concentrations
(ft,) versus temperature characteristics for the x "0.45,
Si- and Se-doped samples measured in (i) total darkness,
(ii) during illumination with a light-emitting diode
(LED), and (iii) after illumination. Similar results,
though with minor shifts on the temperature scale, were
observed when performing manual measurements using
monochromatic light from the double-grating monochro-
mator. The post-illuminated data were obtained by giv-
ing the sample a 30>sec exposure with the LED I min be-
fore the actual Hall measurement took place. This al-
lowed any transients with short time constants to settle
before any data were collected. Because of possible PPC
effects, the samples were heated to above 315 K between
each measurement point. This was repeated at every
temperature point in order to restore »he dark-current
characteristics.

The two dimensionality of the high n, values exhibited
by these samples has been confirmed by Shubnikov-de
Haas and quantum Hall effect measurements performed
at 4.2 K on similar structures.

The negative PPC characteristics can be seen clearly in
Fig. 2 over the temperature range of about I7O<T
< 300 K. This temperature range shifts somewhat de-
pending on the wavelength and intensity of the light used
for this experiment. It should be noted that when the
samples were constantly illuminated, a positive increase
in the conductivity due to photogenerated carriers was
observed as expected. It was only when the illumination
was removed that the persistent negative change in the
conductivity became evident. Our conclusions relating to
the conventional PPC exhibited at temperatures below

Sampl* D.

• LED ON
PPC

— LED OFF

" 0 60 120 180 240 300

Temperature (K)
FIG. 2. Sheet currier concentration (#i.) vi temperature for

Si-doped and Se-doped AfcutGao ̂ Ai/GaAf heleroilruclures.

150 K have been published elsewhere [12].
We would also like to mention that due to our experi-

mental data the magnitude and rate of decay of the opti-
cally induced signals are dependent upon the donor
species and the AI,Gai- ,As composition. This leads us
to the conclusion that the n +-AI,Gai - , As layer (Fig. I)
is involved in the optical properties of our samples, since
this is the only region where the donor atoms are present.
These donor atoms are also known to be responsible for
the introduction of the DX center and, hence, the genera-
tion of a positive PPC effect at temperatures below about
150 K.

The spectral distributions of the steady-state PC (curve
(I)) and the negative PPC (NPPC) [curve (2)1 at 240 K
»re shown in Fig. 3. The inset exhibits the signal shape
observed, and defines the signal plotted in curves (I) and
(2). Both curves show two main thresholds: curve (1) at
about 0.7 and 1.4 eV, and curve (2) at about 0.8 and 1.4
eV. Interestingly, the NPPC signal, which has a peak at
about 0.9 eV at 240 K, starts to decrease for photon ener-
gies larger than 1.0 eV and is very small for photon ener-
gies between about 1.3 and 1.4 eV. We would like to
stress that the shape of the total photoconductivity signal
shown in the inset of Fig. 3 depends strongly on the tem-
perature, photon energy, and intensity of the excitation
light. This implies that the spectral distribution of both
the PC and NPPC signals changes considerably with
temperature. For example, at 293 K we observe negative
signals for both the PC and NPPC signals in the energy
range between about 0.8 and 1.0 eV, positive PC but
negligible NPPC signals between 1.0 and 1.4 eV, and
similar spectnl distributions for both PC and NPPC as
at 240 K for photon energies larger than 1.4 eV. De-
pending on the temperature and photon energy, the

10

i.

S -s

•10

AlGaAcSc
xmOAS
2MK

- '

::.J

1 .0°

0 B r - o - ° - 0

S

0.5 10 1.5 2.0
Photon Energy (tV)

FIG. 3. Spectral distribution of (he photoconductivity signal
during illumination (solid circle*) and of the NPPC after il-
lumination (open circlet) at 240 K in selenium-doped AI04i-
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quasi-steady-state NPPC signal has been observed to be
more than 4 times larger than the PC signal. We would
also like to mention that the PC spectrum shows a slight
structure which is obviously related to the NPPC spec-
trum for energies smaller than about 1.2 eV. Further-
more, at about 225 K the NPPC signal decays not more
than about (10-20)% during several hours.

Direct evidence has recently been giver [13,14] Tor the
negative-t/ property [I S) of the DX center by using elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and magnetic circu-
lar dichroism (MCD), implying that the ground state of
the DX center contains two electrons. Interestingly, only
the first electron can be optically ionized with a threshold
of about 0.8 eV in tin-doped samples. It has been shown
that the second electron can only be excited by internal
transitions with a threshold energy of about 0.9 eV. In
selenium-doped samples the corresponding threshold en-
ergy of the first electron is about 0.7 eV. It is therefore
unlikely that the threshold observed at about 1.4 eV in
Fig. 3 originates from the DX center. Furthermore, Fig.
2 shows that a considerable electron concentration is still
observed at IS K and in fact down to 1.6 K [16]. This
suggests that the interface is in some way involved in the
NPPC effect as supported by an anisotropic cyclotron
resonance signal observed at about 4 K [16].

Because of the complexity of the observed phenomena,
further studies are required before a full understanding of
the NPPC is obtained. An attempt is nevertheless made
to present a tentative model with the intention to give a
possible explanation of the gross features of our observa-
tions, including the NPPC.

The model is based on the assumption that both the in-
terface and the AI.Gai -, As layers contribute to the con-
ductivity signal, since according to Fig. 2, a considerable
dark conductivity is still observed at very low tempera-
tures and the samples exhibited a clear PPC effect for
temperatures below about ISO K. We therefore suggest
that at 240 K the steady-state PC signal between about
0.7 and 0.8 eV originates from the photoionization of the
DX centers. In this range no NPPC is observed. Be-
tween about 0.8 and 0.95 eV free electron-hole pairs are
generated in the MOVPE grown intrinsic GaAs epilayer
by a two-step excitation process via the ELI center. It is
well known that MOVPE grown GaAs in general con-
tains ELI centers. The electrons are partly collected in
the two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) interface re-
gion and partly captured into empty ELI centers, while
the holes recombine with electrons from the heterointer-
face. During illumination this results in a positive PC
signal, and, after the light source has been removed, in a
NPPC signal, since part of the electrons in the interface
have been transferred to the ELI centers. In order to re-
store the original dark conductivity, the sample must be
heated up above 315 K. This confirms that the missing
electrons are stored in a deep trap. For photon energies
between about 0.9S and 1.35 eV, excitation of the ELI
center results less and less in free electron-hole pairs,

3012

since the electron is increasingly excited in an internal
transition. This could explain why the NPPC signal de-
creases in this energy region. At about 1.4 eV, both the
steady-state PC signal and the NPPC signal rise very
sharply, which is typical for a fundamental absorption
edge of a direct band-gap semiconductor. We therefore
believe that this increase is due to absorption processes in
the intrinsic GaAs epilayer, resulting in an increased con-
centration of electron-hole pairs which basically should
be independent of the photon energy up to about 1.9 cV,
the band gap of tjie n + -Al.Gai - 1 As layer. The negative
PC signal observed at higher temperatures between about
0.8 and 1.0 eV can then be explained by the fact that at
these temperatures the PC signal of the DX center is
negligibly small and most of the PC signal originates
from the 2DEG interface, implying that the steady-state
(negative) PC signal does not change considerably when
the light source is removed.

In conclusion, we have observed a persistent negative
photoconductivity effect in AI.Gai-,As/Ga As modula-
tion-doped heterostructures over the temperature range
l 7 0 < r < 3 0 0 K. This effect exhibits similar charac-
teristics as those associated with conventional persistent
photoconductivity due to DX centers. The origin of the
effect is best understood in terms of an interaction be-
tween the 2DEG interface and the EL2 centers in the
MOVPE grown intrinsic GaAs epilayer.
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ABSTRACT

We report on a persistent decrease of the dark conductivity in AlGaAs/GaAs

heterostructures due to illumination. The decrease was observed for photon

energies between 0.7 eV and 1.15 eV and larger than 1.4 eV in the temperature range

170<T<300K. Using proper bias conditions the dark conductivity after illumination

can be 20% smaller than the dark conductivity in thermal equilibrium. The studies

have been performed on samples with different doping species and compositions. A

possible model for the observed behaviour is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Modulation-doped heterostructures are of fundamental importance in modern

high-speed electronics. This is due to the fact that the two-dimensional electron gas

(2 DEG) formed at the interface between the highly doped AlGaAs layer and the

GaAs epilayer can be used as a high conductivity path (high mobility and sheet

carrier concentration) in high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs). Such structures

allow short transit times and, hence, short switching times [1] which make them

superior to conventional MESFETs for low noise high frequency operation in e.g.

supercomputers and sattelites.

One inherent problem of the HEMT, however, is due to the fact that the doping

species in the AlGaAs introduce a deep electronic level, known as the DX level [2].

The DX level is believed to originate from a change in lattice site of the doping atom

when being occupied (large lattice relaxation, LLR [2]). The LLR implies a large

capture barrier of the DX level which prevents electrons in the conduction band

from being recaptured into the DX level at low temperatures (<100K) in darkness

once they have been excited by light. This effect is referred to as persistent

photoconductivity (PPC) [2] and is usually considered to be one of the reasons for

the observed PPC effect in HEMTs [3]. The DX level is also responsible for threshold

shifts of HEMTs [4] which give rise to detrimental noise in the devices as well as to

the so called I-V collapse which take place under high drain-source voltages [4].

Negative photoconductivity effects in modulation-doped AlGaAs /GaAs

heterostructures, i.e the decrease of the conductivity under illumination, have been

reported previously [5-7], however, these effects disappeared once the light source

was removed. The observation of a negative persistent photoconductivity (NPPC) at

relatively high temperatures (just below room temperature) , i.e a decrease of the

darkconductivity after the light source was removed, has been reported by us in a

recent letter [8]. In this letter we showed that NPPC was observed when the exciting

photons had energies in the range of about 0.8 to 1.25 eV and larger than about 1.4

eV. When the samples were illuminated, a positive increase in the conductivity due
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to photogenerated carriers was observed. After removal of the light source,

however, the dark conductivity decreased considerably below its initial value. This

decrease was persistent for hours. Interestingly, the temperatures at which NPPC

was observed were relatively high, in the range of about 170<T<300K. This implies

that the electrons causing the decrease in conductivity were trapped into a deep

level. A typical transient obtained at 240K with a photon energy of 0.85 eV and high

intensity is shown in Fig.l. The quasi constant signal obtained under illumination is

labeled SI whereas the quasi constant signal obtained in darkness 5 minutes after the

light source was removed is labeled S2.

Our preliminary measurements suggested that the EL2 levels, present in the GaAs

epilayer and not the DX centers in the AlGaAs layer, most probably are responsible

for the peculiar behaviour. EL2 [9] is a well known intrinsic defect, present in

MOVPE grown GaAs and responsible for the semi-insulating behaviour of undoped

GaAs. In the spectral region where NPPC was observed free electron-hole pairs were

assumed to be generated in the GaAs epilayer by a two-step excitation process via the

EL2 center. The electrons were partly collected in the 2DEG and partly captured into

empty EL2 centers, while the free holes recombined with electrons from the 2DEG

when tuning to higher photon energies. The NPPC signal started to decrease at

about 0.95 eV, which marks the onset of an internal transition in the EL2 defect

resulting in less free electron-hole pairs, and in principle it disappeared at about 1.3

eV. Finally, at about 1.4 eV, both the quasi constant PC signal SI (under

illumination) and the NPPC signal S2 (after illumination) increased sharply which

is typical for band-to-band transitions of a direct bandgap semiconductor. We

therefore attributed this effect to intrinsic absorption processes in the GaAs-epilayer,

resulting in an increased concentration of free electron-hole pairs.

The aim of this paper is to report on further measurements of the NPPC effect by

studying samples with different doping species and compositions. These samples

enabled us to change several important parameters which resulted in a more

comprehensive picture of the observed phenomena.
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SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Our samples were modulation-doped AlxGai-xAs/GaAs heterostructures (Fig. 2 and

Table 1) grown at 700°C using atmospheric pressure metal organic vapour phase

epitaxy (MOVPE [10]). We have used adduct purified trimethylaluminum (TMA1)

and trimethylgallium (TMGa) to eliminate such impurities as alkoxides which can

seriously degrade large aluminum mole fraction alloys. The ASH3 gas was a 20%

mixture in hydrogen, dried at point of use by an eutectic mixture of AlGaln [11]. A

similar melt was used to dry the SiH4 (4ppm in H2) but not the H2SC The

aluminum composition was verified by double-crystal x-ray analysis and

photoluminescence measurements performed on 1-um-thick AlxGai_xAs layers

grown immediately before each of the heterostructure layers and under identical

growth conditions. Ohmic contacts were made using a standard Ni/AuGe/Ni/Au

metallization process followed by an alloying step at 470 °C for 1 min. Finally, the

samples were mounted on a TO-5 header and bonding wires were attached. The

sheet carrier concentrations varied among the samples between about 1.2»1012 cm"2

and 1.8»1012 cm"2 at 240K.

The samples were kept at a constant temperature using a standard Leybold cryostat.

All photoconductivity measurements were performed using a Jobin-Yvon

double-grating monochromator and a halogen lamp. The energy resolution was

about 1 meV over the whole spectral range. Because the NPPC is a state of

non-thermal-equilibrium, the samples had to be heated to about 315 K after each

measurement point to restore thermal equilibrium before cooling them down again.

Since cycling the temperature of the cryostate was a very time-consuming process a

small heater was placed around the sample which raised the temperature locally.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to find out whether the dark conductivity signal originated mainly from

the 2DEG or from the highly doped AlGaAs layer, the conductivity was measured in

darkness at different temperatures between contacts (1) and (2) (see Fig. 2). Fig. 3

shows a logarithmic plot of the dark conductivity versus temperature. If the dark
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conductivity originated from the AlGaAs layer we would expect an exponential

temperature dependence due to electrons being thermally ionized into the

conduction band. Since this is not the case, the temperature dependence of the

conductivity most probably reflects the temperature dependence of the electron

mobility in the GaAs. Indeed, the two dimensionality of the sheet carrier

concentration was confirmed by Shubnikov-de-Haas and quantum Hall effect

measurements at 4.2 K on similar structures.

Fig. 4 shows spectral distributions of the steady-state PC (during illumination, curves

Slhi and Silo, where hi and lo refers to high and low intensity) and the quasi

steady-state NPPC signal (after illumination, curves S2hi and S21o) obtained for an

AlGaAs sample of composition x=0.45 at 240K. The intensity ratio between hi and lo

was about 10 and the voltage used for the current measurement was 0.5 V. The solid

horizontal line corresponds to the initial dark conductivity value obtained when

cooling the sample from 315K to 240k in darkness. To ensure that steady-state

conditions for the measurements were obtained, we waited 10 min with the light on

and 5 min with the light off before each measurement point was taken. Fig. 1 shows

the typical signal shape and defines the signals plotted in Fig. 4. Both curves (Slhi

and S2hi) show the same thresholds at about 0.65 and 1.4 eV, respectively. Curve

Slhi exhibits a positive PC for energies larger than about 0.75 eV. An initial negative

PC is seen between 0.65 eV and 0.75 eV. This signal is slow and was not observed in

our preliminary study [8]. When the light was removed the characteristic NPPC

signal appeared as shown in curve S2hi. Interestingly, the NPPC signal which has a

peak at about 0.8 eV, decreased for larger energies down to about 15% of the peak

amplitude whereas the SI signal slowly increased in this energy range. It should also

be mentioned that in this particular measurement the NPPC peak amplitude

represents a few percent of the dark conductivity in thermal equilibrium. Typical

transients obtained at 240K for various photon energies are shown in Fig. 5.

A closer inspection of the spectral distribution of the NPPC signal reveals that the

signal reflects the spectral distribution of the EL2 occupancy in the GaAs epilayer.



The electron occupancy of the EL2 in GaAs under illumination is given by <Tp°/ (<Tp°

+ Gn°) N77 [12] where capture processes are neglected and Npr is the total number

^jk of EL2 centers. <Jp° and On° represent the photoionization cross sections for holes

and electrons., respectively. If capture processes are included the occupancy may have

a slightly different spectral distribution. Previous measurements [13] have shown

that a p ° increases steadily between 0.6 eV and 0.9 eV and since Op° > an°, empty EL2

levels above the Fermi level are increasingly filled with electrons from the valence

band by the exciting light. The two-step excitation process could have three effects:

(1) an increase in the electron concentration of the 2DEG is obtained since electrons

in the conduction band are accumulated in the 2DEG due to the electric field at the

interface, (2) electrons in the conduction band are recaptured into empty EL2 centers,

and (3) the free holes produced by the light recombine with electrons from the 2DEG

and since more free holes than free electrons are produced, the dark conductivity

(after the light has been removed) decreases below the initial value. A schematic

picture of the model for the NPPC effect is shown in Fig. 6. Such an

excitation-recombination model could also explain the initial negative PC of curve

Slhi (conductivity while the light is on [5-7]). The EL2 level has a thermal activation

energy of about 0.8 eV [14] and at 240K thermal excitation processes from this level

can therefore be neglected. At about 0.7 eV, Op° is small but Op° » On°. The electron

occupancy of the EL2 is therefore large and due to the low excitation rate the ratio

between the excited free electron and hole concentrations could be less than one

implying that the 2DEG concentration decreases after steady-state has been reached

under illumination. According to this model the negative SI signal should depend

on the light intensity as well as on the ratio <Jp°/ ( Op° + On° ) and is expected to

disappear with increasing intensity and increasing photon energy, i.e. increasing

values of <?n°, in fair agreement with our experimental observations. For energies

above 0.90 eV, Gp° starts to decrease whereas Gn° still increases [13] resulting in a

decrease of the EL2 occupancy due to illumination which in our model would imply

a decrease in the NPPC signal. The residual NPPC signal at about 1.3 eV (below

bandgap energy) could be explained with electrons being recaptured by empty EL2

levels.
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A comparison of the spectral distribution of the S2hi signal in the extrinsic energy

region with the one for the electron occupancy of the EL2 [13] (Fig. 7) shows that

almost identical spectra are obtained if capture processes are neglected. Though not

confirming our model (Fig. 6) these results are nevertheless considered as further

supporting evidence.

The threshold of curve Slhi at 1.4 eV most probably corresponds to the creation of

free electron-hole pairs via a fundamental excitation process in the GaAs epilayer.

Most of the free electrons accumulate in the 2DEG giving rise to an increased PC

signal, but some of them are captured by empty EL2 levels. It should also be

mentioned that light with energies up to about 2.2 eV (not shown in Fig. 4) i.e

energies well above the bandgap of AlGaAs (about 2.0 eV for x=0.45 eV) did not

result in additional structures. We consider this as a further indication that the

AlGaAs layer and, hence, the DX center does not play an important role for the

observed NPPC at these relatively high temperatures. Curves Silo and S21o show

the spectral distribution of the PC and NPPC signals recorded at lower intensity. The

spectral distributions at low and high intensities exhibit the same gross features

although there are some differences. One difference is that the PC signal as well as

the NPPC signal have somewhat smaller amplitudes than the corresponding high

intensity signals. This implies that both signals are not linearly dependent on the

intensity. This is not surprising for the NPPC signal since the amplitude of the

NPPC is assumed to depend on the ratio Op
0/ (Op° + On° ) which is independent of

the intensity. However, a lower intensity results in fewer free carriers and hence, a

smaller thermal capture of electrons from the conduction band into empty EL2

levels. Hence, the slight intensity dependence of the S2 signal may be considered as

an indication that capture processes could be involved in the occupancy of the EL2

center. Another difference in the gross feature of the spectral distributions is a shift

in the threshold energy of the positive PC signal. This observation is consistent

with the model and has already been discussed.

•

Fig. 8 shows the steady-state PC spectra and NPPC spectra at 240K for three different
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samples with two different compositions (x=0.45 and x=0.32) and two different

dopants (silicon and selenium). Although under similar conditions the signal

amplitudes are different, the overall features of the curves are nevertheless very

similar. This is expected since they are all grown with MOCVD and, hence, most

probably contain EL2. Since both the composition and dopant have been changed,

these results are considered as further support of our model that neither the DX

level nor the AlGaAs layer in itself are responsible for the NPPC effect.

Additional evidence for our model has been obtained by studying similar structures

but with epilayers grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) which are supposed not

to contain EL2. None of these samples exhibited any NPPC effects.

The data so far presented obviously suggest that (1) the photoconductivity properties

of the samples are governed by the NID GaAs epilayer and not by the AlGaAs

epilayer which is not surprising since the two ohmic contacts on top of the sample

(Fig. 2) are connected to the 2 DEG in the notch and, hence, short-circuit the AlGaAs

as long as the conductivity in the 2 DEG is higher than in the AlGaAs region, (2) the

extrinsic sensitivity originates from the EL2 center and not from the DX centers ?nd

(3) the recombination of electrons from the 2DEG with holes in the GaAs strongly

influences the kinetics of the photoconductivity signal. This implies that the

electro-optical properties of our samples are closely related to the potential in the

active (2DEG) layer. A way to simulate different potentials, i.e. band bending, is by

application of an external electric field perpendicular to the layer. This fact is

illustrated in Fig. 9 a, b and c which exhibit spectra of the quasi-constant PC (SI) and

NPPC (S2) signal at 240K for different electric biases perpendicular to the 2DEG layer.

The voltages given in the figure correspond to the substrate potential with respect to

the front side of the sample. In darkness only minor changes in the conductivity

measured between the two contacts on top of the sample were observed due to these

electric fields which is not surprising considering that the 1 urn thick GaAs layer is

semi-insulating. Nevertheless, a positive bias at the substrate implying that the

potential in the active GaAs layer is flattened out, resulted in a slight increase (<1%)

of the dark conductivity whereas a negative bias caused a small decrease of the
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conductivity.

Though the effect of an electric field perpendicular to the layers on the dark

conductivity was rather small, the observed changes in the SI and S2 signals were

quite dramatic. As shown in Fig. 9b the spectral distribution of the S2 signal was

almost unchanged but the amplitude increased by more than a factor of 4 which is

20% of the dark conductivity in thermal equilibrium. A still larger change of the

signal was observed for the SI amplitude (Figs. 9a and 9c). This implies that the

conductivity under illumination with photons of, for example, 0.85 eV was much

smaller than in thermal equilibrium and even smaller than the NFCC (S2) signal

(Fig. 9b). A conductivity transient obtained for 0.85 eV and -5V bias is shown in Fig.

10a. An increased negative potential had a similar effect on the extrinsic SI spectrum

as a decrease in excitation intensity at zero bias (Figs 4 and 9 a).

Most of these studies were performed at 240K Lowering the temperature to, for

example, 80K only resulted in the normal PPC effect as exhibited in Fig. 10b. It

should also be mentioned that we performed photo-Hall experiments which

showed that the observed changes in conductivity were not due to a change in

mobility but to changes in the electron concentration.

Similar large changes in the SI and S2 signals were observed in silicon doped

samples of different compositions (Fig. 11 and 12). For certain photon energies the S2

signal increased by more than a factor of 10 which implied a change in the dark

conductivity oi about 10%.

Further experiments are probably needed to explain the influence of the band

bending on the observed conductivity properties in detail. We are at present not

sure how important the properties of the contacts are for the observed NPPC effects

studied in this paper. Since the gross feature of the results is independent of the

AlGaAs composition and doping, there are good reasons to believe that the observed

NPPC effect originates from the GaAs layer and the sample structure.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comprehensive study of a persistent negative change of the

darkconductivity due to illumination (NPPC) in modulation-doped AlGaAs

heterostructures. This effect is observed in the temperature range 170K<T<300K

which is far above the temperature range in which PPC is observed. Similar results

are obtained for different AlGaAs compositions and different dopants. The origin of

this effect is therefore not related to the DX level but is best understood in terms of

an interaction between the 2DEG formed at the AlGaAs/GaAs interface and the EL2

level in the GaAs epilayer. We have also established that the NPPC effect can be

avoided by either changing the growth method from MOVP5 to MBE or by applying

a small positive bias to the substrate.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Transient recorded at 0.85 eV and 240K indicating the PC signal with light on

(SI) and the NPPC signal with light off (S2).

Fig. 2 Material epilayer structure.

Fig. 3 Darkconductivity plotted versus temperature for the sample labelled CB61.

Fig. 4 Spectral distribution of the PC (SI) and NPPC (S2) signals for sample

CB61, recorded at high (hi) and low (lo) light intensity. The label SI

and S2 refers to light on and off, respectively.

Fig. 5 Transients obtained at 240K for various photon energies for sample

CB61. The star in the left transient indicates that the recorder was stopped for

a while.

Fig. 6 Bandstructure of the samples. Electronic processes involved in the NPPC

effect are indicated. nj(EL2) is the concentration of filled EL2 centers and N-rj

is the total concentration of EL2 centers.

Fig. 7 NPPC spectrum obtained at 240K for sample CB61 in comparison with the

calculated spectral distribution of the electron occupancy of the EL2 level.

Fig. 8 Spectral distribution of the PC (SI) and NPPC (S2) signals recorded at 240K for t-
1

three samples with different combinations of dopant and composition (see j

Table 1). \

Fig. 9 a) Spectral distribution of the PC signal (SI) for sample CB61, recorded for

different biases applied to the substrate.

b) Spectral distribution of the NPPC signal (S2) for sample CB61, recorded for

different biases applied to the substrate.
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c) Positive signal of SI from Fig. 9.

jm Fig. 10 a) Conductivity transient obtained at 240 K and -5V bias. The photon energy

of the exciting light is 0.85 eV.

b) Conductivity transient obtained without bias at 80 K. The photon energy

of the exciting light is 0.80 eV.

Fig. 11 Spectral distribution of the PC (SI) and NPPC (S2) signals for sample CB57,

recorded for two different biases applied to the substrate.
,»

Fig. 12 Spectral distribution of the PC (SI) and NPPC (S2) signals for sample CB59

recorded for two different biases applied to the substrate.



TABLE 1.

Sample

CB57

CB59

CB61

Sample compositions and doping

x(AlxGai_xAs)

0.32

0.45

0.45

Dopant

Silicon

Silicon

Selenium
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Substrate contact

Fig.2
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